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Abstract
A Dynamic Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Ring
Current Model
by
Asher Pembroke
In this thesis we describe a coupled model of Earth’s magnetosphere that consists
of the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simula-
tion, the MIX ionosphere solver and the Rice Convection Model (RCM). We report
some results of the coupled model using idealized inputs and model parameters. The
algorithmic and physical components of the model are described, including the trans-
fer of magnetic field information and plasma boundary conditions to the RCM and
the return of ring current plasma properties to the LFM. Crucial aspects of the cou-
pling include the restriction of RCM to regions where field-line averaged plasma-beta
¡=1, the use of a plasmasphere model, and the MIX ionosphere model. Compared
to stand-alone MHD, the coupled model produces a substantial increase in ring cur-
rent pressure and reduction of the magnetic field near the Earth. In the ionosphere,
stronger region-1 and region-2 Birkeland currents are seen in the coupled model but
with no significant change in the cross polar cap potential drop, while the region-2
currents shielded the low-latitude convection potential. In addition, oscillations in
iii
the magnetic field are produced at geosynchronous orbit with the coupled code. The
diagnostics of entropy and mass content indicate that these oscillations are associated
with low-entropy flow channels moving in from the tail and may be related to bursty
bulk flows and bubbles seen in observations. As with most complex numerical models,
there is the ongoing challenge of untangling numerical artifacts and physics, and we
find that while there is still much room for improvement, the results presented here
are encouraging. Finally, we introduce several new methods for magnetospheric visu-
alization and analysis, including a fluid-spatial volume for RCM and a field-aligned
analysis mesh for the LFM. The latter allows us to construct novel visualizations of
flux tubes, drift surfaces, topological boundaries, and bursty-bulk flows.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of the near-Earth space environment encompasses a broad range of dis-
ciplines. A range of plasma conditions occur naturally within Earth’s magnetosphere,
including both high and low plasma pressure relative to magnetic pressure, multiple
plasma species and energies, and topological boundaries within the magnetic field.
Observationally, there are signatures of changes in magnetic topology, wave propaga-
tion, drift mechanics, field-aligned currents, and auroras, and each is a field of study
in its own right, but all are manifestations of processes happening on a systems level.
The vast array of plasma phenomena provides a broad range of study, so that, taken
separately, any individual component would be sufficient to fill a dissertation. How-
ever, our aim in this work is to advance our understanding of the magnetosphere on
a systems level and to delve into specific areas in detail only where necessary.
The study of space plasmas goes beyond academic pursuit, having both direct and
indirect impact on several components of modern day infrastructure. Disruptions in
the near-Earth environment due to enhanced solar activity, such as solar flares and
coronal mass ejections, can induce currents at or below ground level. These can
prove harmful to power grids and pipelines. Telecommunications may also be dis-
rupted when solar activity exposes satellites to harmful high-energy particles. Worse,
magnetospheric variability may compromise the health and safety of airline passen-
2gers during transpolar flights. Finally, the burgeoning space tourism industry will
rely on the maturing understanding of Earth’s magnetosphere and beyond.
The various regions of Earth’s magnetosphere are coupled to each other and even
produce feedback between them, so it is often difficult to tell which is the cause
and which is the effect. In order to understand these dynamics from a systems-
level, we have turned to simulation and analysis from first-principles. This thesis
is an attempt to document what we have learned by describing a coupled model
of Earth’s magnetosphere that consists of the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation, the MIX ionosphere solver and the Rice
Convection Model (RCM). We report some results using idealized inputs and model
parameters, to help simplify our analysis. The algorithmic and physical components
of the model are described to a degree sufficient for understanding these results. In
characterizing these results, we have introduced a novel flux-tube data structure.
This allows us to visualize several different aspects of the magnetospheric system as
a whole.
The key findings of the coupled simulation are as follows. Compared to stand-alone
MHD, the coupled model produces a substantial increase in ring current pressure and
reduction of the magnetic field near the Earth. In the ionosphere, stronger region-1
and region-2 Birkeland currents are seen in the coupled model but with no significant
change in the cross polar cap potential drop, while the region-2 currents shielded the
low-latitude convection potential. In addition, oscillations in the magnetic field are
3produced at geosynchronous orbit with the coupled code. The diagnostics of flux
tube entropy and mass content indicate that these oscillations are associated with
low-entropy flow channels moving in from the tail and may be related to bursty bulk
flows and bubbles seen in observations.
1.1 Overview
In this chapter we will give a brief introduction to the magnetosphere and its relevance
to space physics and introduce the reader to some of the terminology used throughout
this thesis. In Chapter 2 we will describe the physical basis and some numerics of the
simulations we will consider. In Chapter 3 we describe new visualization techniques
designed to illuminate magnetospheric structures. In Chapter 4 we present initial
results of the coupled code. Chapter 5 presents further studies of magnetic flux and
mass transport due to bursty bulk flows observed in the simulation. We conclude and
summarize this work in Chapter 6.
1.2 The Magnetosphere at a Glance
A review of the properties of Earth’s magnetosphere provides a context for our sim-
ulations and our chosen coupling scheme. We provide a broad overview of the basic
features of the Magnetosphere, leaving the detailed physics discussion for chapter 2.
We then discuss the impact of the magnetosphere on space weather. This motivates
our discussion of the continued efforts to model and interpret the dynamics of space
4weather.
1.2.1 Solar Wind
The main source of energy and the primary driver of variability in Earth’s magne-
tosphere is the solar wind. An imbalance between the gradient in solar atmospheric
pressure and the force of gravity results in a supersonic outflow of plasma moving
radially away from the sun [1]. The plasma properties are such that the “frozen-in”
condition applies, whereby the magnetic flux through a region of plasma remains fixed
to that plasma even as the plasma flow compresses. As a result, the solar wind out-
flow alters the vacuum configuration of the sun’s magnetic field. As the sun rotates,
magnetic field lines anchored to the solar surface become distorted while the solar
wind moves radially away. This distortion is similar to that of a curved stream ema-
nating from a rotating water hose, and is known as the Parker spiral [1]. At Earth’s
location, this distortion causes the magnetic field to be oriented at approximately 45
degrees, on average, away from the Earth-sun line. This configuration is illustrated
in Figure 1.1, which shows a false color image of the solar wind density, with the sun
at the center.∗ Magnetic field lines (yellow) are mapped from locations along Earth’s
orbit together with flow lines (reversed, in red), which illustrates that plasma moves
radially away from the sun, with the magnetic field oriented 45 degrees away from the
flow at 1 A.U. The configuration (at 11:30, 2:00, 3:00, 5:00, and 7:00 in the figure)
∗This image was obtained from the ENLIL solar wind model, part of CISM’s modeling framework.
We will discuss ENLIL further in section 1.4
5Figure 1.1 : Solar Wind density, streamlines (red), and field lines (yellow) in the
Ecliptic plane, as modeled by the ENLIL solar wind model.
supports the idea that the density profile seen by an observer at Earth should be
correlated with the shape of the magnetic field. However, transient structures (such
as the one shown at 9:00) can disturb this ordering. The most dramatic of these
structures is the explosive release of magnetic tension in the form of the Coronal
Mass Ejection (CME). An example of a CME is shown in Figure 1.2.
Changes in the magnetic field at the solar surface can lead to deviations from the
Parker spiral that will cause the “Interplanetary Magnetic Field” (IMF) of the solar
wind to vary. A phenomenon known as magnetic reconnection can occur if the IMF is
antiparallel from Earth’s field. This causes a weakening in the local field that allows
solar wind plasma to enter the Earth’s field, and this ultimately determines much of
6Figure 1.2 : Coronal Mass Ejection captured by the Solar and Heliospheric Observa-
tory (SOHO).
the behavior of the magnetosphere. From the perspective of an observer on Earth,
reconnection is maximized when the IMF points south. This is because the Earth’s
field is approximately dipolar and points in the northward direction in the equatorial
plane.
1.2.2 Bow Shock
When the solar wind meets the Earth’s relatively stationary magnetic field, a shock
is produced, characterized by a rapid decrease in velocity. The shock configuration is
7Figure 1.3 : Noon-Midnight Meridian sonic mach number, illustrating the Bow Shock.
The x-z axis is shown in increments of 10 Earth radii. There is a tear-drop shaped
subsonic region bounded by the black curve extending 10RE earthward and 40RE
tailward.
illustrated in Figure 1.3, which shows the sonic mach number in false color as viewed
in the meridional plane with the sun to the left.† The solar wind flows in from the
left of the figure and has a typical sonic mach number of 9. The black contour (called
the sonic line) separates the regions of subsonic and supersonic flow. The arrows
indicate the direction of the plasma flow at the location of the sonic line, indicating
that plasma first decelerates as it crosses the shock and is then accelerated back to
supersonic speeds. The subsequent tail-ward flow forms a teardrop shape in the sonic
line. Downstream of the shock region, the Earth leaves behind a wake with a flow
†This image was obtained from the coupled LFM-RCM global magnetospheric model, with steady
southward Bz of -5 nT.
8Figure 1.4 : Noon-Midnight Meridian density normalized by the solar wind density
(5 pcc). The black curve is the isocontour of Ms = 1, indicating the sonic line. The
black curves are isocontours of β= 1
.
speed that asymptotically approaches that of the solar wind.
1.2.3 Magnetosheath
Due to the frozen-in condition, plasma that crosses the bow shock will have an in-
fluence on the magnetic configuration. A region of shocked, high temperature, high
density plasma forms, called the magnetosheath. In Figure 1.4, the density is shown
relative to that of the solar wind. Again, there is a sonic line that divides the mag-
netosheath into supersonic and subsonic regions. The region of highest density is in
the subsonic region near the nose. Magnetic field lines are also shown in white. In
the magnetosheath region, field lines can be seen draping over the magnetosphere.
9Figure 1.5 : Noon-Midnight meridian plasma β, illustrating the magnetosheath
bounded by β = 1 isocontours (white curves). For reference, the sonic line (black
curve) from Figure 1.3 is also shown.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the configuration through the ratio of plasma pressure to mag-
netic pressure. The plasma pressure in the magnetosheath is typically higher than
the magnetic pressure. Therefore, the ratio of pressures β = P/PB is an indication of
the magnetosheath boundaries. (This definition does not apply to slow solar wind, or
to regions away from the meridional plane.) In Figure 1.5 the magnetosheath is the
extended region of high plasma β bounded by the β = 1 contours, shown in white.
We should note that our choice of β = 1 for the lower limit, although physically
motivated, is somewhat arbitrary.
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Figure 1.6 : ρv
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= 1 isosurface illustrating the magnetopause location.
1.2.4 Magnetopause
The magnetopause separates the magnetosheath from the magnetosphere. The mag-
netopause location may be determined by the isosurface where solar wind ram pres-
sure is equal to the magnetic pressure, shown in Figure 1.6. This definition does
not necessarily hold in the magnetotail. With respect to the magnetic topology, it
is the surface that separates magnetosphere-like field lines from those of the magne-
tosheath. If we consider a point that divides a field line from curving toward the
Earth to curving away, then the magnetopause might be defined by the set of all such
points. The sources of plasma at the magnetopause are the northern and southern
polar cusps. They contain plasma moving on recently reconnected field lines from
the day side. Plasma on these field lines can flow directly down toward the Earth on
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the day side. As the solar wind sweeps past the Earth, plasma higher up along field
lines gets dragged over the magnetopause and forms the population for the plasma
mantle.
1.2.5 Plasma Mantle
The plasma mantle forms part of the magnetopause and is defined by a particle
distribution with a certain “magnetic history”. Specifically, it is plasma associated
with field lines that reconnect on the dayside. Because of this, the plasma in the
mantle flows anti-sunward. Because all the plasma in the mantle stems from the
same source and is mostly ballistic, the flow velocity at a point along a field line will
be the same for all particle species, independent of mass. However, this also means
that the velocity distribution at such a point will constantly change with time as
slower plasma moves in. Furthermore, the entire field line will convect toward the
neutral sheet, a region between the northern and southern lobes where the magnetic
field is weakest and reconnection can occur. These dynamics are collectively known
as the velocity filter effect [2].
The path these particles follow while their magnetic flux remains open is what de-
fines the plasma mantle flow structure. Plasma on open field lines will convect toward
the neutral sheet, but sufficiently high velocity particles will leave the magnetosphere
well before reconnection occurs on their earthward field lines. On the other hand,
reconnection can occur tailward of slower-flowing plasma, which is then convected
12
Figure 1.7 : Cut-away of a plasma mantle flow surface, with the sun to the left. This
surface is mapped backward in time from a β = 1 isocontour at −95RE.
earthward on closed field lines.
Due to the dependence on magnetic history, the plasma mantle cannot be defined
by local properties alone, and it is therefore difficult to illustrate with isosurfaces.
In addition, our single-fluid MHD model cannot represent all of the kinetics of the
velocity filter effect. However, we can see some of these effects using flow surfaces
(see section 3.3.3). One can map a flow surface from the low latitude boundary of the
plasma sheet to see where the flow originated. Figure 1.7 indicates that plasma enter-
ing the plasmasheet from the lobe originates from high latitudes, which is consistent
with the theory of plasma sheet formation.
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1.2.6 Tail Lobes
Inside the magnetopause is the start of the northern and southern tail lobes. Here
the magnetic pressure dominates, and plasma density is very low. This region can
extend hundreds of Earth radii anti-sunward. The plasma distribution of the lobes is
determined by the plasma mantle, which depends strongly on the magnetic topology of
the tail. The topology can be very complicated even for steady solar wind conditions.
For example, under southward IMF, lobe field lines can be connected to either the
northern or southern poles or they may be purely solar wind field lines (connecting
back to the sun). As we saw in Figure 1.6, the spatial configuration of the lobes can
be readily visualized by isosurfaces of plasma β = 1. Inside the surface the magnetic
pressure is higher than the plasma pressure. In between the magnetic lobes, where
plasma pressure dominates, lies the plasma sheet.
1.2.7 Plasma sheet
As lobe plasma convects toward the equatorial plane, plasma pressure builds and is
the first indication of the plasma sheet. Here, field lines pointing toward and away
from the Earth come together, increasing magnetic tension. For the high curvature
that results there must also be a strong current sheet flowing between the tail lobes
from dawn to dusk. Here, reconnection can occur where the magnetic field is weak
enough for the frozen-in condition to break. This allows magnetic tension to be
converted into high-speed plasma flows. Earthward flowing plasma is accelerated to
14
Figure 1.8 : Plasma sheet configuration in noon-midnight plane.
very high velocities away from the reconnection sites downstream. However, counter-
streaming particles also occur at the high latitude plasma sheet boundary, due to
magnetic reflection closer to Earth.
The configuration of the plasma sheet is illustrated in Figure 1.8. Plasma β is
shown along with field lines in the meridional plane. Vector glyphs indicate the
direction of plasma flow. Much of the dynamics described above can be seen: the
high plasma β region corresponds to a stretched field configuration. Reconnection
sites appear to have formed near −15 RE and -30 RE in the figure as a result of the
buildup of magnetic tension. The plasma flow is diverted tailward and earthward of
the reconnection site at −15RE.
The central plasma sheet consists of flux tubes that have recently come from the
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reconnection sites. It contains an isotropized plasma distribution. This is in part
due to the existence of counter-streaming particles, which tends to cause instabilities
along the field. Such instabilities can promote large-amplitude oscillations along the
field that in turn isotropize the plasma. Another reason for isotropization is that the
distinct streaming lobe plasma can become mixed after entering the plasma sheet.
The mixed plasma then mirrors at different points along field lines as it moves closer
to Earth. Thus, by the time flux tubes convect toward the inner magnetosphere
(< 10RE), they are for the most part isotropized.[3]
1.2.8 Ring Current/Radiation Belts
Plasma that has managed to get into the inner magnetosphere approaches a slow flow
region as it comes in from the tail. Here, gradient and curvature drifts (detailed in
Appendix A.2) cause plasma of different energies to follow different paths. In addition,
energetic particles of positive charge flow westward, and those of negative charge flow
eastward, forming what is known as the ring current. In the inner magnetosphere,
flux tubes undergo adiabatic compression and have a well-defined temperature. Flux
tubes filled with relatively low temperature plasmas will be convected in toward
the Earth, while high temperature flux tubes will be convected outward. At the
interfaces of these oppositely moving flux tubes are field-aligned currents, which flow
along field lines to and from the ionosphere. The radiation belts consist of highly
energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere that are trapped on closed field lines,
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and bounce back and forth along their field lines before they can be lost to the Earth’s
atmosphere. Conversely, the plasmasphere consists of cold (low-energetic) particles
from the Earth’s upper atmosphere, and tend to remain at low altitudes.
1.2.9 Ionosphere
The ionosphere is the outer-most layer of the Earth’s atmosphere and consists of
multiple species of ionized plasma and neutral particles. The distribution of plasma
is dependent on latitude and local time in addition to being dependent on altitude.
This is in part due to the day/night cycle, where the sun’s ionizing radiation can
raise ion populations, and heating can cause the day-side plasma to lift. Also, many
of the regions of the magnetosphere (such as the open/closed magnetic boundary,
lobes, and plasmasheet) are coupled with corresponding regions in the ionosphere via
the magnetic field.[4] Collisions with precipitating plasma can excite neutral atoms
whose decay emits photons, which is called the aurora. Secondary collisions can
further ionize particles. Another source of ions is photoionization from the sun on
the dayside, via ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet radiation. Additionally, highly-
energetic particles could cause further ionization and could come from the galaxy, the
sun, or even the ionosphere via local accelerating mechanisms. On the other hand,
lighter ions can flow out of the ionosphere via polar winds.[5]
For the simple model of balancing a planetary body’s gravitational force and
thermal pressure gradient, one can express the density profile for a given species
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as an exponential decay with a scale height determining the strength of the decay.
Because each species scale height depends on the mass (with lighter species having
larger scale heights), there is a layering of the ionosphere, where one species may
dominate at certain altitudes. This layering also depends on the penetration depth of
the ionizing radiation. For example, particles ionized by UV occur at lower altitudes
than x-rays. For the Earth’s ionosphere, the peaks in the electron density, called the
E- and F-layers occur from 120-130 km and 300-400 km respectively. In addition, the
layering is dynamic, being dependent on the season, neutral winds, and the day/night
cycle.[5]
The layering of the ionosphere makes the conductance properties vary in space
and time. In general, the ionosphere responds to the presence of an electric field
(for example, the polar cap potential drop) by producing so-called Pedersen currents,
scaled by the Pedersen conductivity. As charged particles accelerate toward !E, they
undergo resistance due to collisions between different particle species. In addition,
the presence of the magnetic field introduces a Hall conductivity: all plasma would
tend to drift in the !E × !B direction, except that electrons are more tightly bound
to the magnetic field than protons, so they tend to drift closer to the !E × !B rate
than the protons, which undergo more collisions. The result is a current opposite
!E × !B. If a potential drop exists parallel to the magnetic field, then the resistivity
is due only to collisions. This “direct conductivity” results in a current in or out
of the ionosphere. The influx of current and the flow of field lines across the polar
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cap also changes the conductance properties of the ionosphere. Finally, in the lower
latitudes, neutral winds can cause an increase in collision rates that can generate a
current known as the equatorial electrojet. [6]
1.3 Importance of the Magnetosphere
1.3.1 Impact on Ground-Based Technologies
The Earth’s magnetosphere is a crucial component of the near-Earth environment.
Although its terrestrial significance can be traced to its influence on Earth’s upper
atmosphere, modern-day technologies are particularly vulnerable to magnetospheric
variability.[7] Power grids and oil pipelines are vulnerable to changes in parts of the
magnetic field that extend beyond Earth’s atmosphere: at the appropriate frequency
range, enormous currents can be induced in these systems, which act like large con-
ductors.
Particularly large changes in Earth’s field happen when the magnetic field of the
solar wind points in a direction opposite to Earth’s. Under these conditions, magnetic
reconnection, which results in field lines that connect the solar wind to the Earth’s
magnetic field, allows plasma from the solar wind to become trapped on Earth’s field
lines. While the Earth’s magnetic field usually protects us from high-energy particles
in the solar wind, dayside reconnection can expose the upper atmosphere to solar
wind particles. A manifestation of this sudden influx of particles is the occurrence
of northern and southern aurora, which are bright lights that can be seen from the
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ground at high latitudes. The aurora result from collisions of accelerated particles
coming from the magnetosphere with neutral particles in Earth’s atmosphere. While
the effect is usually harmless to those on the ground, in some cases transpolar flights
must be rerouted to avoid exposing passengers and crews to these energetic particles.
1.3.2 Impact on Space-Based Technologies
Reconnection events can also leave satellites at geocentric orbit exposed to solar wind
particles, while spacecraft closer to Earth are at risk to damage from inner magneto-
spheric energetic particles penetrating their hull. Such particles can damage on-board
instruments, but they are also dangerous to astronauts, who must occasionally move
to specially shielded parts of the spacecraft to avoid exposure. An influx of energetic
particles from the magnetosphere can even alter spacecraft orbits by heating the
upper atmosphere; this can increase the density in low-Earth orbits, which in turn
increases spacecraft drag. Another effect of magnetospheric variability is that GPS
(and long-range radio) signals can be hampered by variations in the thickness of the
ionosphere that can be caused by magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes.[8]
1.4 Modeling the Magnetosphere
Given the considerations above, it is clear that a deep understanding of the dynamics
of the Magnetosphere will be crucial for future government and commercial space-
based (and certain ground-based) operations. Ideally, we would like to be able to
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predict potentially dangerous events well in advance. Such capability may only be
possible with physics-based models, as opposed to empirical approaches.
The need for robust and accurate models of the near-Earth space environment
has been met in part through simulating the physics of space plasmas from first prin-
ciples. Several formulations exist that are tailored for different domains and plasma
properties within the magnetosphere, depending on which physics are most relevant.
Much of the global morphology has been captured by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
simulations: when driven by a solar wind specification, MHD simulations are capable
of producing shocks, reconnection, as well as storm-time tail and plasma sheet con-
figurations. These models include ionospheric solvers driven by Birkeland currents
to determine the convection pattern over the poles. However, close to the Earth,
gradient-curvature drift dynamics play an important role in the spatial and energy
distributions of the plasma. In this region, ring current models give the most accu-
rate descriptions of the plasma properties. In order to capture both inner and outer
magnetospheric physics, a coupling of ring current and MHD simulations has been
undertaken. We have reported on the one-way coupling of the Lyon Fedder Mobarry
(LFM) magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation of the Earth’s magnetosphere with
the Rice Convection Model (RCM) to capture the drift physics of the inner magne-
tosphere, whereby the fields and outer boundary conditions provided by the MHD
model were used to drive the plasma drift mechanics of the ring current model [9].
This was a crucial first step in obtaining a fully self-consistent model of the inner
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and outer magnetosphere and ionosphere. Chapter 4 details the completion of the
coupling strategy for LFM-RCM-MIX, where RCM-computed pressure and density
are returned to the LFM and the MIX ionosphere model drives the convection pattern
for both models.
1.4.1 Global MHD models
The equations of ideal single-fluid magnetohydrodynamics provide a self-consistent
description of the Earth’s magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar wind.
Given a description of the solar wind, MHD models reproduce the large-scale fea-
tures of the global electromagnetic field structure and plasma properties [10, 11, 12,
13]. The Grand Unified Magnetosphere Ionosphere Coupling Simulation (GUMICS)
[14], the Block-Adaptive-Tree Solar-wind Roe-Type Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US)
[15, 16, 17], and the Global Geospace Circulation Model (OpenGGCM) [18] are all
implementations of global MHD, and vary with respect to implementation of the
boundary conditions, grids, initial conditions, and even the formulation of the pri-
mary equations. The LFM [19] solves the conservative MHD equations on a static,
deformed spherical mesh with axis along the Earth-Sun line, using the partial donor
method [20]. The stretched spherical grid allows for high resolution to be placed near
the Earth as well as at the bow shock.
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1.4.2 Ring Current Models
Single-fluid MHD models can represent the coupling of the magnetosphere to the
solar wind and ionosphere. However, they only provide a rough approximation for
the physics of the inner magnetosphere, where particle motion near Earth includes
energy-dependent gradient-curvature drift. This causes the drift paths of earthward-
traveling high-energy particles to be diverted westward (eastward) if the charge is
positive (negative). Conversely, low-energy particles will first penetrate closer to
Earth before the gradient-curvature drift is strong enough to divert them. The ring
current is composed of both populations, which have sufficient current density to
alter the global magnetic field. To model the inner magnetosphere, ring current
(RC) models require a more detailed representation of plasma defined by magnetic
moments and pitch angle. For example, the Fok Ring Current Model (FokRC) [21] is
a bounce-averaged kinetic ring current model that allows for non-isotropic pitch angle
distributions, while the Comprehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) [22] uses a self-
consistent electric field to evolve the FokRC distribution function. Similar to CRCM,
the Ring Current-Atmosphere Interaction model (RAM) [23] evolves energy and pitch
angle distributions in time, using the Voland-Stern model for the electric potential
[24, 25]. More sophisticated versions of RAM include a self-consistent magnetic field
[26, 27] that is in stable force balance with the RAM-computed pressures. The Rice
Convection Model [28, 29, 30] formulation is similar to other RC models: it assumes
that the plasma is slowly varying in time, that the plasma pressure is equilibrated
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along field lines, and waves are neglected. It further assumes an isotropic pitch-angle
distribution. The gradient in RCM’s flux-tube content can be related to ionospheric
Birkeland currents via the Vasyliunas equation [31], and these currents drive RCM’s
ionospheric potential solver for low latitudes.
1.4.3 Ionospheric Models
The ionosphere plays an important role in both global MHD and RC formulations.
High conductivity in the ionosphere permits currents generated in the magnetosphere
to close, and the presence of these currents in turn alters the conductance and the
electric and magnetic fields over the whole system. MHD models must include a
representation of the ionosphere in order to produce even basic global features due
to the intrinsic coupling. Ionospheric conductivity may be solved in 3D [14] or a
height-integrated conductivity model may be used [32, 11] to solve for the 2D electric
potential. In the LFM, the 2D ionosphere solver MIX [33] serves as a replacement
for LFM’s original potential solver.
1.5 Sun-to-Earth Modeling Efforts
1.5.1 The Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling
The Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling (CISM) is a National Science
Foundation Science and Technology Center. CISM’s focus is to build “a comprehen-
sive physics-based numerical simulation model suite that describes the space envi-
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ronment from the Sun to the Earth.”‡ By combining the modeling efforts of many
institutions and organizations, CISM turns this very large goal into a series of smaller,
more manageable objectives. CISM’s models span from the sun to the Earth, and
include: Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS), which models the solar
surface up to 2.5 solar radii; the ENLIL (Sumerian god of wind and storms) solar
wind code, which covers the distance from .1 to 1.1 A.U., where 1 A.U. is the dis-
tance from the sun to Earth; the Lyon Fedder Mobarry MHD model (LFM) and the
Rice Convection Model (RCM) cover Earth’s outer and inner magnetosphere; and
the Thermosphere-Ionosphere General Circulation Model (TIEGCM) which models
the Earth’s ionosphere and thermosphere.
A key component of the CISM initiative is the modeling of the Earth’s magne-
tosphere as described by the coupled LFM-RCM. The Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry code
provides a fluid description of the plasma that is valid from about 6RE to 30RE sun-
ward to about 200RE anti-sunward. It has been shown to reasonably model magnetic
storms[34] and substorms[35]. A statistical study of the location of the dayside mag-
netopause in LFM compared to empirical models showed the LFM’s magnetopause
to be ≈ 1RE earthward of empirical models[36]. This was attributed in part to the
lack of a ring current in standalone LFM. The Rice Convection Model provides a rea-
sonable description of the ring current in the inner magnetosphere. A more detailed
description of these regions and how they are modeled in the respective codes will be
‡From CISM’s 2007 Strategic and Implementation Plan
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given in chapter 2.
1.5.2 Space Weather Modeling Framework
The Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) is a similar effort to model the
sun-to-Earth environment.[37] Like CISM’s coupled models, it also covers all the
domains described above, making it a natural competitor to CISM. Of interest to
us is where the model overlaps with LFM-RCM. In particular, the SWMF uses the
Block-Adaptive-Tree Solar-wind Roe-type Upwind Scheme (BATSRUS) global MHD
code to model the outer magnetosphere. The inner magnetosphere is modeled with
RCM, and the coupling framework itself is actually very similar to that used in LFM-
RCM.[38]
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Chapter 2
Simplified Descriptions of the Magnetosphere
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we give an overview of the relevant physics in each region of the mag-
netosphere, followed by a basic description of the implementation of the physics in
the ring current and MHD models. We start with an introduction to magnetohydro-
dynamics, followed by approaches to solving the equations. This will be made easier
with examples of various MHD codes. Then, we will discuss drift physics in the inner
magnetosphere and the Rice Convection Model (RCM). The process of coupling the
models will be described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.4.
2.2 Ideal Magnetohydrodynamics
In the outer magnetosphere, plasma flows can often be described by single-fluid mag-
netohydrodynamics. This approximation comes from low-frequency, long-wavelength
assumptions about the length and time-scales of the simulation domain. The basic
equations are listed here, for which a brief derivation is given in Appendix A.1.
The mass continuity equation,
∂ρ
∂t
= −!∇ · ρ!v (2.1)
where ρ is the fluid density and !v the fluid velocity, states that changes in the fluid
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density must be balanced by the divergence of momentum. Integrating over a volume
and applying Stoke’s theorem yield that mass can only be lost from a region by a flux
of mass through the surface that bounds the region.
The equation of state:
d
dt
(
P
ργ
) = 0 (2.2)
where ddt =
∂
∂t + !v ·∇. This is similar to the ideal gas law, and states that changes
in pressure will be balanced by a change in density so that the ratio of P/ργ will be
constant along drift paths. In the adiabatic limit, γ = 5/3.
The Momentum equation or force equation,
ρ
dv
dt
=
1
c
!J × !B − !∇P (2.3)
states that plasma will be moved away from high pressure regions, but because the
plasma is magnetized it will also act like a current-carrying wire. The relative strength
of these two terms will determine which forces dominate the flow.
!∇× !E = −1
c
∂ !B
∂t
(2.4)
The ideal Ohm’s law,
!E +
1
c
!v × !B = 0 (2.5)
results in the limit of zero resistivity or perfect conductivity. It is what makes these
equations “ideal” MHD equations. Resistive MHD is written with a right-hand-side
term ηJ . Ampere’s equation,
!∇× !B = −4pi
c
!J (2.6)
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is written without the time-rate of change of the electric-field because the magnetic
field term dominates.
Finally, the divergence of B is zero.
!∇ · !B = 0 (2.7)
This may seem trivial except that one must be careful to ensure this remains true for
a time-dependent numerical solution, and we will show how this is accomplished for
the LFM in section 2.6.6.
2.3 Validity of Ideal MHD
Overall, the derivation requires three conditions: 1) the plasma must be collision dom-
inated (A.68), 2) the gyroradius must be small compared to the length scale of interest
(A.58), and 3) the small resistivity limit (A.61) is a combination of the two limita-
tions. Unfortunately, the collision dominated limit isn’t actually satisfied for most
plasmas, especially when the plasma density is very low. However, MHD still seems
to work as a reasonable description. This is because many terms in the MHD equa-
tions don’t depend directly on the high-collision parameter. Second, high frequency
wave-particle interactions can take the role of collisions, for example in isotropizing
the pressure tensor. Finally, strong collisions tend to keep particles localized, which
the magnetic field tends to do, but in the perpendicular direction only.
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2.4 MHD waves
We briefly summarize the variety of MHD waves, including Alfve´n waves as well
as fast and slow magnetosonic waves, using the derivation found in Kivelson and
Russell’s book chapter, titled: ”Pulsations and Magnetohydrodynamic Waves”[39].
Using Ampere’s law and the ideal Ohm’s Law, we can rewrite the momentum equation
in conservative form.∗
∂ρ!v
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ!v!v + I¯
(
P +
B2
2
)
− !B !B
)
= 0 (2.8)
Here we can see that the magnetic pressure term enters the momentum equation
in the same way as the isotropic pressure. Just as the plasma pressure provides a
restoring force for small perturbations, so does the magnetic pressure. However, the
momentum equation also has components that depend on the magnetic field, and this
introduces waves that propagate with components perpendicular and parallel to the
field. For cold plasmas (with low plasma β), one can solve for plane wave solutions
as perturbations to steady state solutions. For waves propagating with wave number
and direction denoted by !k, the phase velocity for waves in a cold plasma is given by
(ω/k)2 = v2Acos
2θ (2.9)
(ω/k)2 = v2A (2.10)
where θ is the angle between kˆ, the background field is !B, and vA is the Alfve´n speed.
This dispersion relation represents two independent solutions. The first implies a
∗The conservative form of the other MHD equations is given in section 2.5.2.
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transverse wave that moves the fluid perpendicular to the background field !B and to
the propagation direction while moving at phase velocity vAcosθ. Here the magnetic
perturbation is perpendicular to the background field, so the total magnetic pressure
is unchanged to first order, making the wave noncompressional. The second expres-
sion represents a wave that moves in the !k- !B plane and is a compressional wave. Both
the magnetic pressure and plasma density fluctuate in this wave. Note that the com-
pressional mode propagates faster than the shear mode, so the compressional mode
is also called the fast mode. Wave packet analysis indicates that the group velocity
of either waves is the Alfve´n speed, but shear waves move along the background field
while compressional waves can move in any direction.
For warm plasmas where β is non-neglible to first order, the dispersion relation
has three solutions. The shear wave solution is exactly the same as with cold plasmas,
with waves propagating at the Alfve´n same speed with polarization perpendicular to
!B and !k as before. However, for the compressional wave there are fast and slow modes
corresponding to the positive and negative roots of the equation
ω2/k2 =
1
2
(
c2s + v
2
A ± [(c2s + v2A)2 − 4c2sv2Acos2θ]
1
2
)
(2.11)
which now includes the sound speed, and these are called magnetosonic waves. In
the slow mode, the pressure and magnetic perturbations are out of phase, while they
are in phase for the fast mode. The group velocity for the fast mode can propagate
in all directions, so that the magnetosonic fast mode is the most effective at reducing
pressure gradients. The slow mode is limited to a narrow cone around !B, with a
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group velocity that propagates at the sound speed cs.
2.5 Approaches to modeling Global MHD
In section A.1 we closed the equations of MHD, so that all variable updates depend
on known quantities. In this section, we will review the current techniques used
to solve these equations. We will focus on numerical methods currently developed
for modeling magnetohydrodynamics in the Earth’s magnetosphere only. While this
section gives only brief examples using some of the more popular models, section
2.6 will delve further into the LFM’s approach to solving MHD. This section follows
primarily the discussion in the book chapter by Joachim Raeder, “Global Geospace
Modeling:Tutorial and Review”.[40] Along the way, we will make references to various
state-of-the-art simulations, including the Block Adaptive-Tree Solar-wind Roe-type
Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US), which is part of the Space Weather Modeling Frame-
work.
2.5.1 Simulation Domain
The magnetosphere simulation region lies within a domain that spans on the dayside
from ∼ 2.5Re to 30Re along the x-axis, and from 2.5 to 200Re downstream, where
the x-axis points from the Earth toward the sun. The y-z plane corresponds to the
dawn-dusk terminator, with the y-axis pointing opposite the Earth’s orbital motion.
For the results of this thesis, the Earth’s magnetic pole will be aligned with the
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rotational z-axis, although this is not usually the case. All the numerical methods
we will consider solve the equations of MHD on fixed locations in a grid. Such grids
are described by a set of discrete positions connected by elements that are either
explicit (irregular) or implicit (regular). The distribution of the grid vertices is a
distinguishing factor of the various codes. This design consideration is primarily a
balance of programmability (or ease-of-use) and resolving power under the restraint
of finite computational power.
The simplest and easiest grid to construct is that of a perfectly uniform cartesian
grid. Such grids have an implied regular connectivity, where the positions can be
referenced by i,j,k integer vectors. In regions where one expects sharp gradients in
the solution, one weights the vertex locations where the highest resolution is required,
yielding rectangular cell cross sections. The OpenGGCM uses such a grid: depending
on the desired region of interest one may place proportionally higher resolution on
the dayside x-axis in order to better resolve the bow shock and magnetopause; alter-
natively (or in conjunction) one may also place higher resolution at the plasmasheet.
[41] A clear disadvantage of this approach is that the cartesian grid forces the scalings
to adhere to the principle axes, rather than on the underlying solution.
In order to more closely match resolution to the physical gradients, one can em-
ploy a regularly connected curvilinear grid. For example, the LFM uses a distorted
logically spherical mesh. The LFM inner boundary is a sphere of radius 2.5Re, and
its outer boundary is a cylinder of radius 40Re, extending 30Re upstream and 200Re
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downstream. This distortion serves to place high resolution near the bow shock while
maintaining high resolution near the Earth. However, the polar axis of this grid lies
along the Earth-Sun line, and there are a number of issues this raises (see section
2.6.8.5).
A third approach to gridding is used by the code developed at the University of
Michigan: the Block Adaptive Tree Solar-wind Roe-type Upwind Scheme, or BAT-
SRUS. It uses a set of nested cartesian grids with multiple levels of refinement. When
higher resolution is required (ie by strong gradients) cells of the BATSRUS are divided
into 8 smaller cells. Regardless of their size, all cells carry the same data structure,
and in this way their solution can be adapted on-the-fly. BATSRUS can support 20
levels of refinements, such that the ratio of the smallest to largest cells can be 220 in
each dimension.[15]
Finally, we should note that while all the codes described here employ cartesian
grids, their numerical schemes are capable of handling unstructured meshes, such
as tetrahedral meshes. † The MH4D (Magnetohydrodynamics on a TETRAhedral
Domain) is one such model for the solar wind [42], though this approach has not been
applied to magnetospheric modeling.
†Note that the terms “grid” and “mesh” are not interchangeable. The former assumes simple
i,j,k indexing, while the latter can be used to describe an irregular topology, where the connectivity
between vertices is stored separately. Meshes will be used extensively in Chatper 3, as they provide
the highest flexibility of geometry, and they are included in CISM-DX’s native data structure.
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2.5.2 Conservative forms of MHD
The form of the MHD equations given in section 2.2 in terms of primitive variables
is prone to numerical error. Specifically, momentum and energy are not strictly
conserved, and it is difficult to treat the convective derivative, !v · ∇.[40] Modelers
tend to use the following conservative form of the MHD equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ!v) = 0 (2.12)
∂ρ!v
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ!v!v + I¯
(
P +
B2
2
)
− !B !B
)
= 0 (2.13)
∂U
∂t
+∇ ·
(
(U + p)!v + !E × !B
)
= 0 (2.14)
∂B
∂t
= −∇× !E (2.15)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.16)
!E = −!v × !B + η !J (2.17)
!J = ∇× !B (2.18)
U =
ρv2
2
+
P
γ − 1 +
B2
2
(2.19)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats. This form of the equations leads to numerical
schemes that strictly conserve momentum, energy, and mass. The equation that
updates the pressure via ∂U∂t can cause negative pressures to form in regions of low
plasma β: here, the gradient is dominated by the magnetic field, so numerical error
can result in negative pressure when one solves for P .
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The problem of numerical errors leading to negative pressures may be mitigated by
solving yet another form of the MHD equations, the “Gas dynamic semi-conservative”
formalism:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ!v) = 0 (2.20)
∂ρ!v
∂t
+∇ · (ρ!v!v + P I) = − !J × !B (2.21)
∂e
∂t
+∇ · ((e+ P )!v) = !J · !E (2.22)
∂ !B
∂t
= −∇× !E (2.23)
∇ · !B = 0 (2.24)
!E = −!v ×B + η !J (2.25)
!J = ∇× !B (2.26)
e =
ρv2
2
+
P
γ − 1 (2.27)
Here only the plasma energy is strictly conserved, and one can imagine that this
might instead lead to nonphysical fields. On the other hand, low plasma β is no
longer a problem. ‡ This is the method employed by Lyon et al.[19], who further set
η = 0. This may be a problem for shocks, where Lyon et al. argue that for certain
simplifying assumptions the total energy is still conserved across the shock to within
truncation error. However, they admit that near reconnection sites where the field is
annihilated, the magnetic energy is completely lost. In a 2-D study they found that
the difference between a total energy formulation and a plasma energy formulation
‡In order to keep the properties of both the fully-conservative and semi-conservative formalisms,
Balsara and Spicer suggested implementing both approaches by applying a plasma β switch.[43]
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was not in the global structure, but on the stability of the x-line (x-point in 2D) [44].
The fact that the stability of the x-line is related to the treatment of the total energy
may be cause for concern in the LFM-RCM.
Although ideal MHD does not allow reconnection, numerical resistivity can lead to
global reconnection. Therefore, the above equations include an anomalous resistivity
term η. Some codes attempt to formalize this η to control reconnection rates by
letting it depend on the local current density. Such expressions may take the form
η =

αj′2 if j′ ≥ δ,
0 otherwise
(2.28)
j′ =
|j|∆
|B|+ eps (2.29)
where ∆ is the grid spacing, δ and α are empirical constants [40].
2.5.3 Boundary Conditions
2.5.3.1 Geometric
The outer boundary condition for the simulation domain can be described by a com-
bination of Dirichlet and Neumann conditons. Upstream of the Earth, the solar wind
may be expressed with ideal conditions or directly with satellite data. In the latter
case, a planar description of the solar wind is usually assumed. Unfortunately, this
means that if the solar wind is time-dependent, then the divergence of B will be
nonzero unless the component normal to the plane, Bn = !B · nˆ, is held constant.
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This can cause further complications; for instance, LFM incorporates the effect of the
Earth’s dipole tilt by tilting the solar wind, and special care has to be taken so that
the normal to the plane can change while being consistent with ∇ · B = 0. For the
other bounding surfaces, one assumes free flow conditions for all variables Ψ:
∂Ψ
∂!n
= 0 (2.30)
Again, the magnetic field has to be treated such that Bn is consistent with the diver-
gence of B. The inner magnetospheric boundary is usually a “hard-wall” boundary,
so that changes in plasma parameters are reflected there.
2.5.3.2 Temporal
A typical starting configuration for the magnetic field is the superposition of two
mirror dipoles, such that Bx is zero at the upstream boundary. In the LFM, the
Neumann boundary is then replaced with the solar wind field, with Bx = 0.
The plasma initial conditions tend to vary depending on the particulars of a given
simulation. Also, the system tends to be sensitive to the solar wind history. Therefore,
there is usually a conditioning phase that lasts for a few hours in virtual time, before
the system begins to resemble the physical magnetosphere. After that time, one then
“starts” the simulation using idealized or sampled solar wind conditions.
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2.5.4 Time Differencing
When expressed in conservative form, many of the equations of MHD have the form
∂U
∂t
= −∇ · !F (U) (2.31)
where !F (U) represents the flux of the quantity U . Let us assume for the moment
that we have a scheme for describing the right-hand-side spatial difference. Perhaps
the most straight forward approach to discretizing the time derivative is to use Euler
steps. The predictor-corrector scheme is as follows
Un+
1
2 = Un − 1
2
∆t∇ · !F (Un)
Un+1 = Un −∆t∇ · !F (Un+ 12 )
This approach advances the solution by taking a half-step in time and the derivative
for the current solution (making the prediction), then a full time step using the
predicted solution. This forward differencing scheme can be shown to be second-
order accurate in time. Similarly, a second-order centered-differencing scheme is the
leap-frog scheme:
Un+1 = Un−1 − 2∆t∇ · !F (Un, Un−1)
The LFM uses the Adams-Bashforth method for the state variables !u:
!un+
1
2 =
3
2
!un − 1
2
!un−1
!un+1 = !un +∆t∇ · !F (!un+ 12 )
(2.32)
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While these approaches are straight-forward and relatively easy to implement,
stability criteria forces the time steps to be prohibitively small (the so-called Courant-
Friedrichs-Levy criterion [45]). Recall from section 2.4 that we should expect MHD
waves to travel near the Alfve´n speed, and we would like to resolve these waves.
However, the Alfve´n speed is in places too high for the temporal steps we would like to
take, even if the high Alfve´n regions are locally confined. There are two approaches to
dealing with this limitation. One may artificially reduce the Alfve´n speed by altering
the !J × !B and ∇P terms, also called the Boris-Alfve´n correction[46]. In the LFM,
this amounts to lowering the speed of light to cA, which limits the speed of Alfve´n
waves. Lyon et al. suggest that the Boris-Alfve´n correction obscures what physics is
being violated, and that a useful check is to make sure the terms in the momentum
equation proportional to (v/cA)2 are small. LFM also restricts the solution to regions
outside of 2-3 Re, where the Alfve´n speed is highest, and we should note that LFM’s
TVD switches further help to stabilize the time stepping method.[19]
Alternatively, one may use implicit time differencing, which takes the form
Un+1 = Un −∆t∇ · !F (Un+1, Un, Un−1, ...) (2.33)
While this is an unconditionally stable approach, the difficulty is that this requires
the solution of a large linear system of equations. However, we should note that Ricci
et al. have found efficient ways of doing this for space plasma simulations.[47]
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2.5.5 Spatial Discretization
There are many approaches to spatial discretization, with whole communities devoted
to each, making them research fields in and of themselves. A complete description of
these fields is impractical here, but I will give a basic summary of their main ideas.
2.5.5.1 Finite Difference
In the method of finite differences, one replaces the continuous differential with dis-
crete differentials. In analogy with the definition of the derivative,
f ′(a) = lim
h→0
f(a+ h)− f(a)
h
(2.34)
as a discretized forward difference becomes
f ′i ≈
fi+1 − fi
h
(2.35)
where the 1-dimensional positions are evenly spaced by h. This is accurate to first
order in h, and therefore converges slowly (this can be shown by Taylor expansion).
A higher-order scheme is a second order finite difference
f ′i ≈
fi+1 − 2fi + fi−1
h2
(2.36)
For a regularly connected grid, one constructs a stencil of coefficients that discretize
the derivative. For a scheme of higher order with non-constant grid spacing, one may
use the method of undetermined coefficients [48].
The major draw-back to these methods is that they are difficult to construct for
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non-cartesian geometries. Also, these coefficients must be updated if one wants to
adapt the grid to the solution on-the-fly.
2.5.5.2 Finite Element
The finite element method belongs to a class of variational schemes. Instead of
approximating the derivative, one approximates the solution as a linear superposition
of basis functions ψi, which are locally defined on mesh elements.
u =
∑
i∈$u
uiψi (2.37)
These basis functions, or test functions, may be maximized over the nodes, such that
their coefficients ai are the values of the solution at those points (one may use a non-
nodal basis, but visualization requires a post-processing interpolation). To solve for
the coefficients, one multiplies the differential equation by the basis and integrating,
thereby constructing the weak form of the variational problem. This converts the
problem of solving the differential equation to that of solving an integral equation.
The accuracy of the solution is determined by integration by parts, rather than by
Taylor expansions as in the finite difference approach. When a nth-order polynomial
basis is used, one typically obtains an accuracy of nth-order. However, any set of
basis functions may be used as long as they are piecewise continuous.
The finite element method supports non-cartesian meshes, such as tetrahedra,
and the method itself is scale-independent. The mesh need only be simply connected,
so that an edge may not be split by a vertex. The main drawback of the finite
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element method is that it is not locally “mass conservative”. De Fainchtein et al.[49]
implement a FEM solver for a turbulent MHD system.
2.5.5.3 Discontinuous Galerkin
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is similar to the finite element method
except that it uses discontinuous basis functions. The scheme is more difficult to im-
plement in order for the solutions to be approximately continuous. While this makes
the scheme much more complicated, the solutions themselves are mass-conservative
(unlike FEM). Loverich et al [50] simulate the full 2-fluid equations using DG methods
as part of the GEM challange. In addition, Li et al[51] have used locally divergence-
free basis functions to build their MHD solutions. Since the divergence operator
is distributive, the divergence of B is maintained explicitly. The authors show the
dramatic improvement in the method’s stability over a polynomial basis.
2.5.5.4 Finite Volume
The more popular codes in the space physics community use a similar numerical
scheme for spatial discretization, the finite volume method. This method is locally
mass conservative, but appears similar to the method of finite differences. Instead
of discretizing the solution, however, one discretizes the flux. For example, equation
(2.31) is integrated over each cell dV in the domain.
∫
∂U
∂t
dV +
∫
∇ · !F (U)dV = 0 (2.38)
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if we use the volume average U¯ and the divergence theorem, we obtain
∂U¯
∂t
+
1
Vi
∮
!F · d !A = 0 (2.39)
were we have divided by the volume of the cell Vi. Operationally, it does not require
the use of basis functions and is amenable to non-cartesian meshes. A drawback to
this scheme is that it is only first-order accurate. We should note that for cartesian
grids, finite volume and finite difference methods are equivalent.
One still must use an approximation of the fluxes at the cell interfaces, usually
indexed by half-integers. For example, the second-order central scheme approximates
f as
fi+ 12 =
1
2
(F (Ui) + F (Ui+1)). (2.40)
As in the finite difference method, the error in the method may be found by Taylor
expansion. Therefore, an n-th order accurate scheme will have an error proportional to
n+1. For a first-order accurate solution, the method is diffusive (error is proportional
to the second derivative). This causes “smearing” of the solution. If a method is
accurate to an even-order, then the error term corresponds to odd derivatives and
is dispersive. This leads to ripple effects that result in over and under-shooting the
solution, and can lead to negative pressures, for instance.
It so happens that for centered symmetric differences there are no diffusive terms.
This becomes a problem when modeling the magnetosphere because shocks will push
the solution into instablities. In order to take advantage of both the low and high-
order, Harten and others turned to hybrid methods, which employ a switch that will
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favor one method over another. The flux then becomes
fi+ 12 = θi+
1
2
fhi+ 12
+ (1− θi+ 12 )f
l
i+ 12
, θ ∈ (0, 1) (2.41)
where f l and fh represent low- and high-order accurate fluxes and θ is between 0 and
1. We should note that this approach is only valid for conservative equations.
The variable θ is called the “flux limiter” and is usually a function of the local
gradient. The choice of the flux limiter depends on the code. For example, LFM uses
a total variance diminishing (TVD) scheme[19]. We will discuss LFM’s TVD scheme
further in section 2.6.3.
2.6 The Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry MHD model
2.6.1 Overview
The LFM is a single-fluid magnetohydrodynamics simulation that covers a very broad
modeling region, including the bow shock, magnetopause, and magnetotail. Typically,
a homogeneous, planar description of the solar wind is specified at the outer boundary
as a function of time, roughly 30 RE up-stream of the Earth. Time-dependent mag-
netic and electric fields, pressure, and density distributions are obtained by solving
the coupled MHD equations using the finite volume method.
2.6.2 LFM Notation
The LFM uses the following notation:
ρ,!v, c, P, !B → plasma density, velocity, sound speed, pressure, magnetic field.
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!x = (x, y, z)→ Cartesian coordinates
!µ = (µ, ν, ζ)→ computational space coordinates
The conversion between computational space and cartesian space is denoted !x(!µ). In
the LFM, cell centers are indexed by (i, j, k) in computation space and their positions
are given by xi,j,k. The cell vertices are at locations (i± 12 , j ± 12 , k ± 12), and the cell
centers are computed by averaging over the 8 cell corners. A cell face is indexed by
(i, j, k± 12), for example, and its centroid is computed by averaging over the 4 corners
of the face.
2.6.3 Flux limiter: TVD scheme
LFM uses a total variation diminishing scheme to switch between high and low-order
differencing schemes. The choice of scheme is based on the local smoothness of the
solution. For smooth regions, the high-order scheme is used so that phase errors
have little effect. Around discontinuities, the low order scheme is used, which avoids
overshooting [19]. The particular TVD scheme employed is the 8th-order Partial
Donar Cell Method, originally developed by Hain et al, 1987 [52].
In one dimension, the advection equation is written
∂f
∂t
+ v
∂f
∂x
= 0 (2.42)
and in flux form becomes
∂fi
∂t
=
v
∆x
(
fi− 12 − fi+ 12
)
(2.43)
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where the flux at half-integer cell boundaries can be thought of as interpolations of
f at the boundary. However, these boundary fluxes are modified using the following
nonlinear scheme:
f †
i+ 12
=

fi+ 12 , if 0|fi+ 12 − fi| ≤ (1− 0)|fi − fi−1|
fi + sign(fi+ 12 − fi)
1−$
$ |fi − fi−1| else
(2.44)
where 0 ≡ v∆/∆x. This particular choice of interpolation allows for the transport of
f across cell boundaries with an implied distribution function that is bounded by the
fluxes of the joining cells.
2.6.4 Partial Interface Method
To apply the TVD scheme to solving systems of equations, we write the advection
equation
∂!u
∂t
+
∂ !F (!u)
∂x
= 0
To discretize this equation as we did in section 2.6.3, one may use the solution on
either side of the cell boundary, as in the Rusanov scheme:
!F ′ = !F ′(!ui, ui+1)
= !F (
!ui + !ui+1
2
) +
a
∆
(!ui − !ui+1)
. (2.45)
Here, a is a maximum propagation speed. In the partial interface method (PIM), one
finds a provisional value for the state vector, !v which is not necessarily the conserved
variable !u. One then splits the state vector into left and right-hand sides of the
boundary. The left hand state is found using an upwind scheme applied to the left.
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The right-hand state is found with the upwind scheme applied to the right. One then
uses a flux function !F ′(!vR,!vL) such as Rusanov to obtain the flux at the interface.
As in (2.45), this flux function need only have the property that if !vR = !vL, then
!F ′ = !F (!v). The choice of !vR and !vL is what determines the scheme. For example, if
!vL = vi and !vR = vi+1 then the scheme should be TVD. However, Lyon et al. admit
that a full proof of the TVD nature of the nonlinear fluid equations is lacking.
2.6.5 Finite Volume in the LFM
The finite volume method was introduced in section 2.5.5.4. We may rewrite the
scheme for conserved quantities (2.39) in terms of LFM’s notation, introduced in
section 2.6.2.
∂Vijk!uijk
∂t
=( !Ai− 12 jk · !F
′
i− 12 jk
− !Ai+ 12 jk · !F
′
i+ 12 jk
)
+ ( !Aij− 12k · !F
′
ij− 12k
− !Aij+ 12k · !F
′
ij+ 12k
)
+ ( !Aijk− 12 · !F
′
ijk− 12
− !Aijk+ 12 · !F
′
ijk+ 12
)
(2.46)
Here, the surface vector (for example, !Aµ) points in the direction
!Aµ =
∂
∂ν
!x× ∂
∂ζ
!x
and the volume element is given by
V =
∂
∂µ
!x ·
(
∂
∂ν
!x× ∂
∂ζ
!x
)
The approximations for the area and volume can be derived from splitting each face
into four triangles using the centroid of the face. Therefore, the area is found by
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summing split triangles, and the volume is obtained by summing the 24 tetrahedra
formed by the split faces and the cell center.
Since the LFM uses a fixed mesh, the conserved state vector used in the simulation
includes the volume element
!wi,j,k = !ui,j,kVi,j,k =
∫
!u(dµdνdζ) (2.47)
and represents an average over the element. w is represented at the cell boundary
using
wi+ 12 jk = (!uV )|i+ 12 jk (2.48)
where the right-hand-side represents a high-order interpolation onto the cell face. The
cell volumes are also interpolated at the boundary, which yields an interpolated state
vector given by
!ui+ 12 jk = !wi+
1
2 jk
/Vi+ 12 jk
Note that !ui+ 12 jk can be used directly in the flux function
!F (u) to obtain a high-order
solution, or it may be split and used for the two-sided flux function, !F (!uL, !uR), as for
the PIM scheme in section 2.6.4.
2.6.6 Maintaining ∇ · !B = 0
Brackbill and Barnes [53] showed that finite divergence of B can lead to high speed
flows parallel to the magnetic field, especially in regions of high β. To avoid the
build-up of divergence of B, the LFM staggers the magnetic and electric fields, using
a mesh originally developed by Yee et al. [54]. Although Lyon et al. were among
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Figure 2.1 : LFM computational cell for !E, !B and Φ, from Lyon et al.(2003)[19].
the first to use this method for MHD simulations, Evans and Hawley were the first
to document it[55]. We give a brief description of the method here.
The LFM keeps track of magnetic fluxes and computes the magnetic field only for
forces or when field line traces are required. These fluxes are stored at the faces at
each cell, representing integrals over the cell. For a face in the µ direction, we have
Fµ
i+ 12 ,j,k
=
∫ j+ 12
j− 12
dν
∫ k+ 12
k− 12
dζ( !B) · !Aµ = !Bi+ 12 ,j,k · !Ai+ 12 j,k
The magnetic flux is then updated using Faraday’s law and Stoke’s theorem:
∫
∂ !B
∂t
· dA = −
∫
∇× !E · dA
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∂F
∂t
µ
i+ 12 ,j,k
=
∮
!dl · !E
where the path integral is shown in Figure 2.1. Because of this construction, the
total change in flux over the cell is zero, since the faces of the cell exactly cancel each
other’s contribution to the total flux. This can also be seen from the figure. The field
at a cell center, !Bi,j,k, is given by
!Bi,j,k =
1
8
((Fµi+(1/2)jk + Fµi−(1/2)jk)(!xi+(1/2)jk − !xi−(1/2)jk))
+ (Fνij+(1/2)k + Fνij−(1/2)k)(!xij+(1/2)k − !xij−(1/2)k)
+ (F ζijk+(1/2) + F ζijk−(1/2))(!xijk+(1/2) − !xijk−(1/2))
(2.49)
Near the Earth, the gradient of the magnetic field becomes very large due to the
Earth’s dipole. In order to avoid truncation error when differencing large numbers,
LFM subtracts a fictitious field before computing the gradient. This field is equivalent
to the Earth’s dipole field near the Earth, but is zero far from the Earth[19].
2.6.7 Magnetic Reconnection
As with most MHD codes, reconnection is not modeled explicitly in the LFM, but
rather stems from numerical error in the integration scheme. Because the LFM
switches between higher and lower-order schemes depending on the local solution,
the rate of reconnection is also spatially restricted. In a sense, the MHD code pro-
vides a plausible scenario for reconnection without modeling the plasma kinetics of
the region directly. Since reconnection is the primary source of plasma transport
and dominates the polar cap potential, there is an ongoing struggle to incorporate
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the small-scale dynamics self-consistently into global magnetospheric codes (see the
approach by Kuznetsova et al. for BATSRUS[56]).
2.6.8 Once through the LFM
The LFM takes advantage of the fact that its simulation domain is a logically regular
mesh. In particular, the calculations can be done by taking slices of the domain and
building the algorithms to always compute fluxes along µ and electric fields along ζ.
By appropriately transposing the computational planes, the same calculations can be
reused for the other directions. For each planar computation, the plasma update and
magnetic field are computed separately.
2.6.8.1 Plasma Fluxes
The plasma update follows the PIM scheme. First, the high order interpolation
scheme is used to compute the state vector at the cell faces µ, i, giving !uprovisional.
!uprovisional is split into left and right-hand states using the method described by Hain
et al [52]. Here, the TVD switch chooses a method that depends on the smoothness
of the solution. The numerical flux is computed using a “water-bag beam” scheme.
This scheme describes the plasma in a cell as a distribution of non-interacting free-
streaming particles. The scheme distributes the discrete density into a distribution
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function of velocity, where the distribution function is a square wave:
f(v) =

ρ
2a , vx − a < v < vx + a
0 elsewhere
(2.50)
where a =
√
3/γCs and the sound speed Cs depends on the pressure. By dividing
up the bulk velocity vx in this way, they are able to compute the flux through the
surface by including only the appropriate parts of the flux. For example, the mass
flux at the interface is given by
Fρ =
∫ ∞
0
vfL(v)dv +
∫ 0
−∞
vfR(v)dv.
Here, fL and fR correspond to the distribution functions of the left and right of the
interface. Likewise, the momentum flux (in other words, pressure) is computed from
Fvx =
∫ ∞
0
v2fL(v)dv +
∫ 0
−∞
v2fR(v)dv.
Other fluxes can be computed similarly: Fvy = v
L
y F
L
ρ + v
R
y F
L
ρ . Finally, the energy
flux is given by
Fvx =
∫ ∞
0
v3fL(v)dv +
∫ 0
−∞
v3fR(v)dv +
3− γ
2γ
(FLρ C
2
L + F
R
ρ C
2
R)
Where FL,R is only the part of the flux entering from the left or right, while CL,R is
the corresponding sound speed.
Since vx is really the velocity normal to the surface, the cell face has to be rotated
onto the real cartesian x-axis. After they are computed, the vector fluxes are then
rotated back to the cell’s frame.
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The numerical fluxes are multiplied by their corresponding cell areas and the time
step ∆t to get the total mass, momentum, and energy entering each cell. After
summing all the 6 flux contributions into the cell, Equation (2.38) can be used to
update the state vector, by diving by the cell volume.
2.6.8.2 Magnetic Field Stresses
The magnetic stress is divided in a manner similar to that used for the plasma, via
the distribution function
f(v) =

3
2aB (v − vx)2, vx − aB < v < vx + aB
0 elsewhere
(2.51)
where aB =
√
(4/3)(v2a + c
2
s) is chosen so that the average speed of the distribution
function is the fast mode speed. Using the Boris correction, va =
√
B2/4pi(ρ+B2/4pic2A).
Given this construction, the fluxes from the left and right are given similarly, as above
FLB =
∫ ∞
0
dvfBL (v) (2.52)
FRB =
∫ 0
−∞
dvfBR (v) (2.53)
These two fluxes are then multiplied by the magnetic stress tensor to obtain
T =FLB
(
I
( !Bs + !BL)2
8pi
− (
!Bs + !BL)( !Bs + !BL)
4pi
)
+ FRB
(
I
( !Bs + !BR)2
8pi
− (
!Bs + !BR)( !Bs + !BL)
4pi
) (2.54)
where !Bs is the subtracted field (see section 2.6.6). This approach assumes the field is
frozen-in to the plasma, so that the field will “move” into the cell at the fluid velocity.
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Again, the total magnetic flux into the cell is obtained by !A ·T.
2.6.8.3 Magnetic Field Update
As described above, the LFM staggers the electric and magnetic fields to insure
∇ · !B = 0. To apply the method, the electric field must be computed along edges of
LFM cells. Recall, the electric field is given by
!E = −!v × !B + η !J (2.55)
for resistive MHD. Here η is a numerical resistivity, and it is written as a diffusive
velocity that is adjusted according to the local solution. η is parameterized first by
whether or not the flux limiter detects a discontinuity: if a discontinuity is detected,
then the convection speed is used (unless the Alfve´n speed is high, in which case the
fast mode speed is used). The magnetic flux and the velocity are interpolated onto
edges using an upwind scheme, and J is determined from the component of ∇ × !B
along the edge. By taking the curl of the new electric fields, the magnetic fluxes can
be updated from Faraday’s law.
2.6.8.4 Primitive Variable Update
The primitive variables are updated using the changes into each cell∆ρ,∆!pP ,∆!pB,∆Ep,
corresponding to mass, fluid momentum and magnetic stress, and plasma energy. The
updated variables can be calculated using
ρn+1ijk = ρ
n
ijk +∆ρijk/Vijk (2.56)
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!vtmpijk = (ρ
n
ijk!v
n
ijkVijk +∆!p
P
ijk)/ρVijk (2.57)
P n+1ijk = (γ − 1)(EnP,ijkVijk +∆EP,ijk −
1
2
ρn+1vtmpijk
2
Vijk)/Vijk (2.58)
where !vtmp is only used to calculate the pressure. The actual updated velocity is
obtained using the Boris correction:
ρ' ≡ ρn+1 +Bn+(1/2)2/(4pic2A) (2.59)
∆!p' ≡ ∆!pP − (ρn+1 − ρn)!vnV (2.60)
!vn+1ijk = !v
n
ijk +
(
∆pPijk +∆p
B
ijk + !B
n+1/2
ijk ·
∆!p'ijk · !Bn+1/2ijk
4pic2A
)
/ρ'ijkVijk (2.61)
where the magnetic field is calculated at time n+ (1/2).
2.6.8.5 Axis Treatment
As noted before, the high resolution grid near the Earth-sun axis can cause a number
of problems. When trying to resolve MHD waves, the high resolution near the logical
poles will limit the largest time step, and this can slow down the code. An averaging
scheme around the pole has been used to make LFM run faster. Here, the magnetic
field near the pole is modified by fitting a cosine along the azimuth that preserves the
total flux. There is also a tendency for azimuthal magnetic loops to develop around
the axis, creating axis-aligned currents. This is treated by adding a resistive electric
field along the axis proportional to the current. We should note that many modeling
conditions (such as those studied in this thesis) result in reconnection occurring at
or near the axis, and it is not clear what effect these treatments might have on the
dynamics of the plasma sheet and reconnection rates.
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Figure 2.2 : RCM computation flow chart. The upper region corresponds to mag-
netospheric quantities, while the lower section represents the ionosphere. One can
interpret the main time loop as operating counter-clockwise. Thick white lines rep-
resent computations, and thin black lines are model inputs.[57]
2.7 The Rice Convection Model
RCM assumes an adiabatic description of the plasma in the inner magnetosphere.
This description is presented in Appendix A.2, with the result that equation (A.104)
represents the plasma drift velocity that evolves RCM’s distribution function which
can be updated using the advection equation (A.103). Here, the loss mechanisms are
due to charge exchange for protons and precipitation for electrons, and that imple-
mentation is discussed in Appendix B.4. Currents can be solved from the Vasyliunas
equation (A.112). These currents can in turn be used to solve for the ionospheric
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potential, and thus completing the computation cycle. The main RCM integration
loop is illustrated in Figure 2.2. It follows the basic scheme presented by Vasyliunas
(1970)[31], with a few modifications. For example, conductances can be computed
self-consistently using a model of electron precipitation. RCM can accept model in-
puts, such as for the magnetic field, or output integrated quantities to other models,
such as pressure and density. In the figure, circles indicate inputs to the model, while
rectangles are RCM’s computed quantities.[57]
2.7.1 Electric Field Solution
RCM can accept an electric field as input, by mapping the magnetospheric poten-
tial onto its ionospheric grid. Alternatively, the electric field can be calculated self-
consistently. In the latter case, low-latitude conductances are computed from an
empirical model of the solar EUV flux. High latitude auroral conductances are de-
termined from first computing the energy and flux of precipitating electrons[58], then
using the result of Robinson et al.(1987)[59]. To complete the solution, RCM re-
quires potential at its high and low-latitude boundaries. The low-latitude boundary
condition is more complex, taking into account the effects of the electrojet due to
low-latitude neutral winds. The high latitude boundary is usually specified from a
total polar cap potential drop, found by solar wind parameters, or it can be mapped
from a solution computed by some other model, such as MIX (which is the case
for LFM-RCM). RCM also includes the co-rotation potential described in equation
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(A.105). RCM does not explicitly include a potential drop parallel to the magnetic
field (Φ||), although future implementations of RCM may include such a potential.
2.7.2 Computing RCM Variables as a Function of λ
The RCM specifies the total number of particles η per flux tube volume for a given
energy invariant range λ. RCM’s pressure, density, and entropy are all derived from
η, the flux tube volume, and channel invariants λ. The channels themselves are
described by channel centers λi and channel width ∆λi so that λi−1/2 < λi < λi+1/2.
For each species, the channel boundaries are defined by averages of adjacent channel
centers, except that the first channel has λimin−1/2 = 0 and the last has λimax+1/2 =
1.5λimax − .5λimax−1. In order to plot the RCM’s derived variables as a continuous
function of λ, we need to convert the variables from being defined over the range
to being defined at the channel centers. In other words, we want ∂X∂λ for the RCM
variable X, such that integrating over ∂λ will yield Xtot.
For example, to obtain ∂η(λ)∂λ from ηRCM , recall that ηRCM yields the total number
over each energy range, and the total RCM number density is obtained by directly
summing over each energy channel. We can interpret ηRCM as the difference dη,
which summing yields ηtotal =
∫
dη =
∑
ηi. Therefore, we use the following change
of variables
ηRCM ≡ dη = ∂η
∂λ
dλ (2.62)
Since the distribution function spans many orders of magnitude in λ, it will be useful
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to plot dη/dλ in log space. Using f = LOG10(λ), we have
∂η
∂λ
=
∂η
∂f
∂f
∂λ
=
∂η
∂f
1
λln10
(2.63)
Plugging into the expression for dη yields
ηRCM =
∂η
∂f
1
λln10
dλ (2.64)
Finally, we obtain the distribution function for RCM variables in log10 space using
the finite difference dλ = ∆λ:
∂η
∂f
= (ln10)λc
ηRCM
∆λ
(2.65)
where λc is the channel center. For any RCM variable X that is a linear function of
ηRCM , we have
∂X
∂f
= (ln10)λc
XRCM
∆λ
(2.66)
This formulation is used extensively in our visualizations of RCM’s results. In
addition to summing RCM channels and plotting in the equatorial plane (or tak-
ing averages or slices of the distribution function), this will also let us analyze the
distribution function in 3-D.
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Chapter 3
Magnetospheric Visualization
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present new analysis tools for interpreting results of magneto-
spheric simulations. Broadly, these are broken into field-aligned analysis techniques
used for LFM and fluid-spatial analysis for the RCM. 3D topology classification, as
well as physically parameterized regions of interest are explored, including bursty-bulk
flows, field aligned currents, and magnetic flux tubes.
3.1.1 Motivation
A typical LFM-RCM run represents 15 hours of virtual time, 44,096 LFM cells con-
taining 14 variables, 900,000 RCM fluid-spatial cells of the distribution function, and
additional ionospheric and support data structures. These runs require more than
4 Gb of storage. Unless we reduce these results into a form we can understand, we
cannot hope to fathom the sheer magnitude and complexity of the system we are
trying to model. Visualization is one method for accomplishing this feat. This is
a crucial component of our understanding of the systems we model, because of the
vastness of the solution space. The aim of visualization is to find a representation
of our data that lets us answer a proposed question about the system we are trying
to model. Ideally, a good visualization is one that makes the answers obvious and
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unmistakeable.
As we begin our discussion of our contribution to space physics visualization, it
will be important to keep in mind that the more we reduce our results, the more infor-
mation is “lost” - or, more succinctly, ignored. As an example, one common method
used in our field is to measure and plot the cross polar cap potential drop (ΦPC) of a
magnetospheric model as a function of time, given by the difference between the min-
imum and maximum ionospheric potential. This quantity has many practical uses,
such as comparing to satellite measurements or to produce metrics. However, it does
not indicate what physics produced the measurement in the first place. For example,
ΦPC does not distinguish between the contributions from day side and night side
reconnection[60], nor does it indicate how much of the convection and mass trans-
fer is due to Kelvin-Helmholtz waves, diffusion, or gradient/curvature drift, which
(though not as large as reconnection) are non-negligible[61]. In the same way, ΦPC
can obfuscate the behavior of magnetospheric models. For example, a change in ΦPC
is not necessarily caused by a change in the reconnection rate; coupling between the
magnetosphere and the ring current can also modify the ionospheric potential (see
section 4.3.2). From the above considerations, we should say that a good visualization
is one that will reduce the data well enough for us to understand it but no further.
The aim of this chapter is to present our best efforts at producing visualizations that
hopefully fit this definition.
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3.2 CISMDX
The CISM community has adopted the data analysis package CISM-DX (IBMs Open-
Source Data Explorer with CISM-specific add-ons such as readers and analysis tools)
to aid in the visualization of their models.[62] What is perhaps more significant than
the pre-installed tools designed by CISM is the ability to use the software package
as a rapid prototyping engine for building custom visualizations. Our contribution
to this package is two-fold: 1) an importer which gives access to and analysis of
RCMs fluid-specific parameters, including the entire distribution function, and 2) the
field-aligned analysis grid for general 3D magnetic field model analysis. This second
tool delivers a data structure that simultaneously generates open/closed topology
surfaces, computes field-integrated quantities, and defines the 3D mapping of any
quantity known at a user-defined starting surface. This last feature allows us to take
the results of a local 2D topology search and convert them into 3D global separatrix
surfaces.
For pedagogical reasons, we describe how one would in practice implement the
algorithms presented here using the CISM-DX framework. The name of a CISM-DX
module or self-contained program with inputs and outputs will be written with an
underline. For example the Isosurface module will be written thusly. Relevant inputs
to the module itself will follow the module, as in Isosurface:number=50, indicating
that the Isosurface tool was used, with the parameter “number” set to 50. If a series
of operations follows in a line, we use the → symbol, indicating that the relevant
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outputs of the module named on the left should be connected to the corresponding
inputs of those on the right.
3.2.1 The CISM-DX Data Structure
In CISM-DX one deals primarily with fields, which are defined with a particular
set of properties. Fields are composed of the following: 1) A positions component
composed of an array of n-dimensional vertices 2) A connections component that
indexes into these vertices 3) A data component corresponding to the positions (for
vertex-centered data) or to the connections (cell-centered). This data can be a scalar,
vector, or string.
For most rendering applications, the following additional components may be nec-
essary: 4) A colors component. This is required for the rendering pipeline to actually
draw the object on the screen. This could be a single RGB vector or it could be
mapped to the data (vertex- or cell-centered) using a colormap. 5) A normals com-
ponent. This is required for shading across cells in the case of surfaces, or to orient
curves. 6) Support data (ie bounding boxes, statistics, array length, etc). Because
CISM-DX deals exclusively with this data structure, many of the tools that manip-
ulate them are built to be multi-purpose, having a function which depends on the
context. For example, the Isosurface tool only operates on scalar data. However, it
can be used on a volume to generate an isosurface, on a surface to generate isocon-
tours, or on a curve to generate points.
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3.2.2 Streamlines and Field lines
Consider a vector field !F (!x). Streamlines (or field lines) are those parametric curves
which are everywhere parallel to !F , and are therefore defined by
∂!xs
∂s
× !F (!xs) = 0
In cartesian components, this can be written
dx
Fx
=
dy
Fy
=
dz
Fz
A parametric curve can be computed by integrating the length of a curve along the
field trajectory. ∗ In CISM-DX, a family of parametric curves can be mapped from a
point, curve, surface, or volume using the Streamline tool.
A particularly useful feature of the Streamline tool is that it also computes an
integrated “time” associated with the traversal of an imaginary particle through the
field if it were fixed in time. This parameter corresponds to the integral
∫
p
ds
F along
the path. In addition to providing a parameterization for our various interpolations
along the field lines, it can also be used for computing any field-integrated quantity,
such as flux tube volume or PV 5/3.
3.2.3 Isosurfaces
We define an isosurface as the n-1 dimensional subset of a scalar function in n-
dimensions. For example, an isosurface of a 3-d scalar field is a surface (or set of
∗A streakline is similar to a streamline, except that it follows the motion of realistic particles
through time-dependent fields by interpolating the field between time steps.
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Figure 3.1 : LFM isosurface of density = 1.49 per cc, used to identify the magne-
topause. The black curves denote the distance along the x-axis at intervals of 20RE;
they help illustrate the surface curvature. The surface is colored with plasma β.
surfaces) that identifies all positions within the space where a particular scalar value
occurs. We also define the normal to the surface using the direction of the gradient
(particularly helpful for choosing which side of a polygon to color). An isosurface of
density for the LFM is shown in Figure 3.1. In section 1.2.4, we illustrated part of the
magnetopause using a β = 1 isosurface. On the night side near the flanks, however,
this isosurface curves inward so that the low β region is divided into northern and
southern lobes, separated by the so-called plasma sheet. Since we would like to define
the plasma sheet as part of the magnetosphere, it is apparent that plasma β cannot,
by itself, illustrate the global magnetopause structure. A useful method is to instead
use the high-latitude edge of the plasma β isosurface to determine an estimate for
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the magnetopause density. For example, the density used in Figure 3.1 was obtained
from the northernmost point on a β = 1 contour located on a plane −85RE down
the tail. This is actually a very robust definition, permitting its use in time series
analysis.†
We should note that isosurfaces are functional surfaces. They typically require
interpolation on a per-element basis and thus require knowledge of the underlying
data structure in order to compute them. The Isosurface module accounts for the
dimensionality and type of the data structure, and this allows for its use in multiple
contexts.
3.2.4 Mapping
Another practical yet crucial tool is the Map function. This allows data from one
field type to be put into the data component of another geometry. The geometry
on which the mapping is to occur can be either lower dimensional than the original
field, or just overlapping. Because the user need not worry about the particulars of
the mapping itself, this enables her to focus on building applications of the tool. For
example, we frequently need to know the flux through some arbitrary surface mesh
(i.e., to calculate the total flux of the open field). This can be done trivially using the
map module, by mapping the data onto vertices of the surface mesh, followed by a
conversion to cell-centered data (Post) then taking the dot product with the normal
(Normals) times the area element Measure:element.
†This particular method was discovered by Nathan Farr at the University of Colorado, Boulder.
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3.2.5 Custom Applications
The modular design of CISM-DX allows for the combination of native data structures
into more complex, custom data structures. In the following sections, we detail some
of our more advanced visualizations, all of which were designed and built in CISM-
DX. We should note that the sophistication and speed of the tools we have developed
are a testament to CISM-DX’s utility as a prototyping tool.
3.3 Field-Aligned Data Structures in LFM
3.3.1 Motivation
Much of the bottleneck in the analysis of magnetospheric simulations is due to the
large amount of field line integrations typically required. Such bottlenecks can occur
when describing the open-closed boundary surfaces within a volume or when trying to
map from a volume to a surface such as the ionosphere. For example, one may define
an open/closed separatrix surface by tracing one field line for each seed location in an
analysis volume. This brute-force approach is highly inefficient because much of the
resolution is wasted wherever a component of the grid’s resolution is parallel to the
field. We present a new approach to magnetospheric visualization that reduces this
kind of inefficiency while enabling a host of novel surface geometry meshes to be ex-
tracted, by introducing a field-aligned analysis mesh. We give details of the construc-
tion procedure as implemented in CISM-DX, using the notation introduced in section
3.2. The code itself can be obtained by contacting the author apembroke@gmail.com,
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Figure 3.2 : Field lines traced in the LFM. The original curves (black) are interpolated
to fixed number (30 points) using either partially-integrated flux tube volume (red)
or fixed spacing (green).
online at https://code.google.com/p/cismdxalgs/ or at the UT Arlington CISM-
DX wiki http://lrgwiki.uta.edu/twiki/bin/view/Main/CISM-DX-Notes. While
these algorithms were built and tested in CISM-DX, we will give sufficient detail for
them to be reproduced in other visualization packages.
3.3.2 Field Line Interpolation
Our key insight was to see that field line integration can be used for more than just
visualizing the field as a system of curves, but that the curves themselves can be used
to build higher-dimensional data structures, from which one can interpolate a lower
dimensional data structure (specifically, one that was not explicitly measured in the
original curve network). Field aligned analysis begins with simple interpolation along
parametric curves.
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Given a field line, we can use the partially integrated flux tube volume to param-
eterize the curve. We then interpolate each field line to fixed number, so that the
integrated flux tube volume between each successive interpolant is the same. This
has the effect of placing high resolution where the field is weakest (red curve, Fig-
ure 3.2). Alternatively, we can interpolate each field line to fixed distance (Figure
3.2, green curve). In CISM-DX, fixed distance weighting was accomplished through
normalizing the vector field prior to tracing (Compute:norm(a)), so that the “time”
component integrates distance (see 3.2.2). Due to the inner workings of the CISM-DX
field line tracer, the normalization modifies the resultant curve slightly, but we found
the effect to be minimal. The choice of parameterization does, however, affect where
resolution will be placed in data structures derived from the field-aligned construction
down-stream.
Field line interpolation has two practical advantages. First, the lower resolution
curves preserve most of the geometric detail of the original curves but use significantly
fewer points. For example, the black curve corresponding to the green interpolated
points in Figure 3.2 has 3,611 vertices. In practice, we find that such high resolution
is rarely needed for our applications, and a lower resolution is usually adequate.
Second, the interpolation step simplifies the construction of the field-aligned analysis
mesh downstream.
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3.3.3 Construction of Magnetic Surfaces
Given the ability to perform parametric interpolation on curves, we can begin to
construct higher-dimensional data structures. Our method of surface construction
from field lines is similar to an approach by [63] for flow fields. First, we trace field
lines from an input curve with 1D connection elements. Then, we store the positions
of the interpolated field lines as a single list, in the same order as the corresponding
points from the starting curve. New quad connection elements for the output surface
are derived from the connection elements of the starting curve, such that they index
into the positions list. The result is an output mesh that represents the extrusion of
the starting curve along the direction of the magnetic field. We call this the “curve
extrusion” method.
Figure 3.3-a shows a flux tube constructed from a set of magnetic field line traces
on the night side. For the field line starting locations, we chose a circle of radius 1RE
in the equatorial plane. Further, we have oriented the normals of the output surface
to point outward.
Now that we have created a surface mesh from the set of 1-D field lines, we can
calculate surface fluxes that would not be possible with the field lines alone. The
surface of Figure 3.3 has colors derived from the momentum flux at each element
in the new mesh. To calculate the momentum flux, the momentum vector field is
mapped onto vertices of the flux tube surface mesh. The momentum vector is then
converted from vertex-centered to cell-centered data using Post, which associates each
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Figure 3.3 : (a) Flux tube constructed on the night side, mapped with the LFM
momentum flux, in arbitrary units. (b) Deformation of flux tube in (a) after 8 minutes
during enhanced substorm activity.
cell with the average of data at its vertices. With Normals:connections we compute
the normal at each cell center. We then apply the dot product between the normal
and the cell-centered field and multiply by the area element, which we calculate with
Measure:element. All these procedures can be carried out on an arbitrary surface
mesh using our custom Flux macro.
One application of the above technique is to visualize the deformation of a flux
tube over time. According to the ideal-MHD frozen-in condition, a region of magnetic
flux should remain fixed to the flow. FIgure 3.3-b shows the deformation of the flux
tube in Figure 3.3-a after 8 minutes during a period of strong substorm activity.
The deformed flux tube was found by mapping a set of streaklines from the seed
curve used for Figure 3.3-a. After 8 minutes, a new flux tube is constructed from the
endpoints of the streaklines. The starting location and time were carefully chosen
to illustrate the effect of a dipolarization front moving earthward: one can see that
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the earthward edge of the flux tube has dipolarized, while the tailward edge forms a
pinched geometry. This is not an ideal solution for visualizing such events, however,
as this approach involves significant trial and error. We introduce a more streamlined
approach using magnetic volumes.
3.3.4 Magnetic Volumes
The construction of Magnetic volumes is very similar to that of surfaces. However,
instead of tracing field lines from a set of points forming a curve, one traces from
the positions of a surface mesh. As before, the volume elements are built from the
connection elements in the starting mesh. In our implementation, the connection type
of the starting mesh should be of type “quads” in order for the volume elements to be
cubes. (At present triangular starting meshes are not supported by our framework,
which we hope to remedy by constructing triangular prisms and splitting them into
tetrahedra.)
As an example, LFM’s ionospheric grid has a quad mesh element type. Using our
custom LFMSlineVol macro, we can find the 3D mapping of data on the ionospheric
base mesh. Figure 3.4 is a rendering of an equipotential surface extracted from a
potential volume, by applying Isosurface. Physically, we can interpret such surfaces
as drift shells (assuming !E × !B drift only).
Note the curves drawn on the surface. In addition to computing the equipotential
interpolant, Isosurface conveniently maps all other position-dependent data onto the
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Figure 3.4 : Equipotential surface extracted from the potential volume built by
LFMSlineVol, using Isosurface.
surface mesh. Our LFMSlineVol macro takes advantage of this feature by storing both
the partially integrated flux tube length and the total flux tube length on the volume
mesh. This lets us compute isocontours of the total field line length to generate curves
parallel to the magnetic field. For the curves perpendicular to the field, we computed
isocontours of the partially integrated length normalized by the total length. This
natural surface parameterization helps to illustrate the paths theoretical particles
would take while traversing the magnetosphere.
The magnetic volume can be used to approximate the same magnetic surface
as in 3.3.3. Figure 3.5 compares the two approaches for constructing an isosurface
of an electric potential taken at 2.22 kV during a northward IMF interval. The
two approaches yield surfaces with comparable resolution but with different element
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Figure 3.5 : Magnetic equipotential surfaces using contour extrusion (a) and potential
volume Isosurface (b).
types (quads vs triangles). Depending on the context, one method may be preferred
over another. Figure 3.5-a required only the traces for the 2.22 kV isocontour, while
3.5-b required field lines to be traced from the entire ionospheric grid. However,
there is more flexibility in the magnetic volume approach: surfaces of constant flux
tube volume, entropy, field-aligned currents, conductivity, or any scalar surface data
provided by the user can all be generated from the initial set of field lines. There
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are several other applications of the flux tube volume approach, which we investigate
below.
3.3.5 Topology Search
We would like to visualize the 3-D open-closed separatrix surface during storm-time
conditions (southward IMF), using only the results of a local 2D search combined with
the magnetic volume method. Our approach is as follows: we start with a coarse mesh
that contains part or all of the separatrix curve in 2-D. We perform a set of field line
traces and identify topology at each point in the mesh. We then remove each cell
that has the same topology for all of its vertices, leaving only the cells that stride
the open/closed boundary. We then subdivide each of the boundary cells into four
smaller cells, using the cell splitting algorithm described by Warren et al. [64]: when
two adjacent cells are split, we store only one vertex for their shared edge in a lookup
table, thereby preventing degenerate vertices that would add unnecessary overhead to
the search. A new round of field line traces is performed for all the new vertices added
(3 new vertices per cell, on average). The search then repeats recursively. Figure 3.6
shows the result of a search done with 5 iterations during a southward IMF interval.
As a starting mesh, we chose the northern part of the inner boundary of LFM at a
radius of 2.6 RE (although our search does not rely on any particular starting grid:
for example, Ouellette et al.[65] used flow lines in the solar wind to start the search
for component reconnection events in LFM).
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Figure 3.6 : Topology search performed over the northern ionosphere. Open topology
is shown in blue, while closed are in red. In 5 iterations the search computed only
3218 field lines.
The accuracy of the search will be limited to that of the tracer and, ultimately,
the resolution of the Magnetospheric grid. Therefore, it is sensible to stop the search
after a suitable tolerance has been reached (for example, one based on the ratio of
the open flux to the undeclared flux as describe in 3.3.6).
3.3.6 Open Flux Calculation
Another advantage of the search used in 3.3.5 is that we can compute fluxes through
the open field region of the ionosphere. We need only compute the flux through
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“open” cells (the four vertices of which are known to lie on open field lines) using
our custom OpenFlux macro. Figure 3.7 shows the flux through the cells generated
from the search shown in Figure 3.6. Those cells that contain both open and closed
vertices (at the highest level of refinement) are used to obtain a measure of the error
in the total flux calculation. For the simulation shown in the figure, we estimate the
total flux for -5 nT southward IMF to be 4.46× 108Wb± 3%.
Figure 3.7 : Open flux through mult-resolution cells generated by Separatrix.
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Figure 3.8 : Last closed field line boundary in the LFM during southward IMF. A
sampling of field lines are also shown in black.
3.3.7 3D separatrix
For each iteration in the above search, we interpolate the field lines used in the
search to fixed resolution, making the 2D search compatible with the magnetic volume
technique. In Figure 3.8, we show the 3D surface that approximates the boundary
of closed flux in the magnetosphere during southward IMF. This surface corresponds
to the separatrix approximated in Figure 3.6 - we need only keep track of the field
lines used in the search and the connectivity near the boundary in order to build
the streamline volume, this time populated with a binary topology (0 for open, 1 for
closed). The final output surface is the isosurface of topology = .9999.
Because field line traces are only used to approximate the topological boundaries
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of the magnetic field and are not explicitly included in the model, there are noticeable
defects in the separatrix surface. In addition, some defects may be influenced by the
limitations of the field line tracer and may not represent the model fairly.
3.4 Regions of Interest
The method of magnetic volume extrusion lets us construct a host of novel regions-
of-interest (ROI) based on globally defined parameters. For example, we may wish to
study the near-earth environment for a range of L-shells on the night side. To con-
struct the ROI, we choose an ionospheric mesh and extrude along field lines as before,
using flux tube volume weighting. We then approximate the equatorial crossing of
the ionospheric mesh by extracting a cross section of the extruded volume half-way
along the field lines, such that half the flux tube volume lies above (and below) the
cross-section. At each point in the cross-section we compute the equatorial radius.
We then store the L-shell, the x-component of the equatorial crossing, and ionospheric
potential as vector data in the extruded volume.
3.4.1 ROI average flux calculation
Using the above construction, we can calculate the average flux of particles entering
the night side for a given L-shell. We first extract the L-shell using isosurface on
the extruded volume, with normals oriented in the direction of increasing L values.
Figure 3.9 shows the computed L-shell with normal vectors pointing outward. The
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Figure 3.9 : L-shell at 8.0 RE on the night side. Surface normal vectors are shown,
with the surface colored by the mass rate passing through each cell.
average particle flux was found by
Favg =
∫
D ρ!v · !dA∫
D dA
(3.1)
For the L=8RE shell, Favg = 4.43× 108 pls/s/m2 .
3.4.2 ROI volume integration
If we want to compute integrals over the volume, we first need to define a closed ROI.
For example, we may choose the union of two L-shell boundaries with northern and
southern boundaries to form a closed ROI. (For the northern and southern boundaries,
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Figure 3.10 : L-shells at 4.0 RE(blue) and 8.0 RE (green) on the night side. The ROI
is closed using northern and southern boundaries, shown in red.
we use the partially integrated flux tube volume normalized by the total flux tube
volume.) Figure 3.10 shows the ROI boundaries, with dusk and dawn boundaries in
transparent white. Each bounding surface was first computed by an isosurface of one
parameter followed by cropping with respect to another parameter.
We wish to compute the total mass for the ROI in Figure 3.10. To do this, we
make use of the field line integral fL(s) is defined by
fL(s) ≡
∫ s
0
f(s)
B(s)
ds (3.2)
Assuming the magnetic field is divergence-free,
∇ ·
(
fL(s) !B
)
= !B ·∇fL +!!!!fL∇ · !B = f (s) (3.3)
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For a generic volume integral ftot within the ROI, we have
ftot =
∫
ROI
fdv =
∫
∇ ·
(
fL(s) !B
)
dv =
∫
S
fL(s) !B · !da (3.4)
where we have used the divergence theorem for the last integral, now taken over the
ROI bounding surface. Setting f(s) = ρ(s), Equation (3.4) may be evaluated directly
over the red surfaces shown in Figure 3.10, since the green and white boundaries
integrate to zero (they have !dA ⊥ !B). The total mass within the ROI was found to
be approximately 45 [kg].
3.4.3 Bursty-Bulk Flows
A further application of field-aligned analysis is to aid in visualizations of bursty-bulk
flows. In section 4.4.2 we observe low entropy bubbles (regions where field line entropy
is significantly lower than the background) moving earthward and high-entropy blobs
(field line entropy maxima) moving tailward within the coupled LFM-RCM-MIX
simulation, and it is argued that these are similar to observed bursty-bulk flows. If
one assumes entropy interchange is the driving factor in the bursty-bulk flow, then
the field line integral
S =
∫
P 1/γds/B (3.5)
may be used to set the outer boundary of the ROI. Figure 3.11 shows the configuration
of several low-entropy bubbles propagating earthward, as viewed from the tail. Also
shown are ROIs defined by high mass content, given by
M =
∫
ρds/B. (3.6)
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Figure 3.11 : Bursty-bulk flow structure in LFM, as viewed from the tail. Red blobs
are regions of high mass content. White regions are earthward-moving low-entropy
bubbles.
Both integrations were calculated from field lines initiated in the equatorial plane.
3.4.4 Field-aligned currents
The visualization of field-aligned currents may be accomplished following the strategy
of [66], provided we restrict the application to the limit of hydrostatic equilibrium.
In that case, the gradient in pressure is balanced by the !J × !B force.
1
c
!J × !B = ∇P (3.7)
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Figure 3.12 : Field-aligned current (FAC) structure in LFM for low latitudes. The
surface is colored by L-shell, the equatorial footpoint radius.
If there are no sources or sinks in charge, then ∇ · !J = 0, and the current may be
written in terms of Euler potentials
!J = ∇Q×∇P. (3.8)
Substituting !J into (3.7) yields
− ( !B ·∇P )∇Q+ ( !B ·∇Q)∇P = ∇P. (3.9)
Assuming field lines have constant pressure to first order, !B ·∇P = 0. This implies
that !B · ∇Q = 1, which is equivalent to dQ/ds = 1B . One can choose the limits of
integration such that Q = 0 at the magnetic equator [67]. In that case, Q is propor-
tional to the flux tube volume on either side of the equatorial plane. In hydrostatic
equilibrium, we can easily visualize field-aligned current patterns, since both Q and P
are given by surface extrusion along the magnetic field. Figure 3.12 illustrates a field-
aligned current structure for low latitudes in the LFM as the box-like intersection of
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surfaces of constant P +∆P with those of constant Q +∆Q, looking tailward from
the day side. The surface is colored with the mapped equatorial footpoint radius, or
L-shell. From this we can see that the field-aligned current exits the northern and
southern ionospheres on the dawn side at L=4 RE, approaches the equatorial plane
at L=9 RE, where it is primarily westward, then returns to the ionosphere on the
dusk side.
3.4.5 Future applications
We used field line interpolation and reconstruction to assemble field-aligned analysis
meshes, from which subsequent data analysis operations are applied. In this fashion,
we have been able to extract and analyze several regions-of-interest, including mag-
netic flux tubes, separatrix surfaces, field-aligned current structures, adiabatic drift
shells, and bursty-bulk flows. Most of these methods apply to any modeling region
where the magnetic field structure plays a dominant role in the dynamics such as
within the solar corona.
3.5 Fluid-Spatial Analysis for the RCM
3.5.1 Motivation
Although the Rice Convection Model has been used for many years to simulate and
learn about inner magnetospheric drift dynamics, analysis of RCM results has been
largely confined to either its integrated values or slices of its distribution function.
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While much can be learned from this type of analysis, the kinds of conclusions that can
be drawn are ultimately limited to this choice in visualization. Practically speaking, it
has been difficult to understand the distribution as a whole from looking at individual
channels of the distribution. This is because one must first guess what the channels
of interest should be before one can proceed with the analysis. We present for the
first time an alternative way of analyzing the results as a whole, by constructing a
fluid-spatial volume in CISM-DX. In the following we demonstrate some benefits of
this data structure, such as understanding how drift paths and entropy channels vary
with respect to the energy invariant under loss due to charge exchange.
3.5.2 Fluid-Spatial Construction using ReadRCM
The RCM uses a custom binary file format to store the time histories of each RCM
variable into separate data files. The files may be imported into CISM-DX using
our custom ReadRCM macro; the user simply specifies the path to the directory
containing RCM results and the desired time step in minutes after RCM has started.
Details of the reader and its internal workings are given in Appendix C.
All variables that are not dependent on the channel (potential, flux tube volume,
etc) are returned as data on a 2D grid at the equatorial plane. Using the derivation in
section 2.7.2, channel-dependent variables XRCM (i.e. partial pressures and densities)
are converted into distribution functions ∂X∂LOGλ on a 3D grid, where the x- and y-axes
correspond to the equatorial plane, and the z-axis is LOG10λ. The user may further
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specify which channels to import to avoid overlap across species. Furthermore, by
multiplying the channel invariant by V −2/3, one can view the partial quantities as a
function of energy. In either representation, the 3D scalar information can be viewed
like any other 3D data structure. For example, one may use level sets (isosurfaces)
to visualize the distribution. Alternatively, one can take cross-sections to print a
spectrum of partial pressures, for example, along the Earth-sun line.
3.5.3 3D analysis
ReadRCM conveniently calculates the distribution of RCM quantities as a function
of equatorial crossing points and λ, enabling the use of CISM-DX’s array of 3D
analysis tools. One very basic application is illustrated in Figure 3.13, where we plot
an isosurface of ∂PV
γ
∂logλ , 3.5 hours after southward turning using the charge exchange
module. Total PV γ is plotted below the isosurface. A low-entropy channel can be
clearly seen as an open westward path of depletion in the PV γ distribution.
We can also determine which λ channels contribute the most to ring current
pressure. In Figure 3.14 we compute the isosurface of ∂P∂logλ for the same run. The
curvature of this surface tells us that the lower λ channels contribute the most to the
pressure close to the earth on the dawn side, while the high λ channels contribute
more as we move radially away. On the dusk side, however, the configuration is more
complicated.
To our knowledge, this this is the first attempt to view RCM results in this way.
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Figure 3.13 : A distribution of PV γ as a function of λ (vertical axis) for protons, with
the yellow arrow at 10RE pointing toward the sun. Total PV γ is shown below, with
the colorbar on the right. The isosurface is of a value equal to the full width at 1/3
max, colored according to logλ (top colorbar). The gap in the surface corresponds to
a low entropy channel.
As with all new tools, there will be questions we can now answer that were not asked
before, due to the constraints of the more traditional forms of analysis. There is
still more work to be done to determine what new physics can be learned using this
approach.
3.5.4 Charge Exchange Analysis
We wish to illustrate the effect of charge exchange on the RCM distribution function.
One approach would be to simply plot, for example, RCM total pressures for charge
exchange on and off. Figure 3.15 shows a plot of equatorial pressures 3 hours after
southward turning. Here, the sun is toward the top of the page. When charge
exchange is on, we can see that peak ring current pressures are higher and closer to
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Figure 3.14 : A distribution of pressure as a function of λ (vertical axis) for protons,
with the yellow arrow at 10RE pointing toward the sun. Total pressure is shown
below, with the colorbar on the right. The isosurface is of a value equal to the full
width at 1/40 max, colored according to logλ (top colorbar).
the Earth. However, when the same run conditions are executed using the coupled
OpenGGCM-RCM‡, the ring current pressure remains farther from the Earth and is
more diffuse. A plot of OpenGGCM pressures with charge exchange turned off is not
shown, but the picture is much the same. It is not clear what causes these disparate
features when viewing the results in this way. We therefore employ the following
fluid-spatial analysis technique.
3.5.4.1 Colocating RCM’s η and Charge Exchange
To understand the effect of charge exchange on the distribution function, it will be
useful to colocate the charge exchange rates with the distribution itself. Our first
‡Simulation data courtesy of Bei Hu
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Figure 3.15 : RCM total pressure and 5kV equipotentials (sun toward the top of
the page) for charge exchange off (left) and on (middle) compared to OpenGGCM
(right) which has been shown to be unaffected by charge exchange in the RCM. The
integrated pressures do not immediately betray the cause of these differences.
step was to build a data structure that holds the proton decay times used by RCM’s
interpolation schemes. To do this, we imported the decay table into CISM-DX,
using the vertical axis as the log of the energy channel and horizontal axis as the
L-shell. RCM assumes the proton decay rates are azimuthally symmetric. Therefore,
we revolve the decay times around the polar axis to produce a fluid-spatial volume,
similar to what we use for RCM analysis (Figure 3.16).
Since charge exchange is a function of the Log of energy and not the energy
invariant λ, we first convert RCM parameters from the logarithmic energy invariant
space λ to the logarithmic energy spaceW . The flux tube volume relationW = VMλ
provides a linear map between these spaces. We can now plot the RCM distribution
together with the decay times, as shown in Figure 3.17. The contours of constant
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Figure 3.16 : Decay table (top) gives the decay time as a function of energy and
L-shell. For example, proton decay times for an L-shell at 3Re can be extracted
(left). In our spatial-fluid geometry, isocontours of decay times become surfaces of
revolution (right).
decay times are plotted in the dawn-dusk plane, and 5 kV equipotentials are plotted
below the isosurface. We can clearly see the distribution is suppressed when charge
exchange is on. However, the lack of shielding allows the mid-level plasma to ExB drift
earthward, and this explains the earthward peak. On the other hand, when charge
exchange is off, the night side shows an inflated potential, presumably due to stretched
field lines. (Recall that the electric field is calculated by LFM, using !E = −!v× !B, so
lower magnetic field means a reduction in the electric field.) The weaker electric field
in turn reduces the ExB drift, preventing injection and energization of lower-energy
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Figure 3.17 : Comparison of RCM distribution functions 3.5 hours after southward
turning of the IMF. The sunward direction is indicated by the yellow arrow. Here, we
use the same isosurface ( ∂η∂LogW = 3.9e20) for consistency. When the module is turned
on (top), the night-side population is drastically reduced. A much wider distribution
occurs when charge exchange is off (bottom).
plasma.
3.5.4.2 Contrasting with OpenGGCM
We can compare the features we see in Figure 3.17 with those in the OpenGGCM,
illustrated in Figure 3.18. However the effect is lessened because the bulk of the
distribution is hotter (redder in the figure) as it drifts in from the night side, and
therefore suffers relatively little loss. Because it is hotter, the gradient-curvature drift
dominates the ExB drift, and plasma cannot penetrate as far earthward.
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Figure 3.18 : OpenGGCM also shows shaping by the charge exchange module.
3.5.4.3 Conclusions Using Charge Exchange
With charge exchange on, the depicted configuration is stable with time, with a strong
ring current pressure built up which remains under steady southward IMF. Because
the plasma is cool enough, charge exchange allows the removal of the part of the
distribution function that contributes the most to high pressure close to the Earth.
If not for the lower temperature in the LFM, we would not have seen this drastic
change. The question is, what causes this lower temperature? At first glance the
addition of the plasmasphere module seems a likely candidate. However, this same
plasmasphere adjustment is present in the OpenGGCM, where the plasma remains
hotter. It is possible that there is greater numerical diffusion in the LFM due to its
lower resolution, and this could allow the plasma energy to dissipate faster.
While the configuration with charge exchange on is stable, it may be missing some
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important physics. For instance, there is very little stretching in the field on the night
side. This is probably due to the location of the x-line in the tail, but we are not yet
sure how it is related to the outflow.
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Chapter 4
Initial Results from a Dynamic Coupled
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Ring Current Model
4.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of global modeling efforts is to construct a self-consistent first-
principles model of the magnetosphere capable of accurately capturing both inner
magnetospheric dynamics and outer magnetospheric morphology, such that the bow
shock, plasma mantle, magnetotail, plasma sheet, and ring current are all accurately
represented. In reality, all of these regions are coupled: sunward of a ring current
enhancement, the day side magnetic field will increase, pushing the magnetopause
boundary outward. Tailward reconnection produces earthward flows, and these flows
can drive the ring current or enhance the shear flow in the flanks, both of which
modify the Birkeland current distribution into the ionosphere. Ionospheric currents
alter the electric field, which in turn modifies magnetospheric convection. A physics-
based model typically solves a subset of the magnetospheric system. To incorporate
missing physics from other regions, coupling between models is necessary.
RC models can use Birkeland currents to alter the potential pattern for the inner
magnetosphere such that the electric field is consistent with the plasma. However, in
order for the system to be fully self-consistent, the magnetic field should also respond
to any changes in the pressure. Several RC models have been augmented to solve for
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magnetic fields in force-balance with the plasma [30, 68, 26, 69].
The time dependence of the equilibrium-computed fields comes from the RC pres-
sure distribution and the boundary conditions, for which there are empirical esti-
mates. To provide more realistic outer boundary conditions, [27] recently coupled
the RAM-SCB boundary with BATS-R-US. Alternatively, several authors have used
magnetic fields obtained from MHD simulations to drive RC simulations directly. A
theoretical evaluation of the differences between the ring current formalism of the
RCM and MHD can be found in [70] who showed theoretically that the two can be
made equivalent by extending MHD to include the effects of diamagnetic drifts and
collisionless heat flux and also enforcing a Maxwellian distribution at every grid point
and every time step in the RCM. However, they also demonstrated that enforcing a
Maxwellian in the RCM solution can drastically affect the evolution of pressures and
densities. That conclusion was also confirmed using more realistic conditions by [71].
By coupling the RCM to the LFM, the effects of energy dependent drifts on MHD
quantities, such as pressure and density, are incorporated into the LFM without the
problems that accompany artificially enforcing a Maxwellian. In the “one-way” cou-
pling paradigm, the flux-tube volume is obtained from MHD field integrations and
passed to the RC model, while MHD densities are used to populate the RC distri-
bution function at the high-latitude outer boundary [72, 73]. The one-way coupling
paradigm was initially used to drive RCM with LFM’s magnetic field [9]. In order to
make the plasma distribution consistent with both the electric and magnetic fields, a
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“two-way” coupling strategy is employed. In this scheme, the sum of pressures and
densities over the RC distribution function is used to modify the single-fluid plasma
in the MHD code, and the MHD model responds to the RC pressures and densities
by modifying its own fields [74, 75].
This chapter details the two-way coupling strategy for LFM-RCM-MIX. In Section
4.2, we give a brief description of each model and its function within the larger
coupling paradigm. Section 4.3 reports the response of the model to driving with
idealized solar wind and ionosphere conditions by comparing with stand-alone MHD.
We examine the effect of coupling on the ionosphere, MHD pressure, Dst signatures,
and the distribution of flux-tube entropy and mass content. In Section 4.4, we discuss
the results in relation to flows of entropy and mass content, ring current pressure, and
ionospheric shielding. Section 4.5 summarizes this work and presents further studies
and improvements to the model.
4.2 Model Descriptions
This section will provide a brief description of the models incorporated and details
of the coupling procedure. In broad outline there are three components: The LFM
global MHD model, the Rice Convection Model, and the MIX ionosphere solver.
Their roles can be summarized as follows:
The LFM provides a self-consistent model of the global magnetosphere, given the
assumptions of single-fluid ideal MHD. The LFM does not include energy-dependent
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drifts in fluid velocity in the inner magnetosphere, and it requires an ionospheric
model to set the inner boundary condition on velocity. Conversely, the RCM solves for
the realistic energy-dependent drifts, but requires a magnetic field, electric potential,
and plasma conditions specified on its outer boundary. Therefore, the LFM provides
the RCM with a magnetic field model required for plasma convection and plasma
conditions for the outer boundary of the RCM domain. In return, the RCM supplies
the LFM with a more realistic ring current pressure and density distribution. Finally,
both LFM and RCM receive an electric potential solution supplied by MIX, which
accounts for both high and low-latitude convection. MIX solves for the ionospheric
potential using the field-aligned current distribution obtained from the inner boundary
of LFM.
4.2.1 LFM
The LFM computes the 3D fields and plasma properties for all magnetospheric regions
except for the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere. A description of the modeling
framework of the LFM and its assumption of the plasma properties motivates the
coupling scheme for LFM-RCM-MIX. A brief overview of the model is provided here,
and more detailed information can be found in [19].
The LFM solves the single-fluid MHD equations in semi-conservative form:
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρv) (4.1)
∂ρv
∂t
= −∇ ·
(
ρvv + I
(
P +
B2
2µ0
)
− BB
µ0
)
(4.2)
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∂e
∂t
= −∇ · ((e+ P )v)− v ·∇·
(
I
B2
2µ0
− BB
µ0
)
(4.3)
∂B
∂t
= −∇× E (4.4)
E = −v ×B (4.5)
∇ ·B = 0 (4.6)
µ0J = ∇×B (4.7)
e =
ρv2
2
+
P
γ − 1 (4.8)
where the usual variable definitions hold and γ = 5/3 [19]. Only plasma energy
e is tracked, rather than the total energy; this avoids numerical problems in low-
β regions where subtraction of magnetic field energy leads to errors in the plasma
pressure. The electric field, E, is stored on mesh edges and the magnetic flux is
stored on faces, while the magnetic field, B, density, ρ, pressure, P , and velocity, v,
are stored at cell centers. The staggering of the fields maintains the divergence-free
nature of B [76]. The finite volume method is used to update the conserved variables,
using the total variance diminishing scheme to represent the fluxes [19]. The equations
are solved on a stretched spherical grid with domain spanning from the near-Earth
at 2.0 RE to the distant tail (−300 RE in GSM coordinates) and upstream of the
bow shock (+30 RE). For these results, we have run the LFM in “double” resolution
(53x48x64), with cell volumes less than 0.2R3E at geosynchronous orbit.
In the MHD approximation, the velocity distribution function is assumed to be
Maxwellian in the plasma frame of reference. The bulk velocity perpendicular to the
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field is E ×B/B2. This drift is independent of charge and energy. This assumption
becomes invalid as the plasma approaches regions of high gradient-curvature drift,
which produces westward currents as the plasma differentially drifts depending on
the constituent charge species and energy invariants. Therefore, the LFM plasma
description is valid only outside of the regions where gradient-curvature drifts are
large, and within that region LFM requires RCM to accurately model the plasma
motion.
4.2.2 MIX
The coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction is managed by the MIX 2D elec-
trostatic solver. The MIX computation is done on a spherical shell with the pole
centered at the magnetic pole. At its basis is Ohm’s law following from current con-
tinuity equation integrated over the ionospheric height. Combining these concepts,
E = −∇⊥φ, (4.9)
where ∇⊥ is the 2D gradient in the ionosphere, yields the following relation:
∇⊥ · (Σ¯ ·∇⊥φ) = −j‖sin(I), (4.10)
where j‖ is the Birkeland current flowing into the ionosphere, I is the inclination
angle of the magnetic field, and Σ¯ is the conductance tensor. The conductance in the
model can be fixed as in the results presented here, or it may include auroral and
EUV effects [77]. Given a Birkeland current distribution over the ionosphere, specified
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conductances, and a choice of several low-latitude boundary conditions, MIX solves
for the electric potential [33]. In the coupled model the LFM supplies the magnetic
field, and the currents are obtained by numerical differentiation at the LFM inner
boundary.
4.2.3 RCM
The RCM treats the inner magnetospheric plasma as a bounce-averaged isotropic
distribution, which allows the RCM to solve the system as a 2D advection problem
on a mesh situated in the northern ionosphere. The plasma is divided into separate
species (denoted by subscript i) and fluid channels (denoted by the subscript k), with
28 fluid channels for electrons and 62 for protons. Each k-channel is associated with
an adiabatic invariant λi,k given by
λi,k = Wi,kV (r)
2/3 (4.11)
in units of eV(RE/nT)−2/3. λi,k is a constant for each fluid and represents the total
entropy per particle for that channel. Here,Wi,k[eV] is the average energy per particle
and the flux-tube volume V (r) is calculated from a magnetic field model through the
field line integral
V (r) =
∫
r
ds
B
. (4.12)
The integration step length, ds, is measured in Earth radii and is parallel or anti-
parallel to the magnetic field B[nT]. The integration limits span from the south to
north ionospheres. Integration begins at positions r in the RCM grid, which is a fixed
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hemisphere above the northern ionosphere with radius 1 RE.
The energy invariant formalism allows the RCM to follow the plasma for a given
invariant λi,k, using the partial flux-tube content ηi,k, representing the number of
particles for channel k per unit magnetic flux [9]. The RCM evolves the spatial
distribution of flux-tube content by solving the advection equation
(
∂
∂t
+ vD(λi,k, r, t) ·∇
)
ηi,k(r, t) = −ηi,k(r, t)
τi,k(r, t)
(4.13)
where the LHS includes all energy-dependent drifts and the RHS includes losses due
to electron precipitation or charge exchange, through the decay times τi,k. Note
that the decay times for charge-exchange are energy-dependent. Particle losses may
be neglected without substantially changing the dynamics on time scales considered
here, so that ηi,k will be conserved along a path drifting with the plasma at velocity
vD. By performing the RCM transport in the ionosphere the plasma motion can be
characterized by an effective potential, Φi,k, where the drift velocity is given by
vD =
B
B2
×∇Φi,k, (4.14)
and
Φi,k =
λi,k
qi
V −2/3 + φ. (4.15)
Inductive effects in the magnetosphere are accounted for through changes in the
magnetic field model (i.e., through changes in V ). For the results presented here, the
electric potential from MIX is used. Since the drift velocity depends on the invariant
λi,k given in (4.11), the plasma will separate as each fluid moves along contours of
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constant Φi,k.
The RCM-computed flux-tube content is related to the single-fluid MHD density
and pressure. This compatibility is the basis of the coupling scheme used here, and
results from careful construction of the RCM energy invariant domain. Suppressing
the species index, the energy invariants are defined by channel centers λk and channel
widths ∆λk, given by
∆λk = λk+1/2 − λk−1/2, (4.16)
with
λk±1/2 =

λk+λk±1
2 kmin < k < kmax ,
0 k = kmin,
1.5λk − .5λk−1 k = kmax,
(4.17)
Thus, ηi,k represents the total number of particles within the channel centered on
λk, and a direct integration over the individual channels yields the total density ρi,
pressure Pi and entropy Si for species with mass mi,
ρi = (1.5694× 10−16)mi
mp
1
V
∑
k
ηi,k (4.18)
Pi = (1.674× 10−35)V −5/3
∑
k
λkηi,k (4.19)
Si = PiV
5/3 (4.20)
where V is the flux-tube volume, the sum is over the fluid index k, and mi/mp is the
ratio of the species and proton masses.
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4.2.4 Coupling Algorithm
The model is part of the Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling (CISM) [78]
simulation program, which seeks to develop a complete Sun-to-Earth model from
first-principles. In the CISM architecture, the constituent models operate as separate
executables and information is exchanged between them using the Intercomm runtime
library [79] together with Overture [80], which manages interpolation between overset
grids and is built upon the P++ parallel array class library. In general, the CISM
approach attempts to minimize changes to the contributing models.
In the LFM-RCM-MIX model, information exchange occurs on a regular schedule.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the coupling algorithm. Variables are color-coded according to
the model that produces them, while arrows point in the direction of information
exchange. The LFM, represented by the green cylinder, transmits currents to MIX
and plasma properties to RCM, as denoted by the green boxes. MIX transmits the
electrostatic potential (purple) to both the LFM and RCM. The RCM returns plasma
properties (blue) to the LFM, via field line traces. The rightmost key defines opera-
tions for time averages, field line averages, summations, and bleeding scheme used in
the transfer. The tracer boxes depict field line integration, utilizing an intermediate
grid (the orange box). Each portion of the diagram is explained in the following
subsections.
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Figure 4.1 : Flow diagram for LFM-RCM-MIX exchanges. Green, blue, and purple
polygons represent variables sent from LFM, RCM, and MIX, respectively. Arrow
heads indicate the direction of information exchange. The light blue circle in the
LFM represents the LFM inner boundary, while the light blue region around RCM
represents the RCM outer boundary.
4.2.4.1 Coupling to MIX
LFM and RCM require the potential solution provided by MIX, while MIX requires
a Birkeland current distribution. Active conductances are disabled in these test runs,
though a data path exists for LFM quantities affecting conductances, e.g. density and
sound speed, to be sent to MIX. Exchanges with MIX are depicted at the leftmost
part of Figure 4.1. LFM Birkeland currents are mapped along a dipole field from the
LFM inner boundary (2.2 RE) to the height of the MIX ionosphere. From current
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continuity, the relative increase in current density is proportional to the increase in
the magnetic field strength, such that
j||ion =
Bion
Bm
j||m (4.21)
where j||ion represents the ionospheric current parallel to the magnetic field, j||m the
parallel current at the inner boundary, and Bion/Bm the ratio of the magnetic field
strengths at the ionosphere and inner boundary, respectively. The resulting currents
are then interpolated onto the MIX domain, where they are used to solve for the
potential in equation (4.10). The potential pattern obtained from MIX is returned
to the LFM inner boundary to drive magnetospheric convection. The LFM-MIX
exchange occurs every 10 seconds in simulation time.
After a preconditioning interval, which allows the model to develop a magneto-
sphere from its initial condition, coupling to the RCM is turned on (t = 0 for all
the results shown here). The potential pattern obtained from MIX is interpolated
onto the RCM’s ionospheric grid, where it is used in the calculation of gradient and
curvature drift. An option exists to return average energy, energy flux, and Birkeland
currents from RCM to MIX, where the RCM currents are obtained through the Va-
syliunas equation [29]. However, this option is disabled in these runs. Effectively, the
feedback of RCM pressures to the ionosphere is mediated by the LFM-RCM coupling.
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4.2.4.2 LFM to RCM transfer
The LFM solves for the time-dependent electric and magnetic fields and plasma,
with adjustments to ring current pressure and density supplied by RCM. For the
first exchange, the LFM updates the RCM plasma distribution over the entire RCM
domain, assuming a Maxwellian energy distribution. For all subsequent exchanges,
only the RCM outer boundary (light blue box enclosing RCM in Figure 4.1) is updated
with LFM plasma. The exchange of information from LFM to RCM is shown in Figure
4.1, moving clockwise away from LFM.
The time averages of LFM pressure, density, and magnetic field are computed over
a 1-minute exchange time (see Appendix B.1). Since the MHD code is constantly
evolving between exchanges, the 1-minute exchange time serves as a compromise
between speed and accuracy: more frequent exchanges may produce more accurate
coupling with respect to capturing the instantaneous LFM, but would become compu-
tationally expensive. Numerical experiments indicate the results are not sensitive to
exchange times in the 1-minute range. This also reduces any high-temporal variation
in LFM to keep consistency with the RCM assumption that waves are not present.
The minute-averages of density, pressure, and magnetic field are interpolated onto
an intermediate grid. The grid is a regular Cartesian mesh and has higher average
resolution than the LFM, such that the LFM results are captured accurately. The
grid spans the domain (−30, 15) RE along the Earth-Sun line and ±20 RE in y and
z. A search in this intermediate grid is straight-forward compared to a similar search
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in the LFM mesh, so this simplifies the field line tracer and improves overall speed
even when including the interpolation time. Field line-averaged pressure and density
are obtained from traces initiated from positions in RCM’s ionospheric grid (rRCM in
the figure), given by
〈P¯ , ρ¯〉 =
∫ 〈P 〉, 〈ρ〉ds/B∫
ds/B
, (4.22)
where the denominator is the flux-tube volume V used in equation (4.15) for the
RCM effective potential.
Once the time-averaged field-integrated pressures and densities are specified at the
RCM’s ionospheric grid, these quantities are put in terms of the RCM variable ηi,k as
a function of the energy invariant λi,k introduced in section 4.2.3. Appendix B.2 de-
scribes the decomposition of LFM plasma into RCM electron and proton distribution
functions.
4.2.4.3 Setting the RCM boundary location
The RCM domain consists of a static 2D grid in the ionosphere and its magnetic
projection onto the equatorial plane. The former is spherical with minimum latitude
of 10◦, and the latter is determined by magnetic field mapping onto the equatorial
plane. If an RCM foot-point lies along an open field line or intersects the equatorial
plane outside a specified elliptical boundary, then it is removed from the model-
ing domain. The location of the RCM outer boundary ultimately determines where
gradient-curvature drift dynamics are enforced.
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Under conditions of steady driving with a southward IMF, the above boundary
specification eventually resulted in the LFM producing large radial flows near the
outer edge of the RCM modeling region, where the equatorial plasma-β became much
larger than one. The reasons for these flows are likely due to several factors, including
insufficient resolution in the MHD code to balance the large pressure gradients in the
inner magnetosphere produced by the RCM. In the case where the plasma-β is large,
static equilibrium requires that the pressure gradient be balanced by a large field-
line curvature. If the LFM cannot represent such curvature due to grid resolution,
then a numerically-driven flow will likely be produced. Numerical experiments with
lower/higher resolution versions of the LFM resulted in the appearance of these flows
at earlier/later times, which is consistent with the resolution playing some role in
the formation of these flows. Additionally, these flows could be a manifestation of a
physical instability (e.g. [81]).
To prevent the occurrence of non-physical flows, various options for setting the
RCM boundary were explored. For the results in this paper a criterion was adopted
that restricts the RCM boundary based on flux-tube average plasma-β, defined by
β¯ ≡
∫
2µ0pds/B3∫
ds/B
(4.23)
where the averaging is weighted by 1/B. This weighting tends to favor the equatorial
region, where the field is weakest. For the cases presented here, β¯ ≤ 1 was used as the
criteria for defining the RCM coupling region. While other criteria for choosing the
RCM boundary are also possible, this criterion produced the most stable results while
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still allowing the RCM to operate in a region that encompassed the peak of the ring
current pressure. The choice of a flux-tube averaged β restriction has the additional
advantage of restricting the RCM modeling region to where its assumption of quasi-
static slow flow is valid. Recent work of [82, 83] comparing the RCM’s quasi-static
slow flow approximation to MHD using a 1-dimensional filament code found that
under conditions where the equatorial plasma-β became larger than one, the MHD
code would often produce wave-like solutions that the RCM does not represent. The
choice of boundary is a compromise: it allows the LFM to govern the regions of fast
flows but removes much of the potentially important drift physics that the RCM
would otherwise capture. During southward IMF, the RCM boundary typically lies
within 6 RE.
4.2.4.4 RCM to LFM transfer
The transfer of information from RCM to LFM is shown in Figure 4.1, moving from
the bottom to the top of the diagram, beginning with RCM. After the RCM has run
for a set time (∆t = 60s), the sum over the RCM partial pressures and densities is
obtained using equations (4.18) and (4.19). In addition, the RCM density is modified
with the addition of a fit to the static plasmasphere model of [84] (see Appendix
B.3). As a temporary substitute for a full treatment of the plasmasphere, this has
the effect of providing a cold component of plasma to the inner magnetosphere. In
future versions of the code a more realistic plasmasphere that incorporates the effects
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of the electric field and corotation will be included.
The final density and pressure are transferred to the LFM by tracing field lines
from points in the 3D LFM domain, using the magnetic field stored on the regular
intermediate grid. The intersection of each trace with the RCM ionospheric grid is
used to interpolate the local RCM pressure and density. At this stage, a mask variable
specifies whether an LFM grid point maps into the RCM domain, which determines
if the LFM density and pressure should be modified. These RCM quantities do
not immediately replace the LFM variables, but are instead bled into LFM over
the exchange time. This bleed scheme prevents discontinuities from forming at the
boundary of RCM. The modification is made to the LFM sound speed cLFM , using
cLFM(t) = cLFM(t) + (cRCM − cLFM(t)) dt
∆t
R, (4.24)
where cRCM is the RCM sound speed, dt/∆t is the ratio of the current LFM time
step to the exchange time interval, and R is a coupling constant that controls the
strength of the coupling. If R = 0, the LFM variables are unchanged and coupling is
effectively turned off. For the runs shown here, we set R = 1. A similar algorithm to
equation (4.24) is used to adjust the LFM density.
4.3 Model Results
4.3.1 Description of run setup
With appropriate solar wind conditions, the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-ring
current simulation should produce several features of storm-time dynamics. A ring
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current pressure enhancement should occur, in addition to ionospheric shielding and
changes in the magnetopause location. Without the test runs performed here, it
would be difficult to predict exactly how the system will respond, given the various
competing physical processes at work. For example, Birkeland currents would modify
the potential of the ionosphere, changing the global convection electric field, while
the change in convection pattern in turn alters the Birkeland current.
LFM-RCM-MIX was run in two modes: coupled and uncoupled. In the coupled
runs, the full machinery of the coupling scheme described in 4.2.4 was used. For the
uncoupled runs, the bleed rate R in section 4.2.4.4 was set to zero. In this mode,
RCM densities and pressures do not modify the LFM parameters. The uncoupled
mode will be used to determine the overall effect the RCM has when combined with
LFM-MIX.
The coupled and uncoupled models were tested with two idealized solar wind
and ionospheric conditions. A constant solar wind velocity of vx = 400 km/s and a
constant pressure and density corresponding to a sonic Mach number of 10 were used,
together with a fixed ionospheric conductance of 10 S. The only change in the solar
wind was from the time-varying interplanetary magnetic field of Bz = ±5 nT. The
two runs investigated used similar IMF conditions. In the case of the “S IMF” runs,
IMF Bz was predominantly southward, except for a northward interval from 02:00-
04:00 UT. For the “SN IMF” runs, the same time dependence as the S IMF case was
used until the second southward turning, after which the Bz direction switched every
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3 hours.
Figure 4.2 : Field-aligned current in MIX for coupled (blue) and uncoupled (red) S
IMF runs; coupled (yellow) and uncoupled (black) SN IMF runs are also shown (a).
Polar cap potential drop in MIX (b). Dst measured at inner boundary of LFM (c).
4.3.2 Overview of simulation results
Figure 4.2 compares the basic response of the coupled (LFM-RCM-MIX) and un-
coupled (LFM-MIX) S IMF and SN IMF runs. Figure 4.2-a shows the integrated
Birkeland current into the northern polar cap (FACN). In both coupled and uncou-
pled runs, the first 2 hours of southward IMF is an initialization phase used only to
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prime the magnetosphere. LFM-RCM-MIX consistently produces stronger Birkeland
currents than LFM-MIX, nearly a factor of 1.5 higher beginning at 08:00 UT for the
S IMF runs. An analysis of the Birkeland currents revealed that Region-2 currents
were 2.5× higher in the coupled S IMF run when compared to the uncoupled run
over the 08:00-16:00 UT period, while the increase in the region-1 currents was 20%
for the same interval.
Figure 4.2-b shows the cross polar cap potential drop, which is obtained from
the difference of the minimum and maximum potential in MIX. After the southward
turning at 04:00 UT, all four runs reach an initial peak of 80 kV at 04:40 UT. After
this initial peak the potential decreases during the next hour for all the runs while
the Birkeland currents stabilize. At 05:30 UT all four runs show strong variations
in potential that correspond to abrupt changes in Birkeland current, marking the
beginning of substorm onset. The onset of the rapid variations in Birkeland current
occurs earlier in the uncoupled runs, and a corresponding second potential peak occurs
earlier, at 05:40 UT in the uncoupled runs while at 06:30 UT in the coupled runs.
For the uncoupled S IMF case, after 07:00 UT the polar cap potential remains near
90 kV and does not exceed 100 kV for the remainder of the run, while in the coupled
run the peak potential is 110 kV (at 08:30 UT) and oscillates around 100 kV for the
remainder of the run. 10 kV oscillations occurring in coupled and uncoupled runs
have a period of about 10 minutes. These reflect Birkeland current oscillations with
the same period, but they persist for the duration of the coupled S IMF run, with
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minima close to a steady potential obtained by the uncoupled S IMF run. In the
SN IMF run, the polar cap potential and Birkeland currents reach nearly the same
values as the long duration runs, so the northward interlude did not affect the long-
term behavior, at least on the global scale. Compared to the magnitude of the polar
cap potentials, the potential oscillations are relatively small. Note that the polar
cap potential produced by the various runs are in the expected range for these solar
wind conditions: using the empirical estimate of [85] yields a polar cap potential of
76 kV. However, the potential obtained from the model is highly dependent on the
ionospheric conductance.
Figure (4.2-c) shows the response of the magnetic field through Dst, which is
approximated by averaging the magnetic field perturbation near the inner boundary
of the LFM. The initial value of 40 nT Dst does not bear much physical significance,
since it depends largely on the startup configuration of LFM. However, comparing
the relative strength between the runs is an indication of the large-scale changes in
the magnetic field close to Earth. Observing the response of the S IMF coupled and
uncoupled runs (blue and red curves, respectively) shows that the presence of RCM
pressures produces a more negative response in the magnetic field perturbation. This
effect becomes noticeable in the period from 0200-0700 UT, where the Dst signatures
correlate strongly. Here, the uncoupled run begins to diverge from the coupled case,
with a 10 nT gap just prior to the southward turning at 0400 UT. After southward
turning, the field decreases for both runs. However, at 0700 UT the uncoupled run
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minimizes and begins a slow recovery for the duration of the run, while in the coupled
run the magnetic field continually decreases. This difference is reflected in the SN IMF
coupled and uncoupled runs (yellow and black curves, respectively): in the uncoupled
run the Dst tends to reach extrema near the same values, while the coupled run
reaches successively lower extrema. Note that the coupled SN IMF run approaches
the uncoupled S IMF run from 0730 to 1000 UT. This is most likely coincidental,
since the next northward interval does not return the coupled run to the same value.
Further investigation found that for the coupled S IMF run, the Dst decreased at a
continuous rate during a 40 hour period of constant southward IMF. However, when
RCM particle losses due to charge exchange and electron precipitation were enabled,
Dst reached a minimum of -40 nT after 10-15 hours.
The Dst signatures indicate that LFM plasma pressure should be significantly
larger in the coupled cases in order to significantly reduce the average magnetic field
in the inner magnetosphere. Figure 4.3 examines the influence the RCM has on the
LFM pressure, 12 hours after the first southward turning. LFM equatorial pressure is
shown with the Sun to the left. The pressure enhancement closest to the Sun on the
day side indicates the location of the bow shock, the inner edge of the enhancement is
a proxy for the magnetopause, and the magnetosheath lies between the two. Figures
4.3-a,b compare results for the uncoupled and coupled S IMF runs. In the uncoupled
run, a diffuse build-up of low pressure (< 3 nPa) fills the nightside region close to
the Earth and peaks at the inner boundary of the LFM. On the day side there is
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a wedge of depleted pressure spanning from 0800 to 1600 local time; the convection
potential prevents the plasma from filling this region. In Figure 4.3-b, when the RCM
is included, a strong partial ring current develops. This is signified by a high pressure
region on the night side that peaks at over 60 nPa at a radial distance of 4 RE.
Figure 4.3-c shows the uncoupled LFM pressure for the SN run 3 hours after
the last northward turning. Some of the dayside wedge between 6 and 10 RE has
been filled in with diffuse pressure, and there is a sharp drop in pressure at the
subsolar point at 11 RE. This is the point at which the magnetic pressure dominates,
holding off the sheath flow while the northward IMF prevents reconnection from
mixing magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasma. In contrast, Figure 4.3-d shows
the pressure in the coupled run is again higher by an order of magnitude. The ring
current has become azimuthally symmetric after 3 hours of northward IMF. However,
the trapped ring current population produces a pressure a factor of 3 less than the
S IMF coupled run, and this is likely due to the SN IMF run experiencing shorter
periods of southward IMF.
A detailed study of the pressures shown in Figure 4.3 revealed that the peak
pressures are at r ≈ 4 RE for the coupled runs, with the peak favoring the day side
for the SN IMF run by 2× the night side pressure. Conversely, the S IMF run has a
peak 5× higher on the night side than the day side. In general, the peak pressures
are not aligned with the noon-midnight meridian.
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Figure 4.3 : Buildup of ring current in the uncoupled (a,c) vs coupled (b,d) runs for
S IMF (a,b) and SN IMF (c,d). The view is from above the north pole with the sun
to the left at 1600 UT. Peak ring current pressures are listed for each.
4.3.3 Ionospheric response
One of the characteristics of RC models is the development of strong region-2 Birke-
land currents, which have an impact on the electric field at low latitudes. In particular,
during steady convection, such as when the IMF Bz is southward, the region-2 cur-
rents would be expected to shield the low-latitude electric field [86]. Figure 4.4 shows
the polar cap potential with 5 kV potential spacing and Birkeland currents for the
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Figure 4.4 : 30-minute averaged Polar Cap Potential (PCP) with 5 kV spacing and
30-minute averaged Birkeland currents for uncoupled (a) and coupled (b) S-IMF
run. The uncoupled exhibits some shielding, indicated by a drop in electric field
intensity as seen from the more widely spaced equipotentials. This shielding is much
more pronounced in the coupled run. Region-2 currents are significantly stronger in
the low-latitude region for the coupled run. Instantaneous views of the ionospheric
patterns are shown in (c) and (d).
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Figure 4.5 : Polar cap potential with dashed (negative) and solid (positive) potential
contours spaced at 5 kV, together with Birkeland currents for the uncoupled (a)
and coupled (b) SN IMF run, 40 minutes after northward turning. The presence of
stronger Region-2 currents produces “over-shielding” in the coupled run, signified by
a reversal of the electric field.
uncoupled (left) and coupled (right) S IMF runs. The bottom figures are the instan-
taneous values and the top shows the same quantities but averaged over 30 minutes
around the time in the instantaneous values. Both the coupled runs exhibit strong
Birkeland currents and shielding, while the averaged plots resemble more closely the
traditional [87] Birkeland current patterns. There are instantaneous features in the
Birkeland current that are not seen in the time-averaged plot, such as the intensifi-
cation at 25o colatitude, 2200 LT. These transient patterns occur more frequently in
the coupled runs; they tend to propagate from high to low latitudes on the night side,
followed by motion toward dawn (if the enhancement began in the post-midnight
sector) or dusk (for the pre-midnight sector). The transient patterns then merge with
the extended Region-2 system on the day side.
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Figure 4.6 : Same parameters as Figure 4.5 for uncoupled (a) and coupled (b) NSNS
runs, 50 minutes after southward turning. Characteristic “under shielding” is evi-
denced by penetrating electric fields at low latitudes. Under-shielding is more pro-
nounced in the uncoupled run.
Figure 4.5 shows polar cap potential with 5 kV potential spacing and Birkeland
currents for the uncoupled (left) and coupled (right) SN IMF runs, 40 minutes after
northward turning. The mid-latitude potential peaks at this time, with opposite
polarity from the convection electric field. This “overshielding” response gradually
decays over the next hour. Figure 4.6 shows undershielding for the SN IMF uncoupled
run (left). At this time the ring current has yet to fully symmetrize and shielding
is reduced when compared to the coupled run (right). In this case, the convection
electric field is still active in the inner magnetosphere prior to the build-up of Region-2
currents.
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Figure 4.7 : Response of magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit for coupled (blue)
and uncoupled (red) S IMF runs. Bz is sampled on the night side at local times
ranging from dusk (top) to dawn (bottom). The pulsating behavior in the coupled
run corresponds to dipolarization fronts reaching geosynchronous orbit.
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Figure 4.8 : Same as Figure 4.7, but for SN IMF. Again, pulsating behavior observed
in the coupled run is evidence of dipolarization fronts.
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4.3.4 Magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit
From the basic global responses seen in Figure 4.2 the magnetic field in LFM is
reduced in response to the ring current pressures imposed by RCM. Figures 4.7 and
4.8 examine the magnetic field in more detail: the z-component of the magnetic field
at geosynchronous orbit (6.6 RE) is plotted for several local times, spanning 1800 to
0600 LT across the night side. In the uncoupled runs, the magnetic field is overall
larger than in the coupled cases, except for periods where the coupled run oscillations
briefly exceed the relatively steady values seen in the uncoupled runs (the uncoupled
oscillations are very small, 10 nT in the strongest case). This affirms the idea that
the RCM ring current has reduced the overall strength of the magnetic field on the
night side. The highest variability occurs for the S IMF coupled run (blue curves of
Figure 4.7) with oscillations that are sharply peaked for dawn and dusk and reduce in
amplitude closer to midnight local time. These oscillations begin just before 0600 UT,
which is the time of substorm onset seen in the Birkeland current signature of Figure
4.2. The coupled SN IMF run (Figure 4.8, yellow curve) shows similar behavior to
the S IMF run, but only when the IMF is southward.
4.3.5 Entropy analysis
In section 4.3.4, magnetic field oscillations were observed at geosynchronous orbit
in LFM on the night side, while in section 4.3.3 transient Birkeland currents were
observed in MIX at low-latitudes, propagating toward the dawn and dusk flanks and
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merging with the Region-2 current system. Several authors have shown that flux-tube
entropy and density are useful parameterizations for interpreting the features of storm
time injection [88, 89]. A description of the RCM and LFM treatment of flux-tube
entropy and density is an appropriate diagnostic to determine if these oscillations are
associated with changes in flux tube entropy.
The local entropy and particle density should be conserved along drift paths in
MHD. From the frozen-in condition, it follows that the total entropy and particle
number per unit magnetic flux should also be conserved [90, 89], so these parameters
can be used to track the motion of plasma in the LFM. For the inner magnetosphere,
the physics is more complex: when particle losses are disabled, the RCM will conserve
both the entropy per particle and the number of particles per unit magnetic flux
through the energy invariant λ. However, the drift paths of each fluid will depend
on the strength of the gradient-curvature drift, which increases with λ and produces
east-west motion. This results in two effects unique to the coupled code. According
to the RCM formulation, plasma in low-λ channels is allowed to propagate closer to
the Earth than in high-λ channels. The second effect is due to the relative motions
of plasma in different λ-channels within the RCM. Even though the entropy in each
channel is conserved, the drift paths of individual fluids can cross. Therefore, the
sum of flux-tube entropy and mass content over all channels will not be conserved
locally. The result is a diffusive effect which will dominate closer to Earth, where
flux-tube volume is small. This effect will not contradict with the LFM description
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Figure 4.9 : S IMF uncoupled run at 1514 UT. Field line entropy (log pvg) (a) and
mass content (log rhoV) (c) are shown in the LFM equatorial plane, with the sun to
the left. In (a), arrows indicate direction and strength of the fluid velocity, with a
standard length shown at the bottom right. In (c), entropy contours are shown in
greyscale with adjacent contours differing by 40%. (b) Birkeland current (color) and
electric potential contours 5 kV apart. The green curve designates the open/closed
boundary mapped onto the ionosphere. (d) Birkeland current and entropy contours,
with the same spacing as those shown in (c).
far from Earth where the flux-tube volume is large, since each plasma species will drift
together at the E×B velocity. Summarizing, in the coupled code entropy and mass
content should be conserved far from Earth where LFM operates. If a low-entropy
bubble moves into the inner magnetosphere, it should diffuse as the constituent plasma
species separate in RCM.
For the results below, all field line integrations were performed on the intermediate
grid described in section 4.2.4.2. (Animations for each figure are available in the aux-
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iliary materials.) The field line tracer used for visualization occasionally terminates
prematurely before reaching the inner boundary, causing empty squares to appear in
the figures.
Conservation of entropy in the LFM is shown in Figure 4.9-a, which shows equa-
torial entropy and velocity vectors for the uncoupled S IMF run after 12 hours of
continuous southward driving. The regions of low-entropy on the night side correlate
strongly with earthward flow, so that the entropy gradient is perpendicular to the
velocity. This suggests that entropy is conserved in the LFM, though deviations from
strict conservation may be seen in the animation for Figure 4.9. These flow channel
signatures originate near the open/closed boundary at −35 RE in the tail. Two of
the flow channels interact with the magnetosheath flow, producing Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves near the dawn and dusk open/closed boundaries. Figure 4.9-c shows mass
content and contours of entropy, where adjacent contours differ by 40%. Along with
the animation for Figure 4.9, clearly the bulk of the mass content lies in the magne-
tosheath while the IMF is southward. At this time, the inner magnetosphere is empty
for the uncoupled run, since there is no plasmasphere providing a source of mass.
Next, we examine the effect of entropy flows on the ionosphere. Figure 4.9-b shows
Birkeland currents and contours of the electric potential for the uncoupled S IMF run,
with the green curve designating the mapping of the open/closed boundary. Though
they do not significantly modify the potential pattern, faint Birkeland currents can be
seen equator-ward of the open/closed boundary on the night side. The equatorial flow
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channels seen in Figure 4.9-a are visible as east-west entropy gradients in Figure 4.9-d.
The weak R-1 sense currents in the closed field region are clearly correlated with the
longitudinal component of the entropy gradient, and by extension the entropy flow
channels.
Figure 4.10-a shows field line entropy and velocity vectors in the equatorial plane
for the coupled S IMF run and at the same time as Figure 4.9. The X-line is approxi-
mately 20 RE tail-ward from that of the uncoupled run, making the closed field region
of the coupled run significantly larger. The entropy parameter is higher than in the
uncoupled case, with transient, earthward-flowing low-entropy bubbles being more
predominant. More flow vortices are produced, but separate from those created by
shear flow near the flanks: one such vortex can be seen at the head of a low-entropy
bubble at X=-5 RE, Y=-10 RE. Directly over this vortical structure, Figure 4.10-c
shows a region of high-mass/high-entropy content interacting with a low-mass/low-
entropy flow. Such a configuration is typical of the coupled runs, and several more
of these structures can be seen in the animation for Figure 4.10. The animation also
shows the diffusion of entropy and mass content following bubble injection into the
RCM region.
Figure 4.10-(d) shows Birkeland current and contours of mapped entropy in the
MIX domain for the coupled S IMF run. For reference, the orange glyph at the
post-midnight sector in Figure 4.10-(d) is the foot-point mapping of the orange glyph
in Figure 4.10-c, at the edge of the (-5,-10) bubble. The equatorial plane shows a
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Figure 4.10 : S IMF coupled run at 1514 UT. The same parameters as Figure 4.9 are
plotted.
strong vortical structure appear near the location of the glyph. A corresponding
Birkeland current signature appears at the ionospheric foot-point several minutes
later. Similarly, the contours of Figure 4.10-d show strong east-west entropy gradients
(mapped to low-entropy channels) alongside peaks in Birkeland current. This was
observed to a lesser degree in the uncoupled run and is again consistent with the
idea that some of the Birkeland current structures are associated with injections of
low-entropy flux-tubes.
For both coupled and uncoupled S IMF runs, southward IMF intervals may be
associated with transient low-entropy (bubble) injections, which trigger Birkeland
current signatures in MIX. When the SN IMF runs are examined during the a north-
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ward IMF interval, no entropy flow structures are observed (see the animations for
coupled and uncoupled SN IMF runs). Instead, the entropy gradient relaxes to a
smooth radial profile. Small rearrangements of entropy and density continue to oc-
cur, but at low velocities. From the ionospheric perspective, no low-latitude Birkeland
current signatures were observed during this interval. In the uncoupled SN IMF run
the picture is largely the same, except that the flux-tube content is vanishingly small
for the inner magnetosphere, due to the lack of a plasmasphere model.
An examination of the fields is necessary to relate the entropy flows to the per-
turbations seen in the magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit. Figures 4.11-(a) and
(b) show LFM equatorial Bz with the dipole subtracted, together with entropy con-
tours for the uncoupled and coupled S IMF runs, respectively. The magnetic field
enhancement occurs within the entropy channel and is intensified near the head of
the channel. These enhancements reach geosynchronous orbit in the coupled runs.
The local times of Figure 4.7 are marked in Figure 4.11-a. Comparing several of the
field enhancements in the animation for Figure 4.11-a with the oscillations in Figure
4.7 shows that the two are strongly correlated. After reaching the ring current region,
these enhancements slowly drift east or west depending on whether the bubble en-
tered the post or pre-midnight sector. In the uncoupled code, the field enhancements
are similar, but they do not reach geosynchronous orbit; instead, they immediately
propagate toward the flanks and appear to interact strongly with the boundary layer.
The presence of field enhancements near the head of the transient flow suggests
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that the low-entropy channels may be associated with field dipolarizations. The
plasma-β may confirm that the flows are associated with localized dipolarization of
the plasmasheet. Field line-averaged plasma-β for the S IMF uncoupled and coupled
runs is shown in Figures 4.11-c and 4.11-d, respectiviely. The low-entropy channels,
which are seen in the distortion of entropy contours, correspond with regions where
plasma-β ≤ 1. Where plasma-β is low and no flows are present, the gradient in plasma
pressure would be in force-balance with field-line curvature. Therefore, the presence
of earthward flows with low plasma-β suggests that the flows could be triggered
by tail-ward dipolarizations that reduce field-line curvature, possibly as a result of
reconnection.
4.4 Discussion
Our initial results suggest that our coupling scheme for the MHD and ring current
model is stable when the outer boundary of the ring current model actively limits the
RCM to regions of low plasma-β. Using this modification, the occurrence of high-
speed outflows in the LFM was prevented. In the following discussion, we highlight
some of the effects that coupling has had on sub-domains of the magnetospheric
system.
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Figure 4.11 : ∆Bz for uncoupled (a) and coupled (b) S IMF runs at 1514UT, together
with the same entropy contours used in previous plots. Regions of field enhancement
relative to the dipole are yellow and field depressions are in blue. The glyphs at
geosynchronous orbit correspond to the local times of Figure 4.7. Field line plasma-β
for uncoupled (c) and coupled (d) runs are shown on a log scale with entropy contours.
−1 (dark blue) indicates a magnetic pressure 10× that of the plasma pressure and
+1 (red) the opposite.
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4.4.1 Ring Current
The stand-alone MHD runs produced a low, diffuse pressure that peaks at the inner
boundary of LFM (Figure 4.3-a,c). However, observations show that pressure should
peak and drop sharply earthward of 3RE[91]. The coupled runs produce a similar
profile to observations, with peak occurring around 4RE (Figure 4.3-b,d). Shielding
of the low-latitude from the convection potential (see section 4.3.3) prevents plasma
from reaching the inner boundary. Instead, gradient-curvature drift enforced by the
RCM dominates the flow close to the Earth and causes the plasma to drift east-
and westward rather than toward the inner boundary. Similarly, the depleted wedge
seen in the uncoupled S IMF run is absent from the coupled run by the end of the
simulation. This is also due to the gradient-curvature drift introduced by RCM, which
moves plasma that would otherwise escape into the magnetosheath onto closed drift
paths on the day side.
The intensification of ring current pressure results in a reduction in the average
magnetic field near Earth. This reduction continues indefinitely unless particle losses
are enabled in the RCM. When losses are enabled, the field reduction approaches a
minimum after 10-15 hours of southward IMF. This results from a balance of com-
peting physical processes: particle loss due to charge exchange will reduce the energy
content, while ring current injection causes intensification. Further studies are needed
to investigate this balance and determine the extent to which low-entropy flows con-
tribute to ring current pressure. The strength of the ring current pressure produces a
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measurable effect on the magnetopause location during northward IMF. The magne-
topause in the coupled SN run is 1 RE sunward compared to the uncoupled run. This
supports results of [92], who suggested that the lack of ring current pressure would
explain why the LFM magnetopause was consistently earthward of empirical models
by 0.5 to 1 RE at noon.
4.4.2 Oscillations and low-entropy flows
Under steady driving with southward IMF, both uncoupled and coupled runs exhibit
dynamic behavior through the creation and transport of low-entropy bubbles and
high-entropy blobs (Figures 4.9-4.10). Figure 4.11 shows intensifications in the mag-
netic field at the head of low-entropy bubbles. If the bubbles reach geosynchronous
orbit, they produce a perturbation in the magnetic field (Figure 4.7). This perturba-
tion is characterized by an abrupt peak followed by gradual decline. Recent THEMIS
observations show a similar profile for earthward-traveling dipolarization fronts [93].
The observed dipolarization fronts are defined by a dip in Bz before the front, then
a sharp increase, followed by a smooth decline. LFM-RCM-MIX produces field sig-
natures with an abrupt peak followed by a slower decline and no prior dip, which is
a slightly different profile from observed dipolarizations. The prior dip is typically
on the ion inertial length scale [93]. The code is not be resolving such small-scale
features due to a lack of resolution, and it may be missing physics in the ideal MHD
formalism. For example, the Hall electric field, missing from ideal MHD, becomes
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important on ion inertial scales.
The final inward propagation of dipolarization fronts in LFM-RCM-MIX may
differ from those of observations. Statistically, these fronts are not typically observed
inside of 10 RE [94]. [95] found from THEMIS observations that injection efficiency
depends on the relative entropy of the low-entropy bubble and the background. The
animations for Figure 4.10 show that the dipolarizations in the coupled code tend
to reach geosynchronous orbit when the bubbles have entropy minimum at least a
factor of 2 lower than the background. Further parameterizations of injections merit
further study, such as bubble mass, speed, acceleration, and the dependence on grid
resolution.
The profile of magnetic perturbations we observe is also similar to the signatures
found by [96] when using BATS-R-US to drive the FokRC model with similar so-
lar wind conditions to these S IMF runs (though with an IMF Bz of −15 nT). The
oscillations seen in BATS-R-US were attributed to periodic reconnection events cre-
ating enhancements in the magnetic field that propagate inward from the tail. They
observed oscillations with a period of 20 minutes or longer, while the period of os-
cillations in LFM are on the order of tens of minutes. Though the time scales may
be different, there is some circumstantial evidence that the oscillations observed in
LFM may be similar in origin. The bubbles are produced during southward IMF
just within the open/closed boundary, suggesting magnetic reconnection is a factor.
However, the injection events occur more frequently in the coupled vs uncoupled runs
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though the same IMF conditions were used, suggesting that the ring current may be
providing a feedback mechanism. One possibility is that the ring current pressure
could be diffusing across field lines onto higher latitudes, which could supply higher
pressures to the tail. Finally, the balance of day and night-side reconnection could
also be involved in promoting low-entropy injections, since the X-line for the coupled
run was tail-ward from that of the uncoupled run.
4.4.3 Plasmasphere
The plasmasphere may give rise to several transient features that have a lasting effect
on the model. Heavily-loaded flux-tubes extend from the edge of the plasmasphere
into the plasmasheet. These create impediments to the entry of low-entropy bubbles.
Whenever a low-entropy bubble pushes against a flux-tube with high mass content,
the bubble either squeezes past or gets diverted around the high-mass region. In either
scenario, a strong vortical flow develops and a low-entropy wake persists for several
minutes. In the animation for Figure 4.10, the paths the bubbles take can be seen
to depend on the history of previous injections. The channels created by injections
appear to offer less resistance. There is no ionospheric conductance feedback, so this
is not likely due to magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. Combined with high-mass
flux-tubes impeding the flow, the background entropy and density configuration is
constantly restructuring. Northward intervals apparently restore the plasmasheet
entropy and mass content to a smooth radial profile, thus permitting new bubbles to
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flow without interruption.
The addition of the plasmasphere model also has consequences for plasma trans-
port in the RCM modeling region. The added mass reduces the temperature of LFM
near the outer boundary of RCM. The corresponding Maxwellian energy distribution
that forms the RCM outer boundary condition is shifted toward lower energy. Par-
ticles in the lower energy channels of RCM have a reduced gradient-curvature drift,
which allows them to drift closer to Earth. Numerical experiments with LFM-RCM-
MIX without a plasmasphere resulted in only a weak ring current. Without the effect
of plasmasphere cooling, the gradient-curvature drift term is too strong to permit a
substantial ring current to develop. A cold component of the plasma in the MHD
model may allow for ring-current injection without the complexity introduced by the
high mass content of the plasmasphere model. Future work coupling the RCM with
the LFM multi-fluid code may resolve this issue [97, 98].
4.4.4 Ionosphere
Vortical flows can induce a twist in the magnetic field, creating Alfve´n waves which
propagate to the ionosphere as a pair of upward and downward Birkeland current
signatures. Low-entropy bubbles produce vortical flows. Motion of Birkeland currents
in the ionosphere is consistent with the motion of low-entropy bubbles. The ring
current itself produces a much greater effect on the potential, producing shielding
and overshielding as expected for the coupled run. Though the Region-2 current
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system is stronger in the coupled runs, the distribution of Birkeland currents is such
that the polar cap potential drop is similar to that of the uncoupled run. A more
detailed analysis of the geometry of the current patterns should clarify the role the
Region-2 system has on the total polar cap potential.
4.5 Summary
The aim of this research has been to describe the coupled LFM-RCM-MIX code and
report some preliminary results showing the influence of the coupling due to feed-
back from the RCM to the LFM. Several factors contributed both to the stability
and response of the code to driving with moderate solar wind conditions. The two
most prominent factors are the β switch and grid resolution. The β switch keeps the
boundary of RCM consistent with the fundamental assumption of quasi-static equilib-
rium and slow flow. However, the restricted boundary may be prohibiting the RCM
from operating in regions where drift dynamics are still important. On the LFM side,
some of the flows outside the coupling region may be due to interchange/ballooning
instability, but it is possible they could be an artifact of grid resolution. Finite grid
resolution would ultimately limit the amount of field line curvature that can be rep-
resented by the code as a response to increased ring current pressures imposed by
RCM. Ruling out of the effects of grid resolution is a work in progress. Apart from
these caveats, we believe these results are representative of physical processes and not
numerical instabilities. The LFM-RCM-MIX produced the following features that are
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not produced in the uncoupled runs:
1. The presence of RCM significantly improves shielding of the low latitude from
the convection potential. This helps prevent low, diffuse pressure from reaching
the inner boundary of LFM. The pressure peak near 4RE in the coupled results
is consistent with observations. The build-up of pressure appears to reduce
the magnetic field near Earth as approximated by Dst. If losses due to charge
exchange or precipitation are neglected in the RCM, then the reduction in the
field continues indefinitely as long as IMF Bz is southward. If losses are turned
on, the Dst eventually levels off.
2. During southward IMF, the coupled run initially has a polar cap potential drop
20% higher than the uncoupled run, after which it approaches the uncoupled
value over the course of several hours. This was accompanied by a 20-30%
increase in the Region-1 current system. Region-2 currents were also higher
in the coupled run by a factor of 2 and produce stronger shielding of the low-
latitude region. However, the stronger region-2 system does not appear to
affect the cross polar-cap potential significantly. A further investigation of their
geometry will determine how the two current systems affect the total polar cap
potential drop.
3. Oscillations in the magnetic field were observed at geosynchronous orbit and
were strongest for the coupled runs near 2100h and 0300h LT. These oscillations
are related to injections of low-entropy bubbles coming from the open/closed
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boundary in the tail. Since they only occur during southward IMF, we believe
the bubbles are the result of magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail. Mag-
netic reconnection can deplete flux tubes of density and entropy, but further
study is needed to verify if this is the cause. Once introduced into the stretched
field region, the relatively lower entropy present in the bubbles causes them
to migrate earthward, creating low-entropy channels that persist for several
hours. The low-entropy injection path is highly dependent on the time history
of injections, which occur approximately every 10 minutes in the coupled runs.
4. In the coupled run, the low-entropy injections are often diverted around high-
mass flux-tubes that appear to originate from the plasmasphere. This introduces
a twist in the field that propagates into the ionosphere as an Alfve´n wave,
resulting in a transient Birkeland current signature.
The coupled LFM-RCM-MIX code provides a more complete picture of the magneto-
sphere, by playing off the strengths of the ring current and MHD formulations. Our
coupling paradigm is most successful when the physical limitations of the constituent
models are respected. The model produces several features that are not observed in
the stand-alone MHD runs, and we are confident that continued efforts will bring the
coupled model even closer to reality.
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Chapter 5
Interchange Turbulence
5.1 Motivation
In this chapter we briefly report on the turbulent properties of the plasmasheet as ob-
served in the uncoupled LFM simulation. We discuss the formation and propagation
of eddy flows and quantify their contribution to the background convection pattern.
The plasmasheet is often characterized as having turbulent phenomena during
substorm activity [99], whereby fluctuations in the flow are random and are signifi-
cantly larger than the mean flow and the magnetic field also fluctuates with the same
magnitude as the mean field. Based on multi-point Cluster spacecraft observations,
vortices in the flow have been observed with scale sizes between .3 and 10 RE[100].
Borovsky et al. [101] summarize the dynamics, driving and dissipation mechanisms
of turbulent phenomena in the plasma sheet; based on observations from the Interna-
tional Sun-Earth Explorer 2, they argue that strong variability in the magnetic field
is likely driven by eddy turbulence of frozen-in structures rather than Alfve´n waves.
In Section 4.3.5, we observed strong eddy flows that appear to be associated with
low-entropy bubbles undergoing interchange with those of high-entropy, and that
these in turn caused disruptions in the magnetic field. To make the relationship
between magnetic flux transfer and entropy more apparent, Professor Richard Wolf
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proposed the following metric. Let us define an equatorial region of interest for the
tail plasma sheet: we choose the closed field region bounded by [−30RE,−8RE] in -x
and [±11RE] in -y. We then compute the averages over the whole domain for entropy
< S > and the cross-tail component of the electric field, < Ey >. By Faraday’s law
of induction, Ey represents the earthward magnetic flux transfer rate per meter. By
choosing combinations of < S > and < Ey > we define the following interchange
parameter:
C =
〈(S − 〈S〉)(Ey − 〈Ey〉)〉√〈(S − 〈S〉)2〉〈(Ey − 〈Ey〉)2〉 (5.1)
and the interchange ratio
R =
〈(S − 〈S〉)(Ey − 〈Ey〉)〉
〈S〉〈Ey〉 (5.2)
If C is non-neglible compared to unity and also negative, this would suggest that
low-entropy bubbles are correlated with earthward transport of magnetic flux (or
that high-entropy blobs move magnetic flux tailward). In a purely diffusive picture,
earthward injections would have higher entropy because entropy is overall higher in
the tail, and C would be positive. If R is non-neglible and negative, then perturbations
are large compared to the background. Figure 5.1 shows a time series of C and R for
the LFM in the region described above and during a 25 minute period of substorm
injection activity. Both terms are non-neglible and negative, suggesting that bubbles
play a strong role in transport.
Based on the above spatial average, it would appear that bubbles produce a mea-
surable effect on transport. Let us determine if this picture holds throughout the
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Figure 5.1 : Entropy-interchange parameter C for the equatorial region in Figure 5.2
plasma sheet. To do this, we consider parameters C and R as time averages, rather
than spatial averages, using the same 25-minute period as for Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2-a
shows the time-averaged interchange parameter C. There appears to be much more
variability in the parameter than the spatial average would indicate: there are places
where C is positive and non-negligible, suggesting that entropy interchange does not
always govern the flow pattern. Figure 5.2-b shows the background time-averaged
transport term, 〈S〉〈Ey〉, while Figure 5.2-c shows the perturbation from the back-
ground, 〈(S − 〈S〉)(Ey − 〈Ey〉)〉. Comparing Figures 5.2-a and c, positive values of C
correspond to regions where the time-average perturbation is negligible compared to
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Figure 5.2 : a) Time-averaged entropy-interchange parameter C. b) Background inter-
change (denominator of interchange ratio R). c) Interchange pertubration (numerator
of interchange ratio R).
the background (Figure 5.2-b). Comparing Figures 5.2-b and c, the perturbations are
typically an order of magnitude smaller than the background and have the opposite
sign. Overall, these findings support the conclusion that entropy interchange plays a
dominant role in transport, but from these results alone it is difficult to see why the
interchange parameter is not uniformly negative.
5.2 Magnetic Flux Transport
The above tests support the notion that low entropy bubbles contribute significantly
to transport. We wish to examine the relationship between entropy and transport
further to determine how much of the transport of magnetic flux is due to low-entropy
bubbles and to determine what causes deviations from the entropy interchange pic-
ture. In Figure 5.3-a, we plot flux tube entropy and velocity vectors in the equatorial
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Figure 5.3 : a) Entropy and velocity vectors during a period of IMF BY = 5nT,
causing a low-entropy injection. b) Magnetic flux transport integral. d) Derivative of
flux transport integral with respect to entropy.
plane during a period of westward IMF. Having a positive By caused periodic injec-
tions every 10 minutes or so in the tail near local midnight. This makes it easier to
find isolated low entropy injections, such as the one shown in the figure. To deter-
mine how much of the magnetic flux is transported by the channel, we compute the
following integrals. For each line of constant X, we calculate Eydy as a function of
the local field line entropy. We then sort the Eydy elements into 400 entropy bins in
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the range from 0 to .9 nPa3/5Re/nT . Then, we compute the integral
∂Φ
∂t
(S) =
∫ S
Smin
Ey(y)dy. (5.3)
This integral represents the contribution of all flux tubes with entropy below S to
the total magnetic flux transport ∂Φ∂t . Figure 5.3-b shows this flux transport integral
as a function of the entropy and the X coordinate, in webers/sec or volts. Here, we
can see that the flux transport is maximized at X=-12RE and that for all values of
entropy below S = .5nPa3/5RE/nT , the contribution to the total flux transport is
approximately 180kV. Figure 5.3-c shows the derivative of the transport integral with
respect to entropy, as a function of S and X. This indicates which entropy values are
contributing the most to the integral. The black contour separates earthward flow,
corresponding to the derivative being positive, from tailward flow. For example, at
the head of the bubble injection at X = -12RE, the flux transport integral increases
rapidly at the entropy minimum (2.5nPa3/5RE/nT ) and diminishes for higher values.
Conversely, tailward flow can be seen starting at -12 RE for entropy values near
4nPa3/5RE/nT .
From Figure 5.3 it can be seen that flux transport maximizes at the head of
low entropy bubbles. This is consistent with the picture presented in section 4.4.2
where it was observed that the field is most dipolarized at the head of the low entropy
channel and, therefore, the magnetic flux transport would be highest for lower entropy.
However, this correspondence does not hold everywhere. Earthward of the bubble
(from X = [-11, -9.5] RE in Figure 5.3) we can see that flux transport is maximized
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Figure 5.4 : a) Entropy and velocity vectors during a period of IMF BY = 5nT,
causing a low-entropy injection. b) Magnetic flux transport integral. d) Derivative of
flux transport integral with respect to entropy.
for higher values of entropy than the background minimum. This appears to be caused
by the low entropy bubble impinging on the higher background entropy, pushing flux
tubes with higher entropy earthward. We have also observed cases where the peak
magnetic flux transport is for entropy values higher than in the channel minimum,
particularly in the wake of low entropy bubbles. A good example of this is seen in
Figure 5.4-c between X = -17 to -13 RE. In Figure 5.4-a there appears to be some
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viscous flow causing higher entropy flux tubes to be dragged along adjacent to the
low entropy channel.
The combination of earthward transport of high entropy ahead and in the wake
of low-entropy bubbles would explain why the time averaged interchange parameter
showed regions that were net positive. However, we should note that there are also
cases where flux tube entropy appears to increase relative to the background well in
advance of an approaching bubble. This appears to be a violation of flux tube entropy
conservation, though it is not known whether this is an artifact of the simulation or
if it could have a physical origin, such as a ballooning instability (e.g. [81]). If it is
an artifact of grid resolution, some of the other flow features could be affected, such
as producing an artificial viscosity.
5.3 Mass Transport
The presence of bursty-bulk flows in LFM also has an impact on the flux tube mass
content. To study the relationship between entropy and mass transport, we perform
a similar analysis to the above flux transport calculation, this time computing the
integral
∂m
∂t
(S) =
∫ S
Smin
M(y)Ey(y)dy. (5.4)
where M(y) is the local mass per unit magnetic flux and is given by the field line
integral
∫
ρds/B. Figure 5.5-a shows the flux tube mass content along with velocity
glyphs corresponding to Figure 5.4. We can clearly see that mass content and entropy
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Figure 5.5 : a) Mass content and velocity vectors during a period of IMF BY = 5nT,
causing a low-entropy injection. b) Mass flux transport integral. d) Derivative of
mass flux transport integral with respect to entropy.
correlate strongly. However, in Figure 5.5-b we can see that the mass transport
integral maximizes ahead and behind of the minimum in the low entropy bubble.
It appears that the low entropy bubble is pushing high mass content ahead of it,
while dragging high mass content behind it. Figure 5.5-c seems to support this claim:
there is a stronger peak in the derivative at -11 RE than at -12 RE, while in Figure
5.4-c the peak in magnetic flux transport was strongest at -12RE. Tailward of the
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bubble, the peaks in mass transport correspond strongly with the peaks in magnetic
flux transport, except that the peaks for mass transport are more pronounced in the
higher entropy channels. Given that higher entropy corresponds with higher mass, it
makes sense that more mass is transported in higher entropy channels. These effects
support the notion that entropy flows are governing the distribution of mass content
in the LFM.
5.4 Background convection
The above analysis focused on individual low entropy injections and their contribution
to the total magnetic flux and mass transport. However, the previous analysis was for
IMF BY = 5 nT (IMF Bz = 0). Figure 5.6-a shows the entropy configuration during
southward IMF (BZ = 5 nT). Three flow channels develop after an hour of sustained
southward IMF. Subsequently, the background entropy reduces rapidly. Figure 5.6-c
shows the three channels interwoven, each contributing significantly to flux transport.
This suggests that entropy channels are very effective in disrupting and reducing the
background entropy and once formed persist in governing transport.
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Figure 5.6 : a) Entropy and velocity vectors during a period of IMF BZ = 5nT,
causing a low-entropy injection. b) Magnetic flux transport integral. d) Derivative of
magnetic flux transport integral with respect to entropy.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
We hope that this thesis has given some insight into the design considerations of
building simulations of the magnetosphere and understanding the very complex and
interconnected nature of the system. We presented the coupling strategy used for
LFM-RCM-MIX, where the plasma properties for the inner magnetosphere are gov-
erned by RCM and the field properties determined by LFM and MIX. We found that
the field line averaged plasma β was crucial in maintaining a boundary for RCM
that was consistent with RCM’s underlying assumptions, though this also artificially
restricts where drift dynamics are present. Section 4.5 enumerates the differences
between the coupled code and stand-alone MHD, and the case is made that the ring
current features, such as shielding and stronger Region-2 currents, have successfully
been introduced to the MHD description. It was also observed that bursty-bulk flows
appear to be stronger in the coupled code, producing disruptions in the magnetic field
that propagate to geosynchronous orbit. An investigation into the dynamics of these
bubbles revealed that they are largely responsible for magnetic flux and mass trans-
port in the plasma sheet. There are regions where higher entropy flux tubes transport
mass and flux earthward, but this appears to occur when low entropy bubbles are
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either pushing high entropy ahead or dragging it alongside. The bursty-bulk flows in
the simulation have a similar magnetic field profile to those observed. However, there
is a prior dip in Bz that may be attributed to grid resolution or missing physics in the
formulation. In addition, the final inward propagation is earthward of those typically
observed. Finally, the length scales of the entropy flows in the simulations are limited
by grid resolution, so there are likely other small-scale features of observations that
are not captured.
We have also described several new tools to aid in visualizing features of the
magnetosphere. These include a fluid-spatial data structure for analyzing RCM’s
distribution function and a field-aligned analysis mesh for the LFM. The latter allows
us to extract topological boundaries within LFM, such as the open-closed magnetic
field boundary, as well as more exotic structures such as flux tubes, drift shells, field-
aligned currents and the 3D structure of bursty-bulk flows. Hopefully, by continuing
to build new visualization tools, we can find new intuitive approaches to interpreting
what the models tell us.
6.2 Future Work
The LFM-RCM coupling project has been a tremendous task that is still ongoing,
and there is much to be done for future improvements of the code as well as mag-
netospheric analysis. Improving grid resolution is a work in progress. In addition,
having a consistent plasmasphere model will be crucial for allowing realistic ring-
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current injection. Coupling multi-fluid LFM to RCM should help resolve this issue.
In addition, multi-fluid LFM will allow different plasma species to be injected into
the RCM modeling region, to more accurately represent what occurs in nature. We
are confident that continued efforts will bring the simulations closer to reality.
iAppendix A
Derivations
A.1 Magnetohydrodynamics
This discussion follows primarily Anthony Chan’s derivation as described in his Plasma
Kinetic Theory course (PHYS 519) taught at Rice University, particularly in the Fall
semester of 2006. To arrive at the MHD equations for fluid flow, we begin with a
somewhat general set of kinetic equations for an arbitrary plasma. We then show
that in our region of interest, integration over the energy distribution will yield a
“reasonable” description of the actual plasma.
A.1.1 The Plasma Kinetic Equation
Our starting point is the set of kinetic equations for a distribution function fs(!x, !u, t)
in space, momentum, and time for species s. To update this function, we write the
so-called plasma kinetic equation:
∂fs
∂t
+ !u ·∇fs + qs
ms
( !E +
1
c
!u×B) ·∇ufs = (∂fs
∂t
)c (A.1)
Here ∇u is a momentum gradient ( ∂∂ux , ∂∂uy , ∂∂uz ), whereas ∇ is the spatial gradient.
The right-hand-side of (A.1) is the “collision” term and represents the effect of small-
scale collisions on the macroscopic variables. Taking moments of the distribution
ii
function gives us expressions for the charge density and current density.
ρ ≡
∑
s
qs
∫
fsd
3u (A.2)
J ≡
∑
s
qs
∫
!ufsd
3u (A.3)
This lets us write down Maxwell’s equations to update the plasma kinetic equation.
For completeness, we will write them here (in cgs units):
∇ · E = 4piρc (A.4)
∇× E = −1
c
∂B
∂t
(A.5)
∇ ·B = 0 (A.6)
∇×B = 4pi
c
J +
1
c
∂E
∂t
(A.7)
A.1.2 Obtaining the Two-Fluid Equations
To start, we will assume the plasma is fully ionized and is composed of two species,
electrons and protons. Further, we will assume the collisions are elastic coulomb
collisions. The collision term in (A.1) can be viewed as follows: Let
(
∂fs
∂t
)c =
∑
s′
Css′ (A.8)
represent the total contribution from collisions of species s with species s′. For macro-
scopic scales, local conservation of particles in like-like and unlike-particle collisions
implies ∫
d3uCss′ = 0 (A.9)
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Here, integration is with respect to the components of momentum space. Conservation
of momentum for like-like collisions implies
∫
d3ume!uCee =
∫
d3umi!uCii = 0 (A.10)
and conservation of energy implies further
∫
d3u
1
2
meu
2Cee =
∫
d3u
1
2
miu
2Cii = 0 (A.11)
The only nonzero terms for the sum in (A.8) come from the conservation of momentum
and energy of unlike-particle collisions:
∫
d3u(me!uCei +mi!uCie) = 0 (A.12)
∫
d3u(
1
2
meu
2Cei +
1
2
miu
2Cie) = 0 (A.13)
Defining the number density ηs and fluid velocity as
ηs(!x, t) ≡
∫
d3ufs (A.14)
!vs(!x, t) ≡ 1
ηs
∫
d3u!ufs (A.15)
and integrating (A.1) with respect to d3u yields a continuity equation
∂ηs
∂t
+∇ · (ηs!vs) = 0 (A.16)
Integrating with respect to d3ums!u yields a momentum equation
∂
∂t
(msηs!vs) +∇ · (msηs < !u!u >)− qsηs( !E + 1
c
!vs × !B) =
∫
d3ums!uCss′ (A.17)
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and integration with respect to d3u12msu
2 gives us an energy equation
∂
∂t
(
1
2
msηsu
2) +∇ · (1
2
msηs < u
2!u >)− qsηs!vs · !E =
∫
d3u
1
2
msu
2Css′ (A.18)
Here the terms < !u!u >, < u2 >, and < u2!u > are velocity moments of fs defined by:
< Q(!u) >≡ 1
ηs
∫
d3uQfs (A.19)
To simplify the contribution from the kinetic terms, one introduces a new velocity
variable !w ≡ !u− !vs. This lets us define the scalar pressure,
Ps =
1
3
ηsms < w
2 > (A.20)
the pressure tensor,
Ps = ηsms < !w !w > (A.21)
and the anisotropic part of the pressure tensor,
Πs ≡ Ps − PsI (A.22)
where I is a tensor with 1’s along the diagonal. We define the temperature Ts using
Ts ≡ Ps
ηs
(A.23)
and the heat flux using
!hs ≡ 1
2
ηsms < w
2 !w > (A.24)
The mean momentum transfer between unlike particles due to collisions will be defined
as
!Rs ≡
∫
d3wms !wCss′ (A.25)
vWhere s .= s′. Correspondingly, the heat generated due to unlike particle collisions is
Qs ≡
∫
d3w
1
2
msw
2Css′ (A.26)
Substituting equations (A.20)-(A.26) into equations (A.16)-(A.18) yield the following
two-fluid equations, for s = e, i (electrons and proton species)
(
dns
dt
)s + ns∇ · !vs = 0 (A.27)
nsms
dvs
dt
− qsms( !E + 1
c
!vs × !B) +∇ ·Ps = !Rs (A.28)
3
2
ηs(
dTs
dt
)s +Ps : ∇!vs +∇ · !hs = Qs (A.29)
∇ · !E = 4pie(ni − ne) (A.30)
∇× !E = −1
c
∂ !B
∂t
(A.31)
∇ · !B = 0 (A.32)
∇× !B = 4pi
c
e(ni!vi − ne!ve) + 1
c
∂E
∂t
(A.33)
where the operators ( ddt)s ≡ ∂∂t + !vs · ∇ and Ps : ∇!vs = Psi ddxJ vsi for each carte-
sian component i Unfortunately, these equations are not closed. They require three
additional assumptions to provide closure.
A.1.3 Obtaining the Single-Fluid MHD equations
To close the set of Two-Fluid equations, we will do the following: 1) Make a “Low
frequency, long-wavelength” assumption; 2) Rewrite the two-fluid equations as a set
of one-fluid equations; 3) Assume the plasma is collision “dominated”. This last
vi
assumption would seem inappropriate for space plasmas, where particle-particle col-
lisions do not occur, owing to very low densities. However, MHD still seems to work
as a reasonable description. This is because many terms in the MHD equations don’t
depend directly on the high-collision parameter. Second, high frequency wave-particle
interactions can take the role of collisions, for example in isotropizing the pressure
tensor. Finally, strong collisions tend to keep particles localized, which the magnetic
field tends to do, but in the perpendicular direction only.
We assume the macroscopic volume elements have zero net charge, so that ni =
ne = n. At “macroscopic” length and time scales, where L is the system size, then
the time scale (or, equivalently, frequency) of interest will be
τ =
1
ω
∼ (vT i
L
)−1 (A.34)
where vT i =
√
Ti
mi
is the ion thermal speed. Effectively, this is the time it takes the
average particle to travel a distance L. On the other hand, “microscopic” scales are
the Debye length λd =
√
T
4pine2 and the ion gyroradius ρLi =
vTi
ωci
where ωcs =
qsB
msc
is
the cyclotron frequency, and the plasma frequency ωp =
√
4pine2
m . We therefore make
the following low-frequency, long-wavelength assumptions
τ / 1
ωp
,
1
ωci
(A.35)
If so, then in the Maxwell Ampere’s equation (A.33), the electric displacement is
negligible.
∇× !B = 4pi
c
e(ni!vi − ne!ve) +
"
"
"1
c
∂E
∂t
(A.36)
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Then, we neglect the electron term in (A.28)
##
##
#
neme
dve
dt
− qeme( !E + 1
c
!ve × !B) +∇ ·Pe = !Re (A.37)
since me 0 mi. This implies that electrons have a very fast response time.
If we introduce the mass density ρ = mini + mene, and since me 0 mp then
ρ ≈ min. Similarly, we may introduce the 1-fluid velocity, which is a center of mass
velocity
!v ≡ mini!vi +mene!ve
mini +mene
. (A.38)
Although, since me " 0 and ρ = min, then !v ≈ !vi.
The current density !J is given by
!J = en(!vi − !ve). (A.39)
The total pressure is given by P = nT = Pe + Pi and the temperature is written as
a sum of proton and electron temperatures, T = Te + Ti.
By multiplying the ion continuity equation (A.27) by the proton mass, we obtain
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρ!v = 0 (A.40)
By multiplying the mass continuity equations (A.27) by the charge e and subtracting,
we get
∇ · J = 0 (A.41)
Note that this is consistent with (A.36), since ∇ × B = 4pic J . Adding the ion and
electron momentum equations leads to, using Re = −Ri
ρ(
d!v
dt
)− 1
c
!J × !B +∇P = −∇ · (Πi +Πe) (A.42)
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Next, we rewrite the electron momentum equation (A.37) using single-fluid variables.
E +
1
c
!v × !B = 1
en
(
1
c
!J × !B −∇Pe −∇ ·Πe +Re) (A.43)
Equation (A.43) is called the Generalized Ohm’s Law. From the energy equation, it
can be shown that
d
dt
(
Pi
ργ
)
=
2
3ργ
[Qi −∇ · !hi −Πi : ∇!v] (A.44)
d
dt
(
Pe
ργ
)
=
2
3ργ
[Qe −∇ · !he −Πe : ∇(!v −
!J
en
)] +
1
en
!J ·∇
(
Pe
ργ
)
(A.45)
The other single-fluid equations are
∇× !B = 4pi
c
!J (A.46)
∇× !E = −1
c
∂ !B
∂t
(A.47)
∇ · !B = 0 (A.48)
A.1.4 Ideal MHD
To get to the single-fluid Magnetohydrodynamics equations, we need only prove
that the right-hand-sides of (A.42)-(A.45) are negligible. This can be done if we use
the results from Braginskii (1965)[102] (or using the Krook model) to estimate the
transport coefficients. Then, using the characteristic length and time scales, we can
show that these transport terms are small in some collision-dominated limited.
The 1-Dimensional Krook model,
ux
∂f
∂x
= −ν(f − f0) (A.49)
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describes the evolution of a plasma distribution toward the thermal equilibrium de-
scribed by f0, given a collision frequency ν. By expanding the distribution function,
f One can obtain the following first-order relationships,
Re = enη !Je, η =
mν
ne2
(A.50)
Πxx = −µ∂vx
∂x
, µ =
6nT
ν
(A.51)
!he = −κ∂T
∂x
xˆ, κ =
5
2
nT
mν
(A.52)
Where η, µ, and κ are resistivity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity coefficients.
Again, our characteristic length and time scales are L and τ ∼ LVTi . For ions, the
collision-dominated limit is more restrictive than for electrons, since the time between
ion collisions τii is much larger than that for electron collisions
τee ∼
√
me
mi
τii (A.53)
We will require that the time scales of interest for a collision dominated plasma
correspond to a frequency ω such that
ωτii 0 1 (A.54)
The largest term on the right-hand-side of (A.42) can be approximated, using (A.51),
Πi ∼ µi(2∇|| − 23∇!v) ∼ µi
1
L
VTi . (A.55)
Furthermore, we find that µe 0 µi since µe 1
√
me
mi
. If we now compare ∇ · Pi to
∇P by computing their ratio, we obtain
∇ ·Pi
|∇P | ∼
Πi
P
∼ (nTiτii)( 1
nT
) = ωτii 0 1 (A.56)
xIf we further assume 1cJ×B ∼ ∇P (“MHD force balance”) this leads to the following
ρ
d!v
dt
=
1
c
!J × !B −∇P (A.57)
Similarly, we can argue that the terms in the Generalized Ohm’s law (A.43) are
comparatively small: ∇ ·Πe 0 ∇Pe, so it can be ignored. As above, 1cJ ×B ∼ ∇Pe.
However, comparing ∇Pe to 1cv ×B yields
1
en |∇Pe|
|1cv ×B|
∼
1
$ne
$nTe
L
1
cvTiB
∼ 1
L
VTi
eB/mic
=
ρi
L
0 1 (A.58)
So the Hall term and ∇Pe are negligible for length scales much greater than the ion
gyroradius.
We now need to show that the Re term, which is responsible for momentum
exchange between ions and electrons, is negligible compared to 1cv×B. Using (A.50),
and assuming MHD force balance,
1
en
Re = ηJ ∼
(
me
ne2τei
)(
c
∇P
B
)
∼ cme
eB
1
τei
∇Pe
en
(A.59)
The second approximation in (A.59) is just a rearrangement of terms. We divide
∇Pe/en by 1cv × B, which produces a factor of ρi/L as before (A.58). It can be
shown that the thermalization time between electrons and protons compared to that
between ions is τei 1 τii
√
me/mi. We can also multiply by
mi
mi
= 1 and obtain
1
enRe
|1cv ×B|
∼ cmi
eB
me
mi
√
mi
me
1
τii
ρi
L
=
ρi
vTi
√
me
mi
1
τii
ρi
L
(A.60)
Using our definition for the frequency scale of interest (A.34) gives vTi = Lω, so
that √
me/mi
ωτii
(ρi
L
)2 0 1 (A.61)
xi
if 1enRe is to be small compared to
1
c |v ×B|.
Equations (A.56), (A.58), and (A.61) indicate that the generalized Ohm’s law
(A.43) reduces to
!E +
1
c
!v × !B = 0 (A.62)
We should note that if resistivity is not small (1cv × B 0 ηJ), one can formulate
the equations of resistive MHD:
E +
1
c
!v × !B = η !J (A.63)
∂ !B
∂t
= −c∇× !E = −c∇× η !J = −ηc
2
4pi
∇×
(
∇× !B
)
(A.64)
Here (A.64) indicates that the time-scale for the magnetic field to reorganize is given
by τR = 4piL2/ηc2.
We now focus our attention on the energy equations (A.44) and (A.45). Most of
the terms on the right-hand sides are negligible compared to the left-hand sides, using
the same arguments as above. The energy equations are shown here in reduced form
d
dt
(
Pi
ργ
) =
2
3ργ
[Qi −∇ · !hi −!!!!Πi : ∇!v] (A.65)
d
dt
(
Pe
ργ
) =
2
3ργ
[Qe −∇ · !he −!!!!!
!!!
Πe : ∇(!v −
!J
en
)] +
!!!
!!!
!!1
en
!J ·∇
(
Pe
ργ
)
(A.66)
The remaining terms involve collisional heating rates Qs and heat fluxes !hi.
Heating rates may be due to Joule heating or to electron-ion thermalization. How-
ever, if resistivity is negligible, then we may also neglect Joule heating. Given an
energy equilibration time τeq, we approximate the heating rate using
Qi 1 n (Te − Ti)
τeq
1 −Qe. (A.67)
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This states that if the electrons are colder, they will be heated by the ions, and
vice-versa. If we approximate the equilibration time using the average time between
collisions, we get τeq ∼ τie ∼
√
mi
me
τii. Requiring that our time steps be long compared
to the equilibration time yields
√
mi/meωτii 0 1 (A.68)
Which is actually more restrictive than our previous result (A.56).
Due to thermalization, Ti 1 Te = T2 and Pi 1 Pe = P2 . Using (A.52), we can
approximate the conductivities with κ||e ∼ nTeτee/me, and the heat flux is
!hs = −κ||s∇||Ts (A.69)
Comparing the relative sizes of the l.h.s and the flux term, and ignoring the common
factor of ργ, and using ∂∂t ∼ ω gives
|∇ · !he|
|∂Pe∂t |
∼
(
1
ω##nTe
)
∇
(
##nTeτee
me
)
∇Te (A.70)
From (A.53), we can rewrite τee in favor of τii, and Te ∼ Ti = 12miv2T i:
|∇ · !he|
|∂Pe∂t |
∼ 1
ω
1
L
√
me
mi
τii
me
miv2T i
L
=
√
mi/meωτii 0 1 (A.71)
where we have used v2Ti = L
2ω2 and the result from (A.68). We can now add (A.65)
and (A.66), which gives the ideal MHD energy equation,
d
dt
(
P
ργ
)
= 0. (A.72)
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A.2 Adiabatic Drift Theory
We begin our derivation of adiabatic drift theory by motivating our discussion in the
context of magnetohydrodynamics. Then, we will derive the adiabatic invariants as
applied to the inner magnetosphere, and from there we will describe the main algo-
rithm that evolves the plasma. This discussion follows primarily the prepublication
draft of Physics of the Magnetosphere, by Richard Wolf.
A.2.1 Motivation
To understand the dynamics of the inner magnetosphere, we must first understand
the trajectories of particles for that region. The electromagnetic force on a particle
of charge q moving at speed v is given by
!F = q( !E + !v × !B) (A.73)
Consider the contribution from the magnetic field. Since the force is always per-
pendicular to the velocity, the particle can only gyrate about the field and cannot be
accelerated parallel to it if the field is uniform. The gyromotion will be at a frequency
ωc =
|q|B
γrm
(A.74)
where γr =
1√
1−(v/c)2 is a relativistic correction factor. For low velocities, γr ≈ 1 so
that all particles of the same mass at !B(!R) will have the same gyrofrequency. On the
other hand, the radius of motion will depend on their perpendicular velocity v⊥
ρc =
γrmv⊥
|q|B (A.75)
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To keep track of the relative angle between the particle trajectory and the magnetic
field, we define the pitch angle α
tan(α) =
v⊥
v‖
(A.76)
For time and length scales much greater than ω−1c and ρc, then a particle’s first
adiabatic invariant γrµ is conserved, where µ is given by
µ =
mv2⊥
2B
. (A.77)
With regard to the particle at !r this means that if !B(!r) is locally smooth enough
and varies slowly, then as the magnetic field increases the particle gyrates faster. We
should note that for a location r in a dipole field for Earth, the cyclotron period is
given by
Tc =
2pi
ωc
= (.27sec)
(
r
5RE
)3
γrA (A.78)
where A is the atomic weight, which is 1/1836 for electrons. Also, this is for singly-
charged particles. Likewise, we can calculate the gyroradius using
ρL ≈ (19km)A 12γr
(
W⊥
1keV
) 1
2
(
r
RE
)3
(A.79)
If !B is locally smooth and changes gradually with position, then the particle will
experience a drift that depends on the topology of the field. The so-called gradient-
curvature drift is given by
!vGC =
γrW⊥ !B ×∇B
qB3
+
2γrW|| !B × !k
qB2
(A.80)
!k = (bˆ ·∇)bˆ = −Rˆc
Rc
(A.81)
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where W⊥ ≡ mv2⊥/2, likewise for W‖, and !k is the curvature vector. Note that the
gradient-curvature drift is independent of mass for a given energy. Finally, when we
include the effect of the electric field, the particle moves with a velocity
!vE×B =
!E × !B
B2
(A.82)
The gyromotion contributes nothing to the time-averaged velocity, which is given by
< !v >= v‖bˆ+
!E × !B
B2
+ !vGC (A.83)
Note that taking the cross product with B yields
< !v > × !B = − !E +
!B( !E · !B)
B2
+ !vGC × !B (A.84)
and comparing to the ideal MHD equation, we see that MHD is valid provided !E · !B =
0 and that the gradient-curvature drift is small. For the inner magnetosphere (and
for auroral acceleration regions) this is not the case. Therefore, we need a way to
determine the evolution of a plasma where gradient-curvature drifts dominate.
A.2.2 The First Adiabatic Invariant
In the theory of adiabatic invariants, the quantity
∮
pdq is conserved for slow changes
in a system where there is periodic motion in the coordinate q, where the motion
is described by momentum p. When applied to the path of a gyrating particle, one
obtains the first adiabatic invariant, introduced in the previous section, µ =
γrmv2⊥
2B .
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A.2.3 The Second Adiabatic Invariant
Assuming the first adiabatic invariant is conserved and there is no electric field parallel
to !B, then the energy associated with a particular particle cannot change as it executes
bounce motion along the field trajectory. Therefore, the total energy is given by
W =
1
2
m(v2⊥ + v
2
‖) =
1
2
mv2‖ +
(
µB
γr
)
(A.85)
and is conserved. Since B = B(!r), the parallel velocity must be reduced by a square
as the particle enters increasingly stronger magnetic field regions. Assuming the
particle doesn’t enter the Earth’s atmosphere first, its parallel velocity will approach
zero. Then, since the gradient in the field is nonzero, the particle will begin to
accelerate in the opposite direction, away from the high magnetic flux. The strength
of the field at the mirror point will be
Bm =
γrW
µ
(A.86)
and the pitch angle for any point along the field will be
sin2α =
µB
γrW
=
B
Bm
(A.87)
Note that the pitch angle and the total kinetic energy is simply a function of the local
field strength, when the second adiabatic invariant is conserved.
Given the periodic bounce motion, we can define a second adiabatic invariant:
J =
∮
p‖ds = 2
√
2m
∫ s(m2)
s(m1)
γrmv‖ds
= 2
√
2m
∫ s(m2)
s(m1)
γr
√
W − µB(s)
γr
ds
(A.88)
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for s ∈ (m1,m2). Since W and γr are constants, we can write the second adiabatic
invariant as
J = 2
√
2mµγrI (A.89)
where I =
∫ s(m2)
s(m1)
√
Bm −B(s)ds. Note that I is a purely geometric factor closely
tied to the shape of the field line.
A.2.4 Bounce-Averaged Motion
Given an adiabatic description of the particle energy, µ and J , we can begin to build
a model for the single-particle motion. If the total kinetic and potential energy is
conserved along a drift path, then
(!vE×B + !vGC) ·∇ (qΦ(!r) +K(γrµ, J, x)) = 0. (A.90)
Using the fact that !vE×B is already perpendicular to ∇Φ and that the potential is
independent of E × B, setting φ = 0 requires that vGC ·∇K(µ, J,!r) = 0. This leads
to the following expression
vGC =
!B ×∇K(γrµ, J,!r)
qB2
(A.91)
In the case where v‖ = 0 this reduces to
vGC = µ
B ×∇B(!r)
qB2
(A.92)
Note that (A.91) holds for slowly-varying, time dependent magnetic fields, and that
it applies to any surface perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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A.2.5 Isotropic Plasma-Filled Flux Tubes
We make the further simplifying assumption that the plasma population is isotropic,
and that the particles are non-relativistic. Averaging over the particle population lets
us relate the change in kinetic energy to a change in flux tube volume:
dWK
WK
= −2
3
dV
V
(A.93)
and integrating gives
ln(WK) = −2
3
ln(V ) + C (A.94)
WK = λV
− 23 (A.95)
λK = WKV
2
3 (A.96)
This is the energy invariant associated with an isotropic distribution of particles
gyrating and bouncing within a flux tube. This is a crucial component of the Rice
Convection Model, which represents the plasma as a distribution function in λK space.
Equation (A.91) can now be written in terms of the flux tube energy,
!vGC =
!B ×∇WK(λ, !x)
qB2
(A.97)
If we further assume that the plasma can be represented as a monatomic gas, then
(with 3 degrees of freedom) the pressure will be
P =
2
3
nWK =
2
3
N
Vc
WK . (A.98)
Using (A.96) this indicates that
PV γ = const. (A.99)
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where γ = 53 in our monatomic approximation.
A.2.6 Formalizing flux-tube content drift
In the previous section, we guessed that the total pressure in a flux tube is directly
tied to the flux tube volume, just as for a confined monatomic gas. Our task is to
show this is true even though particles of different adiabatic invariants are drifting in
and out of a given flux tube. In order to evolve the plasma populations in time, we
write the conservation law for the flux of particles N
∂Nγµ,J(!rp, t)
∂t
+∇ · (Nγµ,J(!rp, t)!vD(γrµ, J,!rp, t)) = 0 (A.100)
where !rp is on a perpendicular surface to the magnetic field, such as the equatorial
plane. Let η = N/B be the total population of particles crossing a flux tube cross
section (ie, number per unit magnetic flux), and let !B = Beˆz where eˆz is the normal
to the minimum magnetic field surface. This lets us eliminate the denominator in the
expression for vD, leaving
∂(ηB)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
η
(
!E × eˆz + eˆz ×∇K
))
= 0 (A.101)
By applying vector identities and Faraday’s law, we obtain
(
∂
∂t
+ !vD(γrµ, J,!rp, t) ·∇
)
ηγµ,J(!rp, t) = 0 (A.102)
Losses to the atmosphere can be included by adding a term ηγµ,J/τγµ,J to the right-
hand side, where τ is the loss rate for a given invariant. The non-relativistic case can
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be derived similarly. The result is the simpler form used by the RCM.
(
∂
∂t
+ !vD(λ,!rp, t) ·∇
)
ηλ(!rp, t) = −ηλ(!rp, t)
τλ(!rp, t)
(A.103)
Where we recall that !vD is given by
!vD(λ,!rp, t) =
!E(!rp, t)× !B(!rp, t)
B(!rp, t)2
+
B(!rp, t)×∇W (λ,!rp, t)
qB(!rp, t)2
(A.104)
This equation is actually valid for surfaces that are not necessarily orthogonal to the
magnetic field. It is reminiscent of the Vlasov equation in 2 dimensions.
A.2.7 The Third Adiabatic Invariant
The third adiabatic invariant says that the magnetic flux enclosed by a drift path
remains constant if a change in the field is on time scales long compared to the drift
time. Because this requires very slow changes in the field, compared to the other
invariants this one is most easily violated.
A.2.8 A Theoretical Time-Independent Model
Many aspects of inner magnetospheric drift can be understood using a simple steady-
state model of the fields. For particles with zero pitch-angle gyrating in a magnetic
dipole, we consider what happens as we turn on an effective electric field, Eeff . The
corresponding electric potential will have three components: the dawn-dusk electric
field (presumably due to magnetic reconnection), the radial gradient-curvature po-
tential, and the radial co-rotation potential (due to the rotation of the Earth), where
xxi
we assume the Earth’s rotation axis is parallel to the dipole axis.
Φeff = −E0rsinφ+ µB0R
3
E
qr3
− ωEB0R
3
E
r
(A.105)
For the case of cold particles µ = 0 and the two remaining terms yield a potential
pattern similar to that illustrated in the Figure A.1. When we take the cross-product
with the magnetic field (pointing out of the page), we see that motion is along equipo-
tential lines. Particles drift sunward for distances far from the Earth, and within a
small region near the Earth particles will remain trapped. This population of trapped
cold particles makes up what is known as the plasmasphere, bounded by a theoretical
separatrix also shown in the figure (orange curve). The stagnation point on the dusk
side is where the electric field due to co-rotation exactly cancels the convective electric
field.
For the case of hot particles (µ >> 0) the gradient-curvature drift dominates
the 1/r co-rotation potential. As before, a separatrix forms, but here the separatrix
depends on the sign of the charge: positive ions drift toward the dusk, and negative
ions drift toward the dawn. The flow of oppositely charged hot plasma is responsible
for the ring current. Solving for the location of zero-flow by computing the radial
derivative of Φeff , we have
r4zero−flow =
3µB0R3E
|q|E0 . (A.106)
This implies that the flow separator moves out radially with increasing µ. This
particular feature can be seen directly in our analysis of RCM’s distribution function,
and we will show that this determines whether plasmasheet plasma can feed the ring
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Figure A.1 : Diagram of cold plasma equatorial drifts, with flows along equipotentials.
The sun is to the left, with plasma flowing from night toward the day. The inner
bifurcation curve separates plasma trapped on closed trajectories from those on open
trajectories.
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current. This feature will also stand out in our comparisons between LFM-RCM and
BATSRUS-RCM.
Under sustained convection, positively charged ions will pass closer to the Earth
on the dusk side, and negatively charged ions will pass closer on the dawn. This
charge separation will cause an electric field to build up that will over time tend to
shield the inner magnetosphere from the convection electric field.
A sudden increase in the convection electric field can move trapped particles near
the separator onto open trajectories, to be lost to the dayside magnetopause. On
the other hand, a decrease in the convection field can trap open-trajectory particles.
Furthermore, loss mechanisms cause slowly moving particles to be drained away from
the separator over time. Each of these mechanisms likely occur all the time in the
real magnetosphere.
A.2.9 The Vasyliunas Equation
In order to link dynamics of the inner magnetosphere and the ionosphere, a theoretical
relationship between their respective currents is necessary. This description can be
built from the viewpoint of adiabatic invariants. To determine the volume current,
we can safely assume that the gradient-curvature drift contributes the most. This is
because the !E× !B drift is in the same direction for electrons and protons, the external
forces are negligible, and we can ignore the inertial drift for slow unperturbed flow.
This last assumption is certainly the most restrictive for any simulation of time-
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dependent drift, the RCM notwithstanding. The result is that the total drift current
density can be approximated with
!Jdrift =
∑
nsqs
(
%
%
%%!E × !B
B2
+
##
##
#Fext ×B
qB2
−
!!!
!!!
!!!ms <
d,vs
dt > ×B
qB2
+ !vGC
)
(A.107)
In section A.2.5 we derived an expression for the gradient-curvature drift of a
bounce-averaged isotropic plasma,
!vGC =
!B ×∇WK(λ, !x)
qB2
(A.108)
or, using the energy-invariant λK = WkV −
2
3 and the fact that Ns = ηsBe
!jGC =
∑
s
ηsBeqsλs
!B ×∇V 2/3
qB2
=
∑
s
ηsλsbˆ×∇V 2/3
(A.109)
To get the current perpendicular to the field, we use the fact that∇· !J = 0 on a volume
element that crosses the equatorial plane, where we have computed perpendicular
currents. Using ∇· = (∇e+∇||)·, the divergence of the planar current out of the flux
tube cross sectional area 1/Be is
1
Be
∇e · GC = 1
Be
∇e ·
∑
s
ηsλsbˆ×∇V 2/3 (A.110)
From the divergence theorem we know that the current flux through the top and bot-
tom of the flux tubes is balanced by the divergence of the planar current. Setting the
two equal and noting that λs is independent of space yields the Vasyliunas equation
J||n
Bin
− J||s
Bis
=
bˆ
Be
·∇e
(∑
s
ηsλs
)
×∇e
(
V −2/3
)
(A.111)
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Using the expression for pressure p = 23V
−5/3∑
s ηsλs, and since p and V are constant
along field lines, the following forms are equivalent
J||n
Bin
− J||s
Bis
=
bˆ
B
·∇V ×∇p (A.112)
J||n
Bin
− J||s
Bis
=
bˆ
BV 5/3
·∇V ×∇ (pV 5/3) (A.113)
This expression has a very important implication for the ionosphere: current flows
out of gradients in the flux tube content, which we recall is constant along drift paths.
While the current is normally understood in terms of the total pressure (or pV γ), we
should not forget that it can be divided into contributions from each energy-invariant.
The latter point of view lets us understand what parts of the distribution function
contribute the most to current.
A.2.10 Ionosphere-Magnetospheric coupling
Given a current distribution into the ionosphere, one can solve for the electric poten-
tial using a conducting thin-shell approximation, represented by the following current
conservation equation
∇i · [Σ · (∇iΦi)] = −(J||n − J||s)sin(I) (A.114)
where I is the dip angle of the magnetic field into the ionosphere, Σ is a conductance
tensor, and the subscript i denotes a quantity computed at the ionosphere co-rotating
with the Earth. Dirichlet boundary conditions can be used for the high latitude, while
the low latitude must include effects from the equatorial electrojet. The conductance
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tensor actually represents an integration of the 3D ionospheric Pedersen and Hall
conductivity profiles along the magnetic field. The current with respect to a non-
rotating frame can be written
!jh = −Σ ·∇Φ+!jw (A.115)
where Φ is the electrostatic potential rotating with the Earth and !jw includes the
integration of the conductivity profile. Using (A.112), one can write down the “Fun-
damental Equation of Ionosphere-Magnetosphere Coupling”,
∇h · (−Σ ·∇Φ+!jw) = sin(I)Bi
(
bˆ
B
·∇V ×∇p
)
(A.116)
We can use this equation to understand some basic properties of inner magnetospheric
dynamics. On the right hand side of (A.116), the gradient in flux tube volume
generally points radially away from the Earth. Now, if the magnetospheric pressure
builds at midnight, there will be an azimuthal gradient in pressure toward the pressure
peak. This means we should expect field-aligned currents to be generated and point
downward into the ionosphere at dusk and upward on the dawn side. The presence
of these currents should cause an electric field to point from the dusk toward dawn.
This “shielding” electric field points opposite to that of the main convection electric
field. Conversely, if the polar cap potential reduces (for example, by the solar wind
pointing north) while the shielding electric field is present, the case of “over-shielding”
results, with a stronger dusk-dawn electric field that has a typical decay time of 10-20
minutes. These fields can cause a host of instabilities, such as spread-F instabilities,
and it can also affect the shape of the plasmapause.[57]
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Appendix B
Coupling Algorithms
B.1 LFM Time-Averaging
The running time averages for LFM pressure, density, and magnetic field are used to
update the RCM. For an LFM variable q, the quantity 〈q〉N+1 is the time average for
the next time step in the simulation, and is given by
〈q〉N+1 =
∑N
i=1 qidti + qN+1dtN+1
TN + dtN+1
=
〈q〉N(TN − dtN+1)
TN+1
+
qN+1dtN+1
TN+1
,
(B.1)
where dti is the time step of LFM’s solver at step i and is variable. TN is the elapsed
time from the start of the exchange up to step N . This formulation requires only the
current time step qN+1 in order to update the average over the exchange.
B.2 LFM decomposition
At the RCM outer boundary, it is assumed that the plasma is Maxwellian as a function
of energy, and that proton and electron densities are the same due to charge neutrality.
It is further assumed the ion and electron temperatures are related by a constant
factor α = 7.8, based on observations by [103].
Ti =
P
kBρ(1 + 1/α)
(B.2)
Te = Ti/α (B.3)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For each charge species i, the energy distribution
function fi(Wi) is given by
fi(Wi) = ρi
(
mi
2pikBTi
)3/2
e−Wi/kBTi (B.4)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Using (4.11), in the energy-invariant λ-space
this can be written
fi(λi,k) = ρ
(
mi
2pikBTi
)3/2
e−λi,kV
−2/3/kBTi (B.5)
Integrating over RCM energy channel limits (λ±1/2 defined by (4.17)) yields the RCM
flux-tube content ηi,k for each channel centered at λi,k,
ηi,k = ρV [Erf(x+)− Erf(x−)
− 2√
pi
(x+e
−x2+ − x−e−x2−)],
(B.6)
with
x± =
√
λ±1/2
V 2/3kBTs
, (B.7)
and
Erf(x) =
2√
pi
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt. (B.8)
B.3 Gallagher Plasmasphere Model
Given the position rRCM in the RCM ionospheric grid, the plasmasphere density
ρgal(rRCM) [cm−3] is obtained from the radius of the equatorial mapping point L(rRCM)[RE]
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and the function
log (ρgal(rRCM)) = f (2.4− L(rRCM)/4)
+ (1− f) (4.5− L(rRCM)/2),
(B.9)
where
f =
1
2
(1 + tanh (10 (L(rRCM)− 4.5))) . (B.10)
Note that L(rRCM) is computed in the transfer of field-line averaged quantities from
LFM. This functional form was determined from a fit to the Gallagher model ([Fig
1] in [84]).
B.4 RCM Charge Exchange
The RCM has a charge exchange module that determines a loss rate for the protons.
This mimics the interaction of inner magnetospheric particles and solar protons. The
proton loss rate depends on the ion species, energy, and sunspot number. For electron
precipitation, the loss rate is a function of the energy, field line angle (sin(i)) and the
Birkeland current, and represents loss to the neutral atmosphere.
Electron losses are on by default and are computed using
τ−1e (λk, sini, Jbirk, Vm) = .0466αmFg
√
λk
sini
Jbirk
V 2m (B.11)
Here, αm =
√
me/ms is the mass ratio (1 for electrons), Fg = 1/3 for electrons (0 for
protons), and Vm = (
∫
ds
B )
−2/3. sini is given by the dip angle at the ionosphere,
sini =
2cosθcol√
1 + 3cos2θcol
(B.12)
xxx
for colatitude θcol. This assumes a dipole magnetic field. Note that Jbirk and Vm are
functions of position in the equatorial plane as well as time.
The proton loss rates are keyed on a user-supplied switch in the rcm setup file,
rcm.params. They are given as a function of energy by linear interpolation off of a
pre-computed lookup table, originally provided by James Bishop of the University
of Michigan. The table gives decay times as a function of L-shell, sunspot number,
species (H+,O+), and energy. The decay time is thus
τp = τp (λkVM , r) (B.13)
A plot of the table for sunspot number 96 (used in our runs) is shown in Figure 3.16.
We should note that the electron losses are computed directly from the simulation
variables, while the proton losses are direct empirical functions of L-shell and energy.
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Appendix C
Fluid-Spatial Analysis
Here, we discuss our implementation of ReadRCM, a CISM-DX importer for RCM
binary files. By constructing a 3D data structure from RCM’s distribution function
(see A.2.5), we have exposed RCM results to the same tools used in the analysis of 3D
simulations. Again, the code itself can be obtained by contacting the author apem-
broke@gmail.com, online at the Boston University CISM-DX wiki http://cismwiki.
bu.edu/doku.php?id=code_sharing:code_sharing, or at the UT Arlington CISM-
DX wiki http://lrgwiki.uta.edu/twiki/bin/view/Main/CISM-DX-Notes.
C.1 RCM File Structure
In order to build ReadRCM, a thorough understanding of the RCM binaries was
necessary. RCM outputs each variable as a separate file, with successive time steps
stored as individual records. Each record contains a 240-byte header, followed by
variable float data corresponding to each of RCM’s vertices. Vertices that lie outside
of RCM’s modeling region are stored with a negative VM (or V −2/3 where V is the
flux tube volume). This file structure is the same for all of RCM’s primary variables,
except for the η file. The η file stores each of the Nλ energy channels as a separate
consecutive record, with time steps stored in Nλ blocks. Figure C.1 illustrates this
file structure.
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Figure C.1 : RCM file structure for primary RCM variables (left) and η (right).
C.2 Importing RCM Variables into CISM-DX
ReadRCM was developed entirely within CISM-DX, taking advantage of many native
operations. The number of user-specified inputs is minimal, and we require only the
path to the RCM files, the time step in minutes after RCM has started, and the
endien of the binary files. By default, the entire distribution function is imported,
but the user may specify a range of energy invariant channels to import. For each
RCM variable, we use the standard Import function, with formatting specific to the
RCM’s file structure. In particular, we skip the 240-byte header information between
records and extract the float data for each RCM vertex. This requires knowledge of
the RCM computation grid, so we also import a number of supporting files included
in most RCM distributions. Information about the λ energies is also imported. We
then compute the energy ranges in the same way RCM does, internally.
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C.3 Building the Fluid-Spatial Data Structure
Once all the RCM data is imported, we calculate the pressure, number density, mass
density, and entropy per λ channel. We then convert these results into a 3D data
structure using the equatorial crossing points for x, y. For the z-axis, we chose log10λ,
since the λ’s cover several orders of magnitude and we would like to have reasonable
aspect ratios for the new 3D cells. As an alternate grid, we also store the energy
(given by W = λVM) for the z-axis as a separate data component. This is useful for
observing how plasma is energized as it enters regions of smaller flux tube volume.
The user can switch between the two representations downstream of ReadRCM, using
Rename:oldname=energy,newname=positions. The output data structures contain
variables defined as integrals over λ ranges. Therefore, integrated pressure, density,
and invariants can be calculated downstream by summing over each channel; this can
be done with our custom Sum macro, which integrates the cross sections of a regular
grid.
Having RCM variables defined over energy ranges is useful when integration is the
only desired output. However, we wanted to be able to illustrate how these integrated
quantities vary as a function of logλ. Given the RCM variableX, the total is obtained
by Xtot =
∑
λXλ. Or, in continuous form, Xtot =
∫
∂X
∂λ dλ. A data structure that
captures the continuous distribution of X should correspond to the integrand ∂X∂λ .
However, since we are plotting in log space, we use the result of section 2.7.2:
∂X
∂f
= (ln10)λc
XRCM
∆λ
(C.1)
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Where λc is the channel center, ∆λ is the channel width, and ∂f = ∂logλ. We store
this distribution as a separate data component named “dist”.
We return RCM variables as separate output fields ready for post-processing and
plotting. The density, pressure, and PV γ fields have “dist” and “energy” data compo-
nents, as described above. All variables that do not depend explicitly on λ are stored
in the output named “potential”, which is RCM’s electric potential: Birkeland cur-
rents, VM , minimum magnetic field strength, the magnetic field minus a magnetic
dipole, and ionospheric coordinates (used to change from equatorial plots to iono-
spheric plots) are stored in the components named “birk”, “vm”, “bmin”, “deltaB”,
and “ioncoordinates”, respectively.
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